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I.

Preface

The National Delegates Board of AGARD approved the formation of Working Group 3 (WG-3) of the Electromagnetic Wave
Propagation Panel (EPP) to address radio wave propagation modeling, prediction and assessment with emphasis on military
applications. The group met for the first time in May 1989 in San Diego. United States. At this meeting, the subjects to be
addressed were discussed and defined. It was agreed to produce an overview of important topics in radio wave propagation
modeling, prediction and assessment including recommendations for future Cirections rather than an enginer's handbook. It
became quickly clear that a comp'ite coverage of the subject matter was neither feasible within the time and resource
constraints nor desirable for material easily found elsewheme For example. it was decided not to treat commercal
communications aspects, especially those involving terrestrial mobile, point-to-point. troposcatter. satellite fixed and mobile
propagation links and interference. To facilitate access to more information on those topics, special chapters were added
describing the International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR) and its documentation.

Members of WG-3 met again in Paris. France in October 1989 and discussed a preliminary, rough draft of the report. A third
meeting was held in June 1990 in Kleinheubach. Germany where the final draft of the report was reviewed. In addition to the
members of WG-3, Dr EPSnyder and Dr LA.Ferguson. both of the Naval Ocean Systems Center, San Diego, CA, United
States, contributed to the report by providing the chapter on long wave propagation (Chapter 3.1). Their diligent effort is
gratefully acknowledged.

Sincere appreciation is expressed to all the peop!e who supported theeffort of the working group in providing meeting facilities
and administrative assistance.

J.H.Richter
Chairman. WG-3 and
Editor
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Prif ace

Ix Conseil des D614,us Nationauxi det DAGARD a appmouv46 la creation du proupe de travail No.3 (WG-3) dui Panel AGARD
de [a Propagation des Ondes Elcrmgdiaspour examiner rdvaluation. [a prevision et la moddisation des andes
hcrwcaicns. e- metunat i'accent Suir le applications militates

Le groupe eest retai pour Ia premiere fcxs au mots do nun 1989 A San Diego, aun Etats-Utuis. Ceuce r~uinion a permis aim
membres dui groupe de difinir Its sujets a ttudier et d'en discuter. Le groupe Coest donnt pour objectW de fair eI point des
questions iinportantes dans le domaino de r'Zaluatiot ia pr~ision or la moddlisation des ondes hortzionnos, asini quc de
fournir des recommandations pour los funue wuics do recherche, phutot quo d'enviaager la redaction d'un inanuei de
r'ingemicr". Hoest tr~s vite apparu qu~dil na&Mni possible de couvrir tout le sujot. conupte tenti des ddais impartis ot des moyens
dispombles i souhaitahic do le faire; cc travail avait ddj& t6 fait. Par exemple. il a &6t d&cidi do tue pas traiter lea aspects
cominorciaux des tkonuiros.surtout once qui concorne Des liaisons do propagation zcrreszres. mobiles, point & point.
tropospltriqucs, par satellite, fixes et dtplapables et l'interfdrencom.

Afin de perenare au lecteur d'accider ai d'autres infonnations sur ces sujet. des cluapitres spicitiquos stir Des travaux dui
Cornice International Consultatuf pour lea Ondes Hoatziennes (CUIR) oat etiE rajoutes au toxic original-

ILes moinbres dui groupe WG-3 se sont reunis pour [s deuxitme lois A Paris. au inois dbocrob-r 1989. pour examiner tin projerue
rapport priliminsirc. L~a version difiniuive du rapport a ivE appmouve Ions d'uno troisaite riunion. qul s'est tonue au moss do
pun 1990 i Kleinhtoubach. en Aflernagnc. En plus des efforts consacres ii la ridaction par lea menubres du WG-3. le Dr
RRPSnvder et le Dr JA.fergusor- dui Naval Ocean Systems Center, San Diego, CA- USA, ont bien vouho sassaocter mix travaux
en fournissant lc chapitre sur Is propagation des andes langues (le chapitre 3.1). Jut tiens A latin exprimer ma reconnaissance
pour l'importance des efforts qu-il oant taurnis.

Mes romerciements sincires ~vom egaltemnti A was cciii qul ant sodnenu le travail dui gioupe en mettant at sa disposition des
safies de conferencceat: en assurant Ie support administranif nicessaire.

J -H Richter
Pr sdent. W&-3 et

Redacteur on chief
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Terms of Reference

for

AGARD/EPP ROINR G GROUP 3

on

RADIO PROFAGATWlO MODELING. PREDICMLON AND ASSESSMENT

The working grosp is concerned with ascertaining the ntae-of-the-art in propagation modelin and predicton. and with
identifying new approaches to m-prove operational and R&D objectives. The scope encompasses all natural media (ie- ground.
sea, atmosphere, ionsphere, space environment) across the -•dio spectrum.

1. SUtae-o-Ce-an of physical and ,puical models.

2. Real wt , short •e• lao term prediction tedxn am

3- Propagao assessment systems and operational use&.

4. Future nee&s and improvements.

blmpnmaee to NAM.

NAiTO commuscatios, navigation. surveillance and electronic warfare systems operate in all natural media from subnuface
region to space across the EM ectrum. For rlialbity and comtny of overall sysems opemronal performance the state of
the propasato medium has to be assessed m near real time or nero future time frames, while for system desg purposes long
term behavior and variability of the propagation medium has to be considered. The orking roup's effort to detein the
relevant medi dlaractemstics and their predicted behaviot is, therefore, of great importance for best use of present and
optimum desig of future system
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1. Iflo rslam

Hoats military warfare requirements demand improved descriptions and predictions
of the electromagnetic propagation environment. For example, modeling of radio and
radar Propmgatton in the troposphere has usually been based on a ningle vertical refrac-
tivity profile with the assumtions of horizontal homogeneity and temporal persistence.
While these are reasonable assmptions most of the time, there are situations and loca-
tions where they are not true. This prompted development efforts to model efficiently
propagation in horizontally inhomaoneous media. In long wave propagation assessment,
smaller and faster computers now permit full-wave calculations in a reasonable time,
eliminating the need for approximate models but requirinq a more accurate description of
ionospheric parameters. Modern full-wave models allow for complicated propagation
analyses which depend on accurate models of the geophysical envirnment. In short wave
propagation, the desire to improve propagation predictions, the development of new
qeolocation techniques and the operational implemntation of over-the-horizon radars led
to a new generation of digital ionosondes which provide temporal and spatial descrip-
tions of ionospheric structure not available previously. Similarly, extensive investi-
gations of dynamical features such as acoustic gravity waves have led to a better under-
standing of some pheoimena affecting transionospharic propagation.

Radio propagation &ssesamant requires calculating distribution of electromagnetic
energy in a specific propagation medium. The term propagation modeling refers to both
propagation calculations and description of the propagation medium. In both can, two
different modeling approaches can be used: theoretical and empirical. For propagation
calculations, theoretical models are based on rigorous mathematical formulations; for
the description of the propagation medium, theoretical models are based on the physical
processe responsible for the structure and variability of the propagation environment.
Empirical models are based on observations and do not necessarily require an understand-
ing of the underlying physical processes. The tem mhybrid model is used vith several
meanings. For propagation calculations, it may refer to a mixture of different mathe-
matical techniques. For example, models which use both waveguide and ray optics tech-
niques are called hybrid models. When propagation calculations for specific configura-
tions are either impractical or impossible and are substituted by empirical data, the
resulting comprehensive models consisting of both rigorous mathematical techniques and
empirical data ore sometimes referred to as hybrid models. Similarly, descriptions of
the propagation medium consisting of both physical models and empirical data are called
hybrid models. The latter term is primarily found in icnoospheric propagation contexts
sinc*e the tropospheric radio propagation environment is generally not predicted.

In modeling the ionospheric propagation environment, theoretical models are often

preferred since such models can be applied to different regions where observational data

are scarce or nonexistent. Theoretical models may provide more realistic values for

horizontal gradients of parameters and not suffer from smoothing processes inherent in

empirical models. A disadvantage of theoretical models is their complexity and the
amount of computer time necessary to specify environmental conditions especially on a
global scale.

Empirical ionospheric structure models basd on global maps of environmental param-
eters are as good as the spatial and temporal resolution of the inpit data. These models
are usually obtained from long-term observations. Investigations of specific phomena
require measurement campaigns with carefully selected sensors to account for interactive
effects between surface, lower atmosphere, ionosphere, magngtosphere and space environ-
sent*.

Propagation modeling is usually applied either to real time operational use or to
systems planning. Real time performance assessment requires existing and predicted
environmental date while systems planning needs good geographical and seasonal data
bases.

The following is an attempt to highlight some of these recent developments in radio
propagation modeling, prediction and assessment and to discuss future needs and opportu-

tfor improvements.
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2. Tropospheric Prpation

Radio wave propagation in the troposphere is used for many purposes. one key area,
driven primarily by commercial applications, is transmission of information. i.e. com-
nication of voice, video or data and has been the subject of extensive research. Other
areas, driven primarily by military interest. are remote sensing by radar and electronic
warfare applications such as signal intercept, direction finding and jaminq. In this
report, only a brief introduction will be given into communications since excellent
reviews of this subject can be found elsewhere (Hall, 1986; Boithias, 1987; Hall and
Barclay, 1969). Particularly appropriate reference material for coamnications can be
found in Volume V of the Recoendations and Reports of the CCIR, 1990 (Propagation in
non-ionized media). The prediction methods in this volume are of major importance as
they are the product of many years of collaborative work in a large international forum
(the CCIR), often with input from those active in the International Scientific Radio
Union (OGS!), and have the status of international agreement.

waves propagating through the non-ionized regions of the atmosphere are affected by
the gaseous constituents of the atmosphere and also by clouds and precipitation. The
relative importance of these factors depends on climate and frequency.

Gaseous constituents of the atmosphere influence propagation of radio waves both by
absorption of energy and by the variations in refractive index causing reflection,
refraction and scattering of wave. Absorption is primarily due to oxygen, water vapor
and liquid water and is rarely significant for frequencies lower than about 3 GHm.
Phenomena associated with refractivity variations may occur for frequencies below 30 MHz
but are primarily significant for frequencies above this value.

Clouds and precipitation influence propagation by the absorption of part of the
energy passing through them, and by scattering and changing the polarization of radio
waves. Scattering clearly contributes to the attenuation of the forward beam, but is
also important because it deflects energy into other directions including backscatter.
Again, these effects are of importance at frequencies greater than about 3 GHz, and at
frequencies above about 12 GKa, rain may become the dominant consideration. Changes in
polarization occur when scattering particles are non-spherical in shape. In the case of
scattering by water particles, there is significant associated attenuation, while in the
case of ice particles the attenuation is generally insignificant.

The variability in propagation characteristics due to atmospheric effects is of
paramount importance in determining the interference likely to be experienced in radio
systems, especially in those modes of propagation associated with transmission well
beyond the horizon.

As soon as radars became available, unusual atmospheric propagation effects were
observed, leading to an intense tropospheric modeling and measurement effort. A famous
early example of anomalous propagation is the WW I1 sighting of Arabia with a 200 M•s
radar from Bombay, India 1700 miles away, reported by Freebhafer (1951). Some of the
experiments were so comprehenive and of such high quality that their results are still
used today for validation of propagation models (see, for example, figure 2.18). The
most dramtic propagation anomalies are encountered over water 'tere atmospheric ducting
is more significant and consistent than over land. In additior., evaporation ducting is
a persistent phenomenon found only over water. The propagation measurement and analysis
effort begun in the 19403 has provided an understanding of the physical processes re-
spomsiblo for anomalous propagation. Initially, quantitative propagation assessmnt was
limited and mathematically cumbersom. In the 1960s, increased sophistication of radars
and weapons systems necessitated better ducting assessment techniques. Durin7 that
period, radars were used and specially built for sensing refractivity layers, their fine
structure, and their teMoral am well as spatial behavior (Lane and Meadows, 1963; Hardy
et al., 1966; Richter, 1969). In particular, the ultra-high resolution FM-CW radar
tropospheric szunding technique (Richter. 1969; Richter at al., 1973; Richter and Jan-
sen, 1973) settled important questions like the relative contribution of clear air
refractivity fluctuations and point targets, such as insects and birds, to radar re-
turns. Extensive propagation measurements, advances in the knowledge of atmospheric
boundary layer processes. and the use of sophisticated mathematical modeling techniques
resulted in a much improved understanding of radio propagation anomalies. The avail-
ability of small comauters in the 19705 provided a near-real-time radar and radio propa-
gation assessment capability (Hitney and Richter, 1976) which in the 190Os has been
extended to include tactical decision aids for mitigation and or exploitation of atmos-
pheric propagation effects (Richter, 1959; Paulus, 1989).

Standa Propegatlio

The factors controlling radio propagation within the troposphere may be separated
into two mechanisms: standard and non-standard. Standard propagation refers to a so-
called standard atmosphere in which the radio refractive index decrease exponentially
with Increasing height. At low altitudes this decrease is nearly linear with height
(Sean and Dutton. 1964). The presumption of a standard atmosphere is purely for compu-
tational convenience and is based on long term averages, usually over continental areas.
A standard atmosphere should not be automatically assumed to be the most common condi-
tion since there are many geographic areas where other conditions prevail.

Spherical spreading, characterized by an inverse squ•e- falloff with range, is the
only loss mechanism associated with free-space propaqAflion. consistent with usual
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Figure 2.1. Path loss versus range illustrating standard propagation regions. The
example is for terminals at 18 and 30 z and a frequency of 5.0 GHz.

practice, free-space propagation is used throughout this report as the s':andard against
which both propagation measurements and calculations are referenced.

within the horizon, the coherent interference of signals from the direct path
between transmitter and receiver or target with any reflected paths is very important.
In a marine environment, such multipath effects are usually the result of interference
of the sea-reflected path with the direct path. In this case, the effects of divergence
or signal spreading due to reflection from the earth's curved surface and the effects of
the rough surface on reducing the reflection coefficient become important factors in
determining the total amount of interference between the two paths. The phase differ-
ence between the two paths is determined by path geometry and the phase lag angle asso-
ciated with reflection from the sea surface. If there are land masses or large obsta-
cles nearby, multipath reflection from them will also be a determining factor but these
effects are beyond the scope of this report and will not be discussed further. Two-wave
interference will be dominant when both the transmitter and receiver antennas are illu-
minating both direct and reflected paths and when the transmitter and receiver are
reasonably well within line-of-sight. As the receiver or target approaches the radio
horizon, the interference affect begins to blend with the diffraction propagation mecha-
nism.

At ranges sufficiently well beyond the radio horizon, the dominant propagation mode
is diffraction of the radio waves by the earth's curved surface. In a standard atmos-
phere, the diffraction mechanism is usually the limiting factor for surveillance and
communications applications, since the attenuation rate with range is much greater than
in the interference region. The maximum propagation loss, or path loss, occurs in this
region, consistent with radar detection of reasonable size targets or normal communica-
tion ranges.

For high-power communication systems, where high-gain antennas can be employed on
both terminals, the dominant propagation mechanism at ranges far beyond the horizon is
tropospheric scatter, or troposcatter, whereby energy is scattered from refractivity
fluctuations within the common volume intersected by receiving and transmitting anten-
nas. The final standard propagation effect is absorption by atmospheric gases, primari-
ly water vapor and oxygen, although their impact is usually negligible for frequencies
below 20 GHs. Figure 2.1 shows path loss in decibels (ratio of transmitted to received
power for loss-free isotropic antennas) versus range for a 5 GHz transmitter at 18 m and
a receiver at 30 m over sea-water to illustrate the various propagation regions dis-
cussed above.

Usm-stamiard lzepqatien

Ron-standard propagation mechanism are all associated with abnormal vertical
distributions of the refractive index. If n is the refractive index, the refractivity
N is defined as

N - (n-1) x 106

•Bt
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and is related to temperature T tK], pressure P [hPa], and partial water vapor pressure
0e (ha ] by

N - 77.6 (P/T + 4810 e/T2)

For a standard refractivity gradient, a radio ray will retract downward toward the
earth's surface, but with a curvature less than the earth's radius. Standard gradients
are usually considered to be from -79 to 0 N units per kilometer of height which are
characteristic of long-term mean refractive effects for a particular area. For example,
the long-tern mean gradient over the Continental United States is approximately -39 N
units per kilometer. If the gradient exceeds 0 N/ka, a radio ray will bend upwards and
the layer is said to be subrefractive and have the effect of shortening the distance to
the horizon. If the gradient is between -157 and -79 N/km, the ray will still bend
downwards at a rate less than the earth's curvature but at a rate greater than standard.
These gradients are called superrefractive and have the effect of extending the horizon.
The most drasatic nonstandard effects are those caused by gradients less than -157 N/lkm
which are called trapping gradients. In this case, the ray curvature exceeds the
earth's curvature and leads to the formation of ducting which can result in propagation
ranges far beyond the horizon. The modified refractivity M is defined by

N - N + (h/a) x 106 - N + 0.157 h (2.1)

where h is the height above the earth's surface in meters and a is the earth's radius in
meters. M is useful in identifying trapping gradients since trapping occurs for all

Figure 2.2. Relative banding for each of the four refractive c*nditions.

negative M gradients. Table 2.1 lists the four refractive conditions discussed above
* and their relation to N and M gradients, and figure 2.2 illustrates the relative curva-

ture for each.

CONDITION N-AMfDENT (N/lw) N-ORADIflT (K/lw)

Trapping dN/dh s -157 dM/dh S 0
Superrefractive -157 < dN/dh S -79 0 < dJ/dh s 78
Standard -79 < dN/dh S 0 78 < dM/dh s 157

* Subrefractive dN/dh > 0 dN/dh > 157

Table 2.1. Refractive regimes.

Duoting

In a marine environment there are two distinct types of ducts caused by trapping
gradients: surface-based ducts and elevated ducts. Surface-based ducts are usually
created by trapping layers that occur up to several hundred meters in height, although
they can be created by a trapping layer adjacent to the surface (sometimes referred to
simply As surface ducts). Figure 2.3 shms the N and N profiles for a typical surface
duct. A surface duct is formed when the N value at the top of the trapping layer is
lees than the surface value. Those ducts are not particularly sensitive to frequency
and support long over-the-horizon propagation ranges at frequencies above 100 MHz. Sur-
face-based ducts occur with annual frequencies of up to 50 percent in areas such as the
Eastern Mediterranean and the Northeastern Indian ocean antLare the type of duct respon-
sible for most reports of extremely long over-the-horizon ridar detection and communica-
tis range. Their uper limit rarely exceeds a few hundred meters.
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1levated ducts are created by elevated trapping layers of the sane type an those
which create most surface-based ducts. However, in this case, the layer is either too
high or the N defici$ across the trapping layer is too small to meet the condition
previously stated tof form a surface-based duct. Figure 2.4 illustrates the N and X
profiles required for an elevated duct. The vertical extent of the duct is defined as
the height interval between the top and the point below the trapping layer where the
same V value is reached. Elevated ducts can also affect propagation for frequencies
above approximately 100 30Z but the effects are usually limited to airborne emitters or
sensors located close to or above the elevated duct. The primary effects are extended
ranges for receivers or targets within the duct and radio or radar "holes" in coverage
for receivers or targets at altitudes above the duct. Elevated ducts occur at altitudes
up to about 6 kl, although they are most common below 3 km.

A special case of a surface duct is the evaporation duct which is a nearly perma-
nent propagation mechanism created by a rapid decrease of moisture immediately above the
ocean surface. For continuity reasons, the air adjacent to the ocean is saturated with
water vapor and the relative humidity is thus 100 percent. This high relative humidity
decreases rapidly with increasing height in the first few decimeters until an ambient
value is reached which depends on the general meteorological conditions. The rapid
decrease in humidity creates a trapping layer adjacent to the surface as illustrated by
the modified refractivity curve in figure 2.5. The height at which a minimum value of N
is reached is called the evaporation duct height, which is a measure of the strength of
the duct. The evaporation duct itself extends dawn to the surface. Since evaporation
ducts are very "leaky", they may affect radio and radar terminals significantly above as
well within the duct. The frequencies affected by evaporation ducting are strongly
dependent or. the existing duct height, with a lower practical limit of about 3 GHz. The
evaporation duct heights vary generally between 0 and 40 m, with a long-term mean value
of about 8 m at northern and up to 30 m at tropical latitudes. The primary evaporation
duct effects are to give extended ranges for surface-to-surface radio or radar system
operating above 3 GHz. The optimum frequency to achieve extended ranges via the evapo-
ration duct appears to be around 18 GHz (Richter and Hitney, 1975; Anderson, 1982;
Anderson, 1983). Although ducting effects extend beyond this limit, absorption of
atmospheric gases and extra attenuation due to a rough surface counteract the benefits
of the duct.

With the exception of evaporation ductinq, the previously discussed propagation
phenomena also are found over land. What complicates propagation over land, is the
often irregular terrain. Consideration of terrain effects is usually very path specif-
ic.

2. 1 Models

2.1.1 Propagation Modeling in Norisontally Stretified Media

2.1.1.1 Propagation Within and Near the Zorison

Within and near the horizon, the effective received signal may consist of several
components which arrive at the receiving a;tenna over different transmission paths.
These components may have differing phases and amplitudes, and their relationships with
one another may vary continuously with time. This phenomenon results from a multiplici-
ty Of paths in the troposphere, reflections from objects such as-aircraft and buildings,
specular and diffuse reflection from the surface of the earth and from refractive layers
in the atmosphere. Such multipath (which is the cause of all fast fading observed on
radio links) can seriously degrade the quality of service, especially with regard to
bandwidth.

For ranges and altitudes well within the horizon, physical optics techniques are
usually used to calculate field strength. Ray trajectories for both direct and reflect-
ed ray paths are calculated using piecewise-linear-with-height refractivity profiles and
ray trace procedures such as deacribed by Bean and Dutton (1968). when one terminal of
the paths is close to the surface, say within 100 m, and ranges are fairly large, the
interference effects of the direct and reflected ray can be accounted for using a tech-
nique described by Slake .(1980) which assumes the direct and the reflected paths are
parallel throughout the atmosphere, except for the region close to the lower terminal.
t.his lowest region is assumed to be characterized by a single refractivity layer and the
path-length difference calculations become quite tractable. For shorter ranges and
lover altitudes, the assumption of parallel rays breaks down. In this case, an alter-
nate solution based on Fishhaok (1951) can be used which requires a single linear re-
fractivity layer to exist over the entire height interval of interest. Refractive
distortion can still be taken into account, however, by determining the single linear
layer that best matches an actual raytrace through the entire region of interest at law
elevation angles. In determining the contribution of the reflected ray, the reflection
coefficient for the proper polarization as well as the spherical earth divergence factor
need to be computed, such as described by Reed and Russell (1966). In addition, an
ocean roughnes factor should be included in the calculations, as discussed later in
this report. The option field calculations are applicable to ranges and heights such
that one or both of the following conditions apply. First, the path-length difference
between the direct and the reflected ray must be at least one quarter wavelength, fol-
lowing Fishback (1951), and second, to ensure valid diverg&ce factor calculations, the
reflection grazing angle must exceed a limiting value given by Reed and Rsell (1966).
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Figure 2.6. Comparison of calculated to observed path loss versus range within the
horizon.

Figure 2.6 is a comparison of measured field strength versus range data (Hopkins et
al., 1956) and calculations based on the techniques described above. The transmitter in
this case was in an aircraft at 10,060 m, the receiver was located 33 m above mean sea
level (asl), and vertical polarization was used. The modified refractivity versus
height was measured near the receiver and is shown in the figure. In this case, the
limit of the optical region is based on the quarter-wavelength limit. Calculations are
shown for both a standard atmosphere (dashed curve) and for the actual refractivity
profile (chain-dot curve). Note how the trapping layer has stretched out the last few
nulls in range.

The above described methods work reasonably well in most cases. However, there are
some cases where the actual path-length difference is too strongly dependent on the
trajectories and electromagnetic path lengths of the direct and reflected rays for the
assumption of an equivalent single linear layer to be valid for calculating path-lenqth
difference. Current investigations at the Naval Ocean Systems Center using complete
raytrace methods including the calculation of integrated electromagnetic path length
along each ray have shown some promise in overcoming this problem, although at the
expense of much increased computing requirements. Figure 2.7 illustrates one example
where the new full raytrace model does a far better job than the equivalent single-layer
model. The example is for a trilinear surface-based duct with a duct height of 465 m.

6 To avoid uncertainties inherent in measured data, the figure shows as "ground truth"
(solid curve) the results of a well-confLried waveguide model program described later in
this report. The frequency was 3000 MHz, the transmitter height was 30 a, the range was
100 nmi, and horizontal polarization was assumed. A total of 139 modes were included in
the waveguide program to ensure that the results would be accurate well inside the
horizon. The results from the Rnew model" (dashed curve) are based on the full raytrace
method and coincide exactly with the wavequide calculations below the first optical
null. Note that the raytrace model not only matches the wavequide model more accurately
than the "old model" (chain-dot curve) based on a single layer assumption, but is able
to calculate fields much closer to the horizon since it computes a much improved path-
length difference.

As was mentioned above, ray-optics methods are limited to regions within the radio
horizon. Although waveguide methods can be applied to near horizon cases by including a
sufficient numbar of modes, practical applications generally require that ranges extend
sufficiently beyond the horizon. The time-honored method for treating the near-horizon
region is based on Fiehback's (1951) method of "bold interpolation," in which linearinterpolation is used to connect the last point calculated in the optical region with
the first point calculated in the beyond-the-horizon region in terms of decibel path
loas versus range. As era" as this method appears, experience shows it works remarka-
bly well in matching measured data.

The parabolic equation method (PM) in applicable within and beyond the horizon.
The technpqu was developed by iestan researcbers (Leontovich and rock, 1946) to solve
radio propagation problems in complex geophysical environments. However, it vas not
until some 30 years later that Whis approach found widespread use when the Fourier
split-step algoritlm was introduse to solve the parabolic wave equation numerically
(Hardin and T rt, 1973; Tappert, 1977). This approach Jame widely used in under-
water acoustic applications. It wee first adapted to tropospheric electromagnetic
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propagation by Ko st &1. (1983), and, subsequently, by Docker-y and Konstanter (1987);
Craig (1988); Ctraig and ELevy (1989); Fournlier (1989); and Ryan (1989).

In the PE approach, the two dimensional elliptical scalar wave equation is trans-
, formed into a parabolic equation based on a number of assumptions, primarily that the

refractivity field in the direction of propagation varies slow enough to permit neglect;-
: ~ing barckscattered energjy. The PE is solved numerically in a flat-eart•h geoetr~y (Rich-
] ter, 1966) using the split-stop Fourier algorithm (Tappert, 1977) which in easily imple-
, mneted on a computer and Is stable for stop sizes which are small compared to refractiv-

ity variations but largo compared to the wavelength.

I.•L.L.2k "~ad the Izorlson Proqpagation

At largJe distances beyond the horizon, in normal environments, the field strengthsi
Sare dominated by scatterng from troospheric refractivity fluctuations (i.e. trooscat-
I ter). The troposcatter field is generally veil below radar receiver thresholds but
! strong enough for oommunication purposes. A good review of the observational side of
S~troposott~er is given by Boithias and Barsenti (1983). The primary emphasis in this

discussion will be on anomalous beyond-the-horizon propagation produced by laterally
•homogeneous trpspeic laeriJng. In partitcular, several case studies which have been

tr•eate by vaveguide concept are reviewsd. Points of discrepancy between calculation
and observtion are singled cut along with scas problem a~rea woty of furthe stuy.

Since waveguide formliml~ is well documented by a number of autor (Budden, 1961;
Wait, 1970; Brkbvkih 19"), the aprace which have beei% f9 mos useful will
be r~evieed only very briefly. First, the avaequid* dwmlopmentA are in ter of an
earth-flattemed geometry( where earth curvature is inluded in a modified index of ro-
fraclK=mc (bodcar an Wlk hklcawh~, 1946). The modified refraciv tJude is approxmatsed
by linear semet so that the altitude depandemce of th *aids are, to a good aqpproxi-
mation, exresble in tw or wattlied ESakel functions or order ons third or, squiv-

! I I II I IT
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Figure 2.8. Zero locations in the complex eigenangle space.

lently, Airy functions. Waveguide normal modes are found subject to the boundary condi-
tions of the outgoing wave at the top and the outgoing wave in the ground. One of the
fundamental functions forms can be expressed as follows in terms of plane wave reflec-
tion coefficients (Wait, 1970):

F(O)- 1 - Rb(e)lb(e) (2.2)

where R is the plane-wave reflection coefficient from everything above any height b
within the guide with vacuum below b and 

1
b is the plane-wave reflection coefficient

from everywhere below b with vacuum above. Theta (e) is the complex grazing angle of
the plane wave (i.e., complement of the angle of incidence), where the real part of the
cosine of the grazing angle is related to phase velocity and its imaginary part to
attenuation rate.

Crucial to any successful waveguide program is the determination of all significant
complex zeros of the fundamental mode equation , F-O. one solution of the equation is
0-0. Using this knowledge and plotting the curve G-ah(B)bR(B)bl-1 gives one method of
root extraction. An example taken from the work of Baumgartner et al. (1983) is shown
in figure 2.8. The vertical axis is the imaginary part of e and the horizontal axis is
the real part. Nodes with attenuation rates less than 1.3 4B/km are shown. The insert
is the modified refractivity used for the calculation and corresponds to K-0 at z-183 a.
For practical purposes, the waveguide results are determined by the gradients in the
refractivity profile and are quite insensitive to translational effects. The Om in
figure 2.8 denote modem located on the G curve traced from the origin. The Xs represent
modes located by a method discussed below. The mode not found using the G trace method
is a diffraction-type mode. Generally, the attenuation rates of diffraction-type modes
increase approximately as frequency to the one-third power and thus tend to become less
important with increasing frequency for beyond-the-horizon propagation in ducting envi-
ronments associated with elevated layers. Most of the calculations to be presented here
were generated using modes found by the G-trace method.

A better method for finding the mode solutions is based on an algorithm described
by Shellman and Rorfitt (1976). Implementation of the method requires searching the
periphery of a rectangular region of the eigenvalue space for 00 or 1800 phase contours
of the modal function. The nodal function is required to be analytic within and on the
boundary of the search rectangle. The latter requirement guarantees that the phase
contours which enter the search rectangle must either terminate on zeros of the modal
function or exit the search rectangle (figure 2.9). When applying the method to the
modal function, given by (2), difficulties are encountered because %b and or A may not
be analytic in the region of interest. Marcus (1931, 1932) and Baumgartner (1183) have
avoided this difficulty by formulating the mode equation directly in term of continuity
to the tangential (i.e., horizontal) field couponents. They have put the Shellman-
Morfitt root-finding algorithm to excellent use for tropospheric vaveguide calculations
and their methods represent a marked improvement over tho ttrace procedure by infalli-
bly locating all non-degenerate modes within the search rectangle. That capability
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r should be particularly useful in studies involving multiple ducts.

Once the eiqenvaiues are determined, the signal level relative to free space can beS~computed from

A i

S(dS) - 10O~{00Ox snxa]• n~qnl(zT)qn(zRl)exrp(-kx cOSen)L 2  (2.3)
n8i

where Sf frequency (389)
F trans2itter receiver distance (kin)

ahou e t'p radius (ulm)
Oc height-naln function notermaied to unity at level b

t stter altitude

ZR receiver altitude
n nth sigenangle
n free apace number (ou-1 )N total number of modes used

and
X. (c(On)] 1 / 2 (1 + 1b) 2  excitation factor. (2.4)

n

Rquations (2.3) and (2.4) are consistent with the plane wave reflection coefficient
formalism (Sudden, 1961). For the equivalent in the Marcus formalis ma" Marcus (1981).
The value of N depends very much upon the height of the layer, the frequency, and the
tetminal locations. The height-gain function for the TE wave, and to a good approxima-
tion for the TX wave, obeys the equation

d2:n+ k2[a2(z) - cos2 n]gn - 0 (2.5)

wher% the modified refractive index is given by

m - n + z/a (2.6)

in the linearly segmented approximation, second-order terms involving the gradients
of a are ignored when solving equation (2.5). The height-qain functions are found
subject to the conditions that they represent outgoing waves at the top and in the
ground, and that the tangential field components of the radio wave are continuous at
poLnts •here, in the linear segmented approximation, da/da is discontinuous. It is
Often the came that remlts are expressed in term of path loss. This conversion is
0014 bY subtractift aqUatic. (2.*3) from the free specs path 10.5 LFS, WhS~ch is

SFS(o) - 32.4 + ,O IC.1ox + 20 logi 0 f (2.7)

1 JL
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In the following, results will also be discussed in terms of the incoherent mode
sum which in obtained by the replacement

N N
SS %n(n(zT)gn(ZR)exp( - ikx cosen) 12 -. E IAngn(zT)qn(zR)axp( - ikx cosen) 2 (2.8)
n-l n-i

in equation (2.3).

To give an idea of the dynamic frequency range to which the Wveeguide formalism has
been applied, a numerical study made of ductinq in the HF band (Pappert and Goodhart,
1979) is considered first. Hansen (1977) reported measurements over a 235 km southern
california ocean path in the frequency range fro, 4 - 32 MHz. No skywave contamination
existed for the path. Hansen found that above about 20 MHz the average signal levels
considerably excoded predictions based on standard groundwave theory. During a 24 hour
Period f Hansen's measurements, nine refractivity profiles recorded at different sites
which were in reasonable proximity to the prcpaetion path ware available. Bach ref rac-tivity Profile prvIded an enviroment for which waveguide calculations were performed.
Figure 3.10 show the measured and calculated path lo•ses. The average path loses are
at the midpoint of the error bars which represent one standard deviation on each side ofthe Ovage. The calculated and measured averages are in gd agrement. The disparity
betwen the calculated and observed standar deviation is attributed to likely lateral
ini eities in the guidi which were not considered in the calculations.
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Figure 2.11. San Pedro to San Diego experimnent. Solid curves are envelopes of the
measurement and the dote waveguide results. For comparison, troposcatter levels are
-39.5 dB at 52 MMz, -44.4 dB at 100 M~is, and -48.7 dB at 547 JM:z.

Figure 2.11 shows results of measurements described by Kerr (1951). Displayed are
tile base of the temperature inversion plotted in a time series along with the envelopes
of the observed signals. There were about 150 vertical refractivity profiles measured
during the course of the experiment of which about 80 are still available today. Of
that number, 64 were amenable to trilinear fits. Analytical results based on trilinear
fits, which have been calculated using the program of Baumgartner (1983), are shown by
dots on the measured signal level curves. Particularly at the higher frequencies, the
results are in good agreement with the observations.

Figure 2.12 shows height-gain curves in a ducting environment and in a normal
atmosphere at ;.3 GHZ for a 222 km range and a receiver altitude of 152 m. It applies
to data measured along a propagation path between San Diego and Guadalupe Island whfre
an inversion layer characterized by a 40 N-unit deficit existed between 183 and 305 a as
shown in the insert (papeprt and Goodhart, 1977). The comparison between calculated and
measured results is quite good. This case is an example of signal calculations by
waveguide concepts when the number of modes is in the order of 100. The large number of
modes points out the need for approximate methods such as ray (Pederson and Gordon,
1972; Wasky, 1982) or hybrid methods (Felson and Ishihara, 1979; Niqliora at al., 1982).
Nevertheless, the results of figure 2.12 show that, with enough fortitude, waveguide
calculations can be carried to at least the several Gui-range for typical surface-based
ducts. Of courme, a reliable waveguide program can also be used as a measure to assess
the accuracy of approximate methods.

Figure 2.13 shove resule -f an approximate method (Baumgartner et al., 1983). It
is for the same frequency and environment as thore in figure 2.12. The range is 111 Km
with the receiver altitude at 30.5 a. Theoretical results for both the coherent and
incoherent made sun are shown along with field strengths for the normal atmosphere
(terminated at the horison). The waveguide results were obtained using asymptotic
formulas, where reasonable, for the plane-wave reflection coefficients and are labeled
NA in figure 2.13. Although only implemented for trilinear profiles, the method shows
promise for speeding up wavequide calculations with relatively little degradation in
aocuracy from the full-man calculations. The mod phasing is such that above about 275
a the coherent mode sum considerably underestimates the measurements. If the mode
Phasing to destroyed by lateral layer inbcoogeneity, index of refraction fluctuations,or
surfaoe roughness, then the expectation would be that the incoherent mode ould be
are representative of the propagation conditions. For the case shown in figure 2.13.
the cherent smoe ma gives better agreement with measurements between about 150 and 275
m (i.e., roughly over the inversion layer height range) and the incoherent mode sum
gives better agreaMnt above ;75 m. Which made sum Is to be preferred, and why, under a
given set of terminator conditions remaiins an unsolved question. It would certainly
40 appropriate to direct attention to the roles played ty refractive index fluctua-
tiOns (Mlatte, 1983), layer inhomoge•eity (Cho and Wait, 1983), and surface roughness

.. ... .. .....-
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Figure 2.12. Measured and calculated height gains for a surface-based duct.

(Bass and Fuks, 1979) in future studies.

Figure 2.14 show. additional results close to 3 GHz (Pappert and GOodhart, 1977;

Hitney et al., 1978). Calculated and measured path-lose values as a function of range

for a transmitter at about 21 3 altitude and a receiver at 914 m altitude are displayed.

The measurements were taken in an off-shore San Diego environment. The range covers the

line-of-siqht region, the diffraction region, and the region well beyond the horizon.

Two wavequide results are shown. One is for the elevated lyer environment shown in

figure 2.14 (b) which was obtained from radiosonde measurements made during the periad
of the radio measurements and the other is for the evaporation duct shown in figure 2.14

(C) which meteorological data indicated might have existed at the time of the measure-

ments. The arrows are crude measures of the horizon for a direct ray (A139 ki), for a

ray once reflected from the elevated layer (-315 kin), and for a ray twice reflected from

the elevated layer (s537 kn). It is apparent that the wavequide-calculated path loss

for the elevated layer shows a large increase in the neighborhood of the arrows consist-
ent with what might be expected on the basis of a ray-hop picture and greatly overesti-

mates the observed path loss beyond the first horizon. The viveguide calculation for

the very strong evaporation duct gives reasonable agreement with the beyond-the-horizon
signal. However,

a) because of the difference between the experimental and shallow surface duct
results close to the horizon,
b) because many of the measurements (for a variety of refractivity environments)
showed beyond-the-horizon signal leveling off close to the 180 dB value, and

c) because an exceptional, very strong, evaporation duct is required,

it is questionable whether the shallow surface duct can explain the many obeervations.
An explanation of why the path-loss falloff beyond the horizon is repeatedly Ruch less
in the offshore San Diego area than expected for troposcatter (Yeh. 1960) and the pre-

cise role, if any, played by ducting and superrefractive environments remains unknown.

Waveguide programs have also been used extensively t2 model propagation effects
created by the evaporation duct (Anderson, 1982; Rothermas,974; Hitney, 1975; Hitney,
1980), whereby multilinear refractivity profiles are used to approximate the actual
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refractivity profiles derived from the meteorological processes, as described by Jeske
(1965). The result from one such modeling effort is shown in figure 2.15 and compared"with measurements (Richter and Hitney, 1975). Figure 2.15 (a) shows calculated (dotted
curve) and observed (solid curve) path loss versus time. The calculations are based on
profiles derived from bulk meteorological measurements of air temperature, relative
humidity, wind speed. and sea temperature measured at one end of the path. Although the
calculations are in substantial agreement with the observations, some discrepancies
exist which are probably related to an inhomogeneous path, errors in the meteorological
measurements, or the presence of surface-based ducts which were not considered in the
calculations.

Another example of evaporation-duct modeling is presented in figure 2.16 for 18 Gat
measurements (Andersmo, 1982). The figurs shows path lose versua duct height, where the
solid oscillating curve is the theoretical dependence band on the waveguide model and
includes atmospheric absorption sffects. The calculated fields to the peak of the first
mode provide an upper bound to the magnitude of the observed fields. Since the duct
heights were ammasred only at one end of the propagation path, it is not surprising to
see a spread of observed fields due to variations in the evaporation duct ever the
entire path. Also, the calculatio were made assuming a flat ocean surface; the calcu-
lated signal levels are, therefore, expected to be overestimates. The oscillatory
nature of the calculated signal results from modal interference. As the duct height
increases, the least atteumated mode drops out of the picture because of a decrease in
its height gain function at the transmit and receive terminals. Thus. although more
highly attemuated than the first mode, the second mode eventually becomes dominant with
increasing duct height because of the height gain effect. The process continues to
repeat itself with higher order modes becoming dominant as the duct height increases
further.

A final application of the waveguide model to the evaporation duct is based on the
vor of Anderso (1536) an eddresses the influence of the evaporation duct on shipboard
srface-eearch radar design. Based on refractivity clisatologies and the previously
discussed modeling techniques, the probability was evaeqlted of detecting a surface
target At ranges Mll beyond the normal radar horison. Yor frequencies were consid-
ered; 3, 6, 1o, and is aus. Predicted radar performanse is sewariaed in figure 3.17,
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Finally, it is pointed aut that waveguide calculations can be carried to within the
line-of-sight region and can therefore be used to assist in devsloping empirical formu-
las for connecting raytheory line-of-sight fields to diffraction fields (see figure"2.7). Alternatively, as mentioned in section 2.1.1.1, the PE method may be applied
within and beyond the horizon.

2. *1.2 Lateral Inhomogeneity and 5ucface-Roughness

2.1.2.1 Lateral Inhomoqeneity

The assumption of hori-ontai inhomogeneity appears to be adequate most of the time,
especially over open ocean conditions. However, there are situattons where the refrac-
tivity varies sufficiently along the path to require modeling techniques which handle
those situations. In a slowly varying medium, the modes do not interact significantly,
and, each mode can be treated separately. This so-called adiabatic (or MKB) approxima-
tion has been used in underwater acoustic propagation studies (Nagl at al., 1978) and
VLF propagation in the earth-ionosphere wave-guide (Bickel et al., 1970). If the adia-
batic approximation fails, the lateral inhomogeneity is generally treated by mode-con-
version techniques (Cho and Wait, 1978; Pappert and Goodhart, 1980; Wait, 1980) or by
the parabolic equation (PE) method (Hardin and Tappert, 1973). Both mode-conversion
(also referred to as "range-dependent mode") techniques and the parabolic equation
method have been developed to a high degree of sophistication by the underwater acous-
tics cosmunity. Both techniques have only recently been used in tropospheric ducting
work. The main reason for this that the horizontally varying refractivity field neces-
sary for meaningful modeling is rarely available. Tropospheric ducts and their spatial
as well as temporal variability are deviations from the norm, whereas variable sound
velocity profiles in the ocean are the norm and are much less time dependent.

Figure 2.18 shows measurements of height gains at 63, 170, 520, and 3300 MHz along
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Figure 2.18. Guadalupe Island data.

with concurrent meteorological data along the path. Also shown in the figure are exper-
imental neasurecents of refractivity expressed in B units. B units are related to the
modified refractivity N and height h in meters by

M - B + 0.118#h

The receiver height is 30.5 zi (100 ft) and the transaittertha•iht is variable over the
altitude range indicated by the height- gain behavior of the field. The latter is given
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RAFigure 2.19. Comparison of WKS results at 63 kHz.

in dUB relative to free space. The geosmetrical horizon distance is also indicated and it
should " appreciated that many of the data pertain t1o signals received far beyond the
horizon. It in clear that the layer structure varied temporally or spatially or both.
These data served as the basis for a numerical modelingJ study of the effects or lateral
nonuniformity. only the two lowest frequencies were exalinod. The vertical refract~ivi-
ty structure was modeled by trilinear refractivity profiles as a function of range. The
model properties of the layer (i.e., the middle segment of the trilinear model) are
given in table 2.2. The levels

x (nmi) z2 (m) z33(m) dK/dz (ka-1)

S0-40 152.4 335.3 -144.4

180 213.4 457.2 -59.00 350.5 609.6 -49I2

160 350.5 65S. 3 -19.7
200 457.2 731.5 -3.3

Table 2.2. Model parameters of the layer.

s2 and 93 are the loter and upper levels of the layer, and x is the range. A single
profrilo Ia assumed to apply throuehort the range 0-40 nmi. The profile decribed by

z2-213.4 a, x -457.2 m, and dK/dh--59.0 in &**used to be the profile at 80 naj, etc. AThesedaa seadrent af 118 b/ss fao assumed bralo m oin all caof. Ltneer interpolation
of znu Zr and y n/d was used to determfne their swluee at ranges intertediate to 40-r0,

60-M.0 h20-160, 160-200 nmi. Figur~e 2.19 sho a comparison of measured and calculated
height gains at 63 MHz. The calculated results are for tho WKS• (or adiabatic) methodand the yrrewamnt dlth the mriurearents is very goodf n this case of single mofa peops-

tiln. one mrtifestation of the nonlnafom ia., te of the suidn o e ilineaincrease in
ragie or the hei2ht .2 ere . mxivA signal level occurs.

Figure 2.20 shows a comparison of measured and calculated height gains at 170 IM~z.
In this case two theoretical curves are given. One is the MM calculaltion and th other
represents a slab model implementation of a mode-conversion program (C.ho and Wait,
1978). Over 65 slabs were used In the Implementation and a convrec study indicated
that this number was an amlple number of slabs. The €o""riaons in this cas&e are not:
nearly as good an they are for the 63 MEz case. Particulafty at lower altitudes for the

x!m) z() z() d/zk 1
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Figure 2.20. Comparison Of measutrements, WKB, and mode conversion results at 170 MHz.E

internedi~ate ranges the discrepancy between measurement and calculation is as large as

about 40 d9. At more remote ranges and at altitudes in excess of about 400 •, theVI
calculation gives beat agreement with observation. Though not shown in figur~e 2.19,

In e o v rs o re uts wre also generated for the 63 M lz case and for an unexplained
reason mode conversion again gave results at the higher altitudes which were definitely
interior to the WKS results. It can only be speculated that the mode-conversion results
may be more sensitive to fin* structure of the vertical and lateral refractivity pro-
files than are the WKS results. Mode conversion in very difficult to implement an the
frequency increases and the wayeguide becomes nor* and more multimodod.

PE techniques offer considerable promise of alleviating the above shortcomings.
The PE program used to calculate the following examples in the radio parabolic equation
IRPE)1 model developed by R1yes (1989'.

Figure 2.21 is an example of mode conversion (MC) and PS calculations for a 35.2 ka
variable duct height propagation path (Papert•-, 1989). Duct height is 2 Is at each and
point and increases linearly to 6 a at the aid point. Receiver altitude in plotted
versus signal level for a transmitter height of 5 a and a frequency of 9.6 GHz. M(C and
PE give identical results. For compaison, the dotted line repressens the height gain
function for a standard atmosphere and the dashed lines are the results for constfant: 2•
and 8 a duct heights, respectively. For the mode conversion calculations, the number of
m odets varied from 6-12 between the 2 and 8 a duct heights, respectively and the lateral
inhomogenoity was modeled with 121 slabs.

In figure 2.22, path loss is calculated using the RPS model for 9.6 GHz, terminal
heights of 5 and 25 m, an a 14 a evaporation duct. As in the previous case, a compari-
son with moal wevequide solutions gave identical results.

Figure 2.23 is an example of a radar coverage diagram generated with the RPR (radio
parabolic equtiton) program described by Ryan (1989). The radar is an BPS 10/67 operat-
irb at a frequenc of 5.6 GHS (horizontal poizaion) at a height of 22.2 a in the

presenc of a 30 a evaporation duct. The different shadings are path lose values in dB.
The offse of the evaporation duct on low altitude coverage is apparent.

404
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2 .1.2.2 Surface Roughness and Millimeter-Uave Propagation

When radio waves propagate over or through the earth, the propagation characteris-tics are determined by the electrical properties and the physical configuration of the
surface of the earth, including vegetation and man-made structures of various dimen-
sions. At frequencies above about 30 MHz it is the physical conhiguration that matters
most. The relevant effect on overall transmission loss is determined by the frequency
concerned, the electrical characteristics in question and/or the topography of the
terrain. It should be noted that in the case of tropospheric propagation near the
surface of the earth terrain irregularities are important at all tines.

Larqe-scale terrain irregularities may affect the horizontal homogeneity of refrac-
tive layers. They can also reduce the amount of radio power reflected from the earth's
surface ar.d can divide the reflected radio signal into many small delayed components.
Small-scale irregularities on the earth's surface give rise to scattered radio power
rather than to specular reflection.

Though the general problem of reflection from rough surfaces is extremely complex
(Bass and Fuks, 1979), the Fresnel reflection coefficient formulas for a smooth surface
can be easily generalized to allow, in partial measure, for roughness of a surface
obeying Gaussian statistics. This modification is developed from the Kirchhoff-Huygens
theory in terms of the surface rae bump height (Ament, 1953; Beckmann and Spinxichino,
1963). In particular, if R is the Fresnel reflection coefficient for the smooth surface
then the effective Coefficient Re for the rough surface in the specular direction for
the coherent part of the field can be written as

Ri _ R eIcp(-_ 2
/2). 0 - 2kasin% (2.9)

where k is the free space number, a Is the rms bump height, and 0 the angle of inci-
dence at the surface. Beard (1961) has shown this to be reasonablW provided 1#1 is not
too large. It is also quite possible that the formula fails at near grasing angles
since multiple reflections and shadowing are not allowed for in the theory. Still, the
physically attractive feature that a rough surface should scatter energy out of the
speCUlar direction coupled with its ease of implementation have made it a popular way to
treat, at least in a seami-quantitative way, surface roughness effects on propagation.
The two following surface roughness models are commonly used to relate the rsu bump
height (in meters) to the wind speed u (in meters per second):

a - 0.0051 U
2  

AL (2.10)

a - 0.00176 u5/2 (2.11)
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Figure 2.24. Line-of-sight comparison with (upper curves) and without (lower curves)
surface roughness.

Equation (2.10) is obtained from the Phillips' saturation curve spectrum (Phillips,1966) and (11) in derived from the Neumann-Pierson spectru as modified by Kinsman

(1965).

Figuzre 2.24 shows comparisons between measured and calculated lino-Of-sight fields.
Two sets of calculated curves are shown. They represent the interference pattern be-
tween the direct wave and the wave once reflected from the outface. The calculations
for the smooth surface qives, as exqpected, very deep interference nulls, while the
calculation with the surface rms bump height of 0.5 m gives excellent agreement with the
line-of-sight field and in particular with the depth of the nulls.

Equation (2.9) has also been us"d in waveguide studios (Clay, 1964; Rothoram, 1974;
Richter and Hitney, 1975). Rotheras (1974) has analyzed, with regards to roughlness,
evaporation duct data taken in the North Sea (Brocks et al,, 19)63). Figure 2.25 shows
his results at 6.814 G~z for a 77.2 ka path with a trasmmitter height of 29 a, a receiv-
or height of 33 2. and horizontal polarization. Shown on the plot is field strength
versus duct thickness, along with the number of observations divided by s railing in
each 2 dD x I a element. Theoretical predictions of field strnt versus duct thick-
nasa Z-or ras surface bump heights of 0 to 1.5 a at 0.25 m Intervals are shown for re-
fractivity profiles ob~tzned using the Monin-Obukhov simiLlarity theory (Nonin and Obuk-
hov, 1954) for rnei1r-nitrtal (-0.01 < 1/L < 0.01) conditions, where L is the Koni~n-Obtuk-
hey staility length in motors. It will be "an that the qualitative features of the
data are well covered by the theoretical curvs. Mediterranean Sea data analyzed by
Richter A,•A Hittey (1975) provide additional support for the qualitative features pre-dicted by the simple s ourface roughnes model.

As an illustration of wavoguide applications into the millimeter wave region,figures 2..6 Lne o.-7 show eoplrts of a study of (odal attenuation rate ass(lioted with

& moderato evaporation duct in the frequency range from 3 to 100 GF~s, The results haveSbeen Obtained with a maltimeet. extension of the trilinear prora described by Baum-sgartner (1983). The refractivity profile is list in table 2.3. Both figure 2.26
Equant 2.o7 ( the wai baine attenuath rate (i.e., attenuation c atve dse to grum h lose
196nd a•nd(1ge). To thiv loss fom atthe herim absorption losst us mo added bhih ins

nainly camoe" by oxygen, water vapor, and precipitation. The molecular loss at theFigur i2 2swmo in figure 2.28 for an air emasratedan of 1c ce, a relative hm-idigt of
75t, std no liquid wated. The surve has be y p generated tsing Liner's (1en1) patel.

b Fr ure 2t2h isetax a smooth surface giv eigur 2.27ed r e i nterfern e for w the
cfalc haractionritted by sa ru bump height h -o 0.32 a. Figure e.27 shewn the efficah of
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z N d"/ds
(a) ( N units/m)

E 0 0.0 -172.6537
0.0732 -32..6383 -6.0083
0.5791 -15.6778 -1.1354
2 0940 -17. 3979 -0.3099
5.1267 -18.3377 -0.0791
9. 6774 -18.6977 -0.0107

11.5519 -18.7177 0.0293
19.0591 -18.4978 0.0675
30.3215 -17.7375 0.0900

Table 2.3. Modified refractivity for a moderate evaporation duct

the duct to trap modes as the frequency increases. Leakage loss is negligible for
these well trapped modes and ground loss is responsible for the residual attenuation
rate which occurs after trapping. The latter slowly increases with frequency because as
the mode becomes better trapped it strikes the air-sea interface more frequently thereby
enhancing the loss at the surface. Modes with attenuation rates greater than about 0.6
dWks are of the leaky variety and their proliferation with frequency ins clar. For
terminals within the duct and for transhorizon propagation it is likely that the signal
levels will be controlled by the well-trapped modes. However, the leaky modes say play
a significant role in field strength determinations outside the duct.
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Figure 2.2S. Theoretical and experlmental field streenqth4ukct thickness relations for
neasr-Rutral stability. From Rotheran (1974).
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figure 2.27 shows that the primary effect on the roughness is am increased attaeua-
tiop rate of the well-trapped modes. The distinct competition betwean trapping and
surface scattering is clear. As a node becomes better trapped it strikes the surface
more frequently with conlequent increase in attenuation rate. An interesting feature of
the curves is that in spite of the frequency square dependence in the exponent of equa-
tion (2.9), the modes appear to level off at about 0.4 dB/ka at the high end of the
frequency band considered (indeed, it appears as though the attenuation rate is begin-
ning to decrease for the least attenuated mode as frequency increases).
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Figure 2.28. Attenuation rate at the ground due to oxygen and water vapor as a function
of frequency for a temperature of 16C and 75t relative humidity.

It is known that the leaky modes are sensitive to the number of segments used for
the N profile. Nevertheless, it is believed that the mode structure shown in figures
2.26 and 2.27 is representative of a continuous profile. Also, scattering from atmo-
pheric turbulence has been ignored, as has been the frequency dependence of the real
part of the refractive index profile which would be important in pulse stretching stud-
in*, particularly close to the 60 G•a absorption band. Recently, Levy and Craig (1990)
have applied the PE method to nm-wave propagation in the evaporation duct considering
atmospheric abeorption and dispersion, as well as surface roughness. Their approach
allows for calculating antenna coverage patterns for frequencies up to 300 Usa for
arbitrary twc-dia•msional refractivity structures. They concluded that duct height by
itself is not a sufficient parameter to characterize mn-wave propagation, because infor-
nation on water vapor content is essential for absorption calculations. They also
included effects of atmospheric turbulence through nummrical simulations using a random-
ly varying refractive index. tramples based on boundary layer theory show marked scin-
tillation effects for M-•wnve Propagation in the evaporation duct.

2.2 Drejietisa Yeebatqmee

Predictions may be abort-tenr, based oan the knowlefde of the existing mateorologi-
cal conditions at the tine, or statistical, based on the statistics of meteorological
oonditions in the area of concern. both of then are important for military applica-
"toas.

Tropospheric radio propagation assessment is usually based on one refractivity
Profile measured along a slant path in the vicinity of the propagation path as close as
possible to the time of interest. The underlying essmption is that the atepbsre is
horizontally stratified to Justify use of a single layer profile for propagation calcu-
lations. this asmeptioc is hased on a physical reason sincthbe atmosphere, in partic-
Ular ovlr coam arms, is .criatr'tally muca less variable t2Cn vertically. Horizontal
stratifciatio also implies tworal persistence. Propagation forecasts are often based
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on persistence, i.e., it is assuamd that present conditions viii not change significant-
ly in the near future (th e quality of meteorological forcasts in often Judged by how
much better changes were forecast in comparison to the assumption of persistence).
There are, however, csiititons for which horizontal inbosmiqneity may be ingortant, for
example at air mass boundaries, in coastal regions or oaer olax terrain. The ques-
tion is how often horizontal inhomogeneity must be considered for valid propagation
assessment. For this purpose, simultaneous over water propagation and refractivity data
were evamined Which indicated that calculations of propagation enhancements based on a
single profile were correct in 86% of the cases. A similar conclusion has been reached
from over 10 years of shipboard experience with the Integrated Refractive Effects Pre-
diction System (IREPS) which is discussed in section 2.3.

Propagation assessment is considerably mare complicated and costly if effects of
horizontal inhomoeneity are included. In this case, refractivity has to be at multiple
locations and more frequently since persistence is no longer a valid assumption. This
would require an increase of the number of refractivity profile soundings by roughly an
order of magnitude (for reliable shipboard propagation assessment, presently one or two
radiosonde soundings are taken in each 24 h period). Propagation calculations are
considerably more complex for inhomogeneous paths and are also azimuth dependent. In
addition, they must be performed more frequently. One amy assume that horizontal into-
moqeneity is responsible for part of the 14% of incorrect assessments mentioned before
and that their proper assessment would reduce this number by one half. Then, the ex-
pected improvement in routine propagation assessment would be only about 4% for those
areas with the greatest occurrence of surface-based ducts of around 50%, and much less
for areas where ducting is uncommon. Consideration of horizontal inhoxogeneity effects
depends, therefore, on a tradeoff between the improvement of propagation assessment
accuracy and cost and must be decided on a case-by-case basis.

Refractivity forecasting requires very accurate prediction of the atmospheric
humidity profile and its dynamic behavior. Refractive boundary layer structures have
been modeled, among others, by Burk (1977, 1980), Gossard (1977, 1978) and Rhain and
Ingal (1988). However, for operational purposes, refractivity forecasts (other than
persistence) are qualitative. For example, a high pressure ridge and associated subsi-
dence may produce ducting layers, and a well-mixed atmosphere will probably indicate
standard propagation conditions. Satellite imagery of clouds can be used for similar
qualitative statements of ducting conditions (Rosenthal and Helvey, 1989).

When a radar or communications system is in place, routine upper air sensing and
surface meteorological observations are adequate to determine refractive effects on
systems performance. However, prior to installation of the system, proper site selec-
tion must consider a statistical description of the vertical refractivity structure.
Coastal and shipboard systems operating at frequencies above 3 G~M must also consider
the evaporation duct which may not influence site selection but may impact systems
design. Global climatologies of refractivity profiles and evaporation ducts exist and
are briefly described in the following.

Upper air radiosonde observations from 921 land- and sea-based meteorological
stations reporting during five selected years (1969 to 1971 and 1973 to 1974) were
analyzed by Ortenburqer (1977). Results of the study are compiled as tables of monthly
percent occurrence, surface refractivity, layer gradients, inflection heights and trap-
ping frequency for both surface-based and elevated ducts as well as superrefractive
layers. This analysis also contains data on reliability of station reports, instrument
types, winds aloft and much more. It is the best climatological study of upper air
observations kmown.

For ducting caused by elevated refractive layers in a maritime environment, profile
statistics for 399 coastal, island and weathership stations have been extracted. This
subset was created for use with the ara computer program which is discussed in section
2.3 of this report. Through the IRIP program, the user is able to simulate a nonduct-
ing environment, a surface-basd duct environment, an elevated duct enviromment, or a
combination of all three for any maritime location

Unlike surface based ducts created by elevated refractive layers, the evaporation
duct is nearly always present, although much thinner, with typical mean duct heights of
8 to 10 m above the a surface. Duct-bhight distributiosm, however, very significantly
with geographic area, season, and time of day. Therefore, the evaporation duct clima-
tology consists of percent occurrence histograms for duct heights from 0 to 40 m in 2-s
intervals. This database was developed by the US National Climatic Data Center (NCDL),
Asbvilla, NC, which processed all shipboard surface meteorological observations reported
during the years 1970 through 1979. In addition to the evaporation duct statistics,
NCcC siamltan••umly compiled percent occurrence histograms for wind speed, wind rose,
an-surface temperature and othor parameters. All histograms wre developed for ocean
regions in grids of 106 latitude and 10" longitude known as Marsden squares. A total of
213 such squares are included in the IMPS climatology. Those clisetologias can be
extremely useful in making long-torm assessments of system performance, as thoe ample
in figure 2.17 sows, for use in systa, design studies.

Propegation predictions procedures and advice for frquencies above about 30 M•z
are cover" in several Raommendations and Reports withiecIR volume v (CCIR, 1990).
These have been utilized in study groups of CCIR concerned with specific applications



and by World Administrative Radio Conferences. Chapter 5 of this report gives some
information on the workings of CCIR, but the present section is intended briefly to
state what CCxx advice r prediction Procedures are readily available.

In general, predictions are available for transmission loss not exceeded for a
specified percentage of time, typically 99.9% of 99.99% of a year or worst month, though
99.999% would be more appropriate for some digital applications. For other applica-
tions, a lower percentage may be acceptable, especially if the communication system
allos. some repeat message redundancy. Prediction methods are also available for inter-
ference levels that must not significantly affect system performance for more than tme
complementary time percentage, e.g. 0.1% or O.01%. or in some syams a higher number.

Services may be broadly classified into point-to-point services, and point-to-area
services, the latter including broadcast and mobile services. These two categories of
service may be further subdivided into exclusively terrestrial and earth-space or space-
apace paths. Space-space propagation is of both military and civilian interest and maybe significantly affected by atmospheric properties when the limb of the earth is in-

volved.

Terrestrial point-to-point services are planned with due regard to the topographi-
cal characteristics of the propagation path between the points in question. In the case
of terrestrial point-to-point-area services, propagation can be considered to take place
over a multiplicity of individual paths, but so far the problem of deteiLining service
performance has mainly been considered an a basis of statistical coverage because of the
practical impossibility of making surveys of all the individual paths in question.
However, recent advances in computer technology together with improved estimation of
propagation characteristics over typical paths may allow a more rigorous approach to the
point-1o-area problem.

The arrangement of texts in CCIR Volume V is most convenient for practical applica-
tion of propagation data and is discussed here rather than in chapter 5 where only an
introduction to the availability of the prediction methods of Volume V is covered. In
many cases, the effects of more than one propagation mode are superimposed and a clear
understanding of the individual phenomena and their probability of occurrence is easer-
tial in evaluating the overall effect on a particular system. There is also a large
database of statistical data (collected for testing and developing prediction methods)
described in Report 1114.

Section SA of CCIX Volume V (texts of general interest) consists of Recomendationson definitions of propagation tem, general propagation concenpts including transmission

loss, calculation for free-space attenuation and the presentation of data in studies of
tropospheric wave propagation. Reports on statistical distributions used in radio-wave
propagation and on the massurements of field strength and related parameters are includ-ed.

Section 55 of CCIR Volues V (effects of the ground including ground-wave propaga-
tion) contains Recommendations on ground-wave propagation curves for frequencies below
30 NHz and propagation by diffraction. The subjects of electrical characteristics of
the surface of the earth as well as the influence of the ground on tropospheric propaga-
tion are dealt with in specific Reports.

Section 5C of CCIR Volume V (effects of the atmosphere, i.e. radio meteorology)
contains information on the meteorological and physical characteristics of the atmos-
phere influencing radio propagation. Information on statistics of these atmospheric
factors as well as their relationship to a variety of radio propagation effects are
given without discussing the impact of these effects on particular systems or services.

Section 5D of CCIR Volume V (aspects relative to terrestrial broadcasting and
mobil& services) concerns studies and measurements for the development of statistical
methods and curves needed to predict the wanted and unwanted field strengths which have
to be flown for efficient operation of terrestrial and mobile services and , if neces-
sary, for the planning of these services. The section also considers the conditions
required for interpreting and using these curves and methods in relation to variations
of certain parameters which can have substantial effects on practical applications such
as receiving antenna height, nature of the propagation path, environent of the receiv-
ing location, etc. wit•out neglecting parameters which may affect the quality of serv-
ices in both analog and digital systems.

Section 53 of CCXI Volume V ( aspects relative to the terrestrial fixed service)
provides service oriented information for planning terrestrial line-of-sight paths and
gives detailed prediction methods wherever possible. The primary concern is the predic-
tLio of significant propagation loss and the iwrovement from diversity systems although
consideration is also given to reduction in cross-polarization discrimination and dis-
tortion due to propagation effects. Propagation data end prediction methods required
for the design of trans-horizao radio relay systems are given in Report 235. The pri-
mary conoern is the prediction of significant propagation lose, both for annual statis-
tics nd for the worst month. Again, some consideration is given to diversity Improve-

Section Sr of CCIX Volume V (aspects relative to space teleoamnimcation system)
is based on Deport 54 which covers propagation data and pWdiction methods for earth-
space teleom ttlan systms. Primarly, the Report is'tancerned with applications
to satellite firma services although some of the methods are applicable to otefr serv-
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ice. Attenuation may be caused by atmospheric gases, precipitation, clouds and by sand
and dust storms. Step-by-step prediction methods are given so far as is possible.
Scintiiation and malqpatb affects at los angle" are Al described.

Prediction of cross-polar performance is also important and prediction nethod are
given. Estimation of propagation delays and bandwidth limitations are also cowered.
The remaining four Reports cover specific problems relating to broadcastinq fro satel-
lites (Report 565), maritime mobileýsatellite systems (tepert 884), land and mobile-
satellite system (Riport 1009) and aeronautical Mdbil*-satellits systems (Report 1148).
In each case, there are specific problems and prediction aethods given which are in
addition to those referred to in Report 564.

section sG of cCIR volume V (propagation factors in inteiterence: space and terres-
trial systems) contains Reports which are directed towards the prediction of occurrence
of signal levels causing co-channel interference, and propagation information for the
calculation of coordination distances. The former is cnlrerd in Report 569 for the
prediction of interference between earth stations and terrestrial stations or between
terrestrial stations. Report 885 covers interference between stations in apace and
those on the earthts surface. Propagation data for calculation of coordination distance
are covered in Report 724 for coordination between earLh statiorn and terrestrial sta-
tions. Report 1010 covers coordination between earth stations (which may be relatively
closely spaced and using mall antennas). Generally, within these Reports, it bas been
found appropriate to separate consideration of prediction for cloar-air conditions and
those where scatter from hydrometeors may cause interfexence.

CCIR Volume V is also concerned vith natural radio noise at frequencies above about
50 M•z which limits or impairs system which employ tropospheric propagation. Particu-lar emphasis is placed on radio noise emitted by oxygen and water vapor molecules in the
atmospuere, extra-terrestrial noise from solar, planetary, galactic and cosmic sources
and thermal radio noise emitted by the earth. Other forms of radio noise are covered in
CCIR volume VI.

2.1 Assesaent, tystem am Operatiomal Use

Recent advances in propagation modeling coupled with the increasing availability of
inexpensive small computers has led to the development of systems that can calculate
and display propagation effects in a timely fashion for use in assesing radio or radar
system performance. The first and most widely used system designed for aesessing propa-
gation effects in a marine environment is the Integrated Refractive Effect* Prediction
System (TRIPS) described originally by Bitney ad Richter (1976), and more recently by
Patterson et al. (1967). IRPS is designed primarily for use aboard naval ships to
assess and exploit changes in the coverage patterns of radar, electronic warfare, and
communications systems caused by abnormal refractivity structures in the lower atmos-
phere. The systs is based on small des-top computers and uses the previously de-
scribed propagation models. There are presently no provisions to include horizontal
refractivity changes; however, ray-optics techniques (Patterson, 1987) and a PE code are
under development (Ryan, 1989) and will soon be implemented permitting assessment of
horizontally inhomogeneous conditions. Other limitation of the present IRS version
include the use of ray-optics for air-to-air geometries as opposed to full-wave solu-
tions, and an approximate single-mode waveguide for surface-based ducts. The environ-
mental input is primarily from radiosondes, consisting of temperature, pressure and
relative humidity; although the capability exists to interface IRE3$ with recordings
from airborne micrav rerwct nt when they are asWilable. The propagation models
handle a wide variety of surface-based and airborne surface-seach radars and several
electronic warfare and communications system. The frequency limits of the system are
100 NMa to 20 GRZ.

An example of an MUM6 display is shown in figure 2.29. This diagram shove for the
specific radar selected (a hypothetical 200-flu radar) and the measured refractivityconditions, detection ranges as a function of altitude and distance. In the came de-
picted, a surfaoe-based duct with a thickness of 1000 feet extends detection ranges on
the botts side of the lowest lofe (the lobes in the radar detection range envelope are
caused by constructive and destructive interference of the direct and the sea-reflectad
radar energy) and causes greatly extened surface detection ranges far beyond the normal
radar horizon. The different shadings in figure 2.29 ar for different valuem of detec-
tion probabilities. Figure 2.30 illustrates one tactical use of the radar coverage
diagram. The left side of the figure show schematically the radar detection envelope
of a radar which an attack aircraft is approaching. In a non-duoting marine environ-
sent, the best flight altitude for staying undetected, is close to the ocean surface.
In the presence of a surface-basd duct (as in the case of figure 2.29), this low alti-
tude wad result in early detection and be the worst altitude to fly. The beet alti-
tude for avolding detection is just above the duct and is readily determined from the
display in figure 2.29. This tactical decision aid (TDA) is only ene of many others
developed (Patterson, 1986; Paulus, 1969). £31PS will generate path loss vors range
displays that can be used in assessing maxima range performance for radar, commfnica-
tions, or electronic warfare applications when both terminals are located at fixed
heights amove the voter. There am also tables that can be generated to assess axim
expected detection ranges of surface-seazch radars against predefined sets of ship
classes or to a9sss maxima eKPected int*ro*pt ranges 4 predefined radar emitters.
The proesnt Operational implementation of IPMS and associated TD0a in the U.S. Navy is
in the Tactical tavilrmental Support system.

U
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Pique 2.29. IRPJS radar coverage diagram.

Although IREPS was specifically designed for the operational user, it was almost
iuoiately used by the researchb and development commiunity to examine potential propaqa-

tion Deffects on systems under development. Since the IIU•s design was optimized for
single condition assessment of multiple operational systems, it van soon found to be
cumbersome for laboratory simulations, where the effects of multiple environmental
Conditions or statistical performance and interactive graphic concepts moer desired.
As a result of these considerations, a developmaent eras boom•U in 1986 that resulted in
the Engineer's Refrtactiv9e Effects Asesmnt System (ERUPS), which has been specifically
designed to support th~e scientific or engineering user (Mitney at &1., 1988; Ritney,
1.g89).

%RVPS in a collection of individual IBM-PC progres that have been designed to
assist on engineer in properly assessing electomagnetic propagation effects of the
lower atmomlbaro an proposed radar, electronic warfare. or communications systems.
Re~vision 1.00 wa diastriutel•d in Igoe (Nitney st al.. 1984) and consists or the indi-
vidual programs named Pho1•, sm• amd PAYS. Paw)R qenez~tes a plot or path loss, propa-
qation fact.or, or r.adar signal-t-no-ise ratio versus• ramp for a variety or envir'onmen-
tal conditions from which signal levels relative to a specified thr~eshold or maiums
range can be determined. Figure 2-31 illustrates sme of the PVOIVt capabilities. This
case is for a sample shipboard R interept at a shipboard C-band radar. 7"e path loss
VarsuE range display option is us"d which includes a free-spaca path lose reference line
and ZSM inecp thesold corepndn to a path lose of 166.5 dB which wa ocoputed
from the Peak Power, anen gain. sytm 1c", and receiver sensitivity shown.The
Obviron=•ntal conditions are overlaid irk this figure; a standard atmo-sophere, a 13 a
ovepoVation duct, and a 300 a snraza-based duct. For the standar-d atikosphore, the
optical,, diffraction, and troPO~ttor rogi*Ms are labeled. Th saxiam• intecptrn
is about 2? nai. ror the come ot the world aevrage 13 a evaporation duc height, the
-axisnn inecp rangJe in extended to *bout 69 nmi. Par As came or & 300 A 0RrfC*-
has"d dwlua, th Maiu interep rang is Wall in excess of 100 nai, but thr Is a
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Figur 2.30. Tactical use of radar coverage diagrams.

skip zone or range interval from 27 to 46 rnmi in which intercept is not possible. There
are no differences indicated in the optical region for the ducting conditions, even
though there are effects in that region. PROMR does not currently account for these
effects.

SOS displays an annual histoEricl summiary of evaporation duct, surface-basod duct,
and other meteorological paraweters for many 10 by 10 degree squares of the earth';
surface. SDS is the primary source of environmental inputs for PROMR PAYS is a ray-
trace program t~hat shows altitude versus range trajectories of a series of rays for any
user-supplied refractive index profile, and includes an option to display altitude error
relative to a standard at•mosphere. EREPS revision 2.0 (Patterson at al., 1990) eon-
tains several upg~rades, notably a sea-clutter nodl that allows for evaporation duct
effects.
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Figure 2.31. Sample PMOPR disploy for a C-bead radar &having intrcet' rage for a
standard ataosper, a 03 a evaporation duct. and a 300 nerrce-ase duc
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The PE method ram first beoo. used for tropospheric propagation assessment by Ko at
al. (l)53j and lat'sr by Craig (1988), Craig and Levy 1989), Ryan (1989), Levy (1990).
The considerably higheq. complexity and computational demand of the PE approach (when
compared to IRIPS cr EROS) are justified for cases where effects of horizontal inhomo-
genaity and terrain must be considered.

2.4 Future Neaeds a" Impoements

There is a clear need to provide an imprevnd modeling capability for horizontally
inhomogeneous conditions. some of the effort will address fast running and user friend-
ly PE models on PCs. Inclusion of surface rocuhnesu and radar clutter into PR codes is
another modeling area which will receive considerable attention. Initial attempts are
promising (LeA et al., i9es; Levy and Craig, 1990: Levy, 1990) but more effort in this
important area including validation of various approaches is needed.

The major problem of operational assessment of propaqation in inhomogeneous refrac-
tivity conditions is not the propagation modeling part but the timely availability of
the cemporal And spatial structure of the refractivity field. There are presently no
sensing capabilities available which could be used operationally and the outlook is not
very good. There is some hope of success in two areas: use of satellite sensing
techniques to describe the threo dimtetional refracti';ity field and improvement of
numerical mesoscale models that are adequate for this purpose (Rosenthal and Helvey,
1989; Tag, 1989). Since entirely rigorous soluttons are unlikely to be available soon,
empirical data have to be used as well as expert systems and artificial intelli-

gence techniques. In addition, improved direct and remote grounc-based retractivi-
ty sensing techniques need to be developed. Pad tosonues and microwave refrac-
toasters will remain the major sources for refractivity profiles. Profiling
lidars may be supplements to those techniques under clear sky cond'tions and
their practicability for shipboard use will be further investigated. There is,
presently, little hope that radiomatric methods can prot'ide profiles with sufficient
vertical resolucton to be useful for propagation assessment. There Is, however, some
hope that radars themselves can provide refractivity profiles through a recently
derived relationship between refractivity gradients and the ratio of the variances of
refractivity fluctuations over vertical wind volocity fluctuations (Gossard and
Sengqupta, 1988).

Using presently available refractivity sensing techniques, operational propagation
assessment uould be considerably more complicated and costly if effects of horizontal
inhomogeneity are Included. In this case, refractivity has to be sensed at multiple
locations and more frequently since persistence is no longer a valid assumption. This
would require an increase of the number of refractivity soundings by roughly an order of
magnitude (for shipboard propagation assessment, presently one to two radiosonde sound-
ings are taken in each 24 hour period) and would require an airborne platform to cover
the area of interest. Propagation calculations are more complex for inhomogeneous paths
and are aziauth dependent.

•REPS revision 2 has recently been released (Patterson et al., 1990). New products
are an altitude versus range coverage display program named ZOMVR, and a path loss,
propagation factor, or signal-to-noise ratio plot versus one terminal ti'ght knowvi as
PROPM. PPOPH has all the same general capabilities as PROPR, except that the output is
a function of terminal height at a fixed range as opposed to PWWR's output fcr.at that
is a function of range for a fixed terminal height. In addition to the two net
products, revision 2 contains an improved sea clutter model which has been extended to
include effects from the evaporation duct. All of the pzopagatton iodels take antenna
pattern in.o account in a manner similar to that used in IREPS.

4L
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3. Zonoapheric PropagAtio

The ionosphere effects radio waves that are propagated within and through it. A
number of text books itovida comprehensive overviews and definitions of terms (Al'pert,
1973; Budden, 1985; Davies, 1990; Hall and Barclay, 1989; Hargreaves, (1979); Kelso,
1964; Picquenard, 1974; Rawer, 1956; Rawer and Suchy, 1967). The magnitude of the
effects depends upon the structure of the ionosphere and the frequency of the radio wave
(Rush, 1916).

The ionosphere is that region of the earth's atmosphere in which free ions and
electrons exist in sufficient abundance to affect the properties of electromagnetic
waves that are propagated within and through it. For practical purposes, the ionosphere
can usually be assumed to extend from about 50 to roughly 2000 km above the earth's
surface. The structure of the ionosphere is highly variable, and this variability is
imparted onto the performance of telecommunication systems whos signals are propagated

t via the ionosphere. The prediction of the ionosphere and the prediction of the perform-
ance of ionospheric-dependent radio systems is often assumed to be identical. Iono-
spheric predictions are generally made using models that are either physically, statis-
tically, tr empirically based. Predictions of the performance of ionospheric-dependent
radio systems are generally made by using the ionospheric predictions in conjunction
with other elements (models, formulas, equations, etc.) that permit the -letermination of
system characteristics.

Historically, the D-region of the ionosphere is treated as the lowest ionospheric
region. It has an altitude range from 50 to 90 km and the electron density increases
rapidly with altitude. The D-regLon is under strong influence of the sun with the
maximum values of the electron density occurring near local noon during summer. The
ionization in the D-r*gion between 70 and 90 km is caused primarily by solar X-rays;
below 70 ki, comic ray-produced ionization dominates (coin, 1982a). The high collision
frequency between the electrons and neutral particles in the D-region gives rise to
substantial absorption of radio waves that are propagated into it.

The K-region is the next higher ionospheric region. It spans the altitude range
from about 90 to 130 km. The normal E-layer closely resembles a "Chapmanw layer
(Chapman, 1931) with a maximum density near noon and a seasonal maximum in summer. The
maximum density occurs near 100 ka, although this height varies with local time. During
the nighttime, the ionization in the E-region approaches small residual levels (Waxai,
1971). The noraal E-layer is formed by ultraviolet radiation ionizing oxygen. Colli-
sions between electrons and neutral particles, while important in the I-region, are not
as numerous as in the D-region. The electron-neutral collision frequency generally
decreases exponentially with altitude throughout the E-region.

Embedded within the E-reqion is the so-called sporadic-E layer. This layer is an
anomalous ionization layer that assumes different forms - irregular and patchy, sooth
and disklike - and has little direct hearing to solar radiation except in the equatorial
region. The properties of the sporadic-i layer vary substantially with location and are
markedly different at equatorial, temperate and high latitudes. Matsushita and Smith
(1975) have provided a compilation of the status of our understanding of sporadic-i.

The highest ionospheric region is termed the F-region. The lower part of the F-
region (130 to 200 ki) displays different variations than the upper part, and for this
reason the terms Fl and 72 (region above 200 kcm) are applied. The Fl-region, like the
K-region, is under strong solar control. It reaches a maximum ionization level about
one hour after local noon and is important for short-wave propagation to distances in
the 2000- to 3400-km rangs at aid and high latitudes during the summer. At night the F1
and F2-regions merge and are termed simply the F-region (CCIR, 1982a).

The 72-region is the most variable in time and in spaceO rte maximum values of
electron density in the F2-region can be as large as 5xn1 a . The maximum value
generally occurs well after noon, sometimes in the evening hours. The height of the
maximum ranges from 250 to 500 km. At midlatitudes, the height of the maximum electron
density is higher at night than in the daytime. At equatorial latitudes, the opposite
behavior occurs.

The n-region is strongly influenced by neutral-air winds, electro-dynamic drift,
and ambipolar diffusion that compete along with ionizr.tion processes to control the
ionization distribution. The relationship between the direction of the geomagnetic
field and the direction of the neutral winds and electrodynamic drifts plays a major
role in the resultant F2-region structure. It is the plasma response to the dynamic
processes in the presence of the geomagnetic field that gives rise to the observed
variations in the F2-region.

Within the F-region, the collision frequency between electrons and neutral parti-
cles decreases markedly. However, collisions between electrons and ions, batng Coulomb-
type collisions, can give rise to relatively high effective collision frequencies.
Substantial absorption of HI waves can occur, for example, near the peak of the F-region
(Rush and Min, 1975).

The F-region extends upward into the topside ionosphere. The topside ionosphere is

as variable, if not more so, as the F-region. The variatios become increasingly larger
with altitude. Because the electron density continuously decreases in the topside
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* ionosphere, the ionization in the topside becomes leas and leas important in terms of
"affecting most radio propagation systems.
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Figure 3.0.1 Vertical distribution of electron density and ionization sources (Rush,
1986)

Figure 3.0.1 provides a rather simplistic example of the vertical distribution of
electrons in the ionosphere. This particular distribution is characteristic of midlati-
tudes at summer noon, solar maximum conditions. At any location on the earth, the
vertical distribution can be expected to differ from that of Figure 3.0.1. Many of the
ionospheric models that have been developed over the years are limited to specific
geographic regions because the mechanism that lead to the formation and changes of the
ionosphere tend to vary in their dominance of the overall distribution in specific
geographical regions. This is particularly true for the ionosphere in the equatorial
latitudes and at the high latitudes. A detailed discussion, however, of the special
features of the equatorial and high-latitude ionosphere is outside the scope of this
report; the material contained in (CCIR, 1982a; CCIR 1982b; Hunsucker and Greenvald,
1983) provides outstanding descriptions.

Specific ionospheric models are discussed in later sections of Chapter 3. Many of
these which are available as computer programs are listed and described by Bilitza
(1990), who also includes models of the atmosphere, magnetic field and solar spectrum.

The material presented in this section is limited to that of ionospheric propaga-
tion - both terrestrial propagation and transionospheric propagation. Ground wave
propagation at frequencies normally considered usable for ionospheric propagation is
partialhy treated in sections 2.1.1.2 and 4.0. Because use of the "F b4nd is limited to
maritime radio navigation, aeronautical radio navigation, maritime mobile, and broadcast
services and as these are non-NATO communication services, the subject of NPF propagation
is not treated here. However, much useful literature is available (Pokaapner, 1980;
Washburn et al., 1982; Haakinson at al., 1988; CCIRL;, 1990; CCIRb, 1990; CCZRc, 1990;
and CCIRd, 1990). Artificial modification of the ionosphere including high altitude
nuclear bursts are not addressed; however, previous AGARD symposia have treated artifi-
cial modification (Albrecht, 1977; Rasmussen at al., 1990).

it
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3.1 Lomgave Proeggation

This section prcpides an overview of the state-of-knovledge of Xo r wavelength
electromagnetic propagation (frequently termd longwave propagation) in the near-earth
environment. A discussion of sme commonly available computer models for this frequency
regime is included. Although the analytical basis for the computer models is briefly
presented, this review is concerned mainly with thi characteristics of L ongwave propaga-
tion and the ability of the models to predict these characteristics.

The frequency range considered encompasses what is conventionally termed the ex-
tremely low frequency (ELF), the very low frequency (VLF), and the lower part of the low
frequency (LF) bands. The ELY band extends from 30 Hz to 3 kfz. The term longwave
propagation is often used to exclude the ELF band, or to include all of the LF band
although this is not universal. Makarov et al. (1970), for example, indicates that the
Russian usage extends from 1 kHs to 60 Wis. It should be noted that the propagation
within the LW band undergoes a transition from the lcmgvave characteristics to the more
traditional shortwave characteristics, such as i-s cmmon to the medium frequency (Ny),
high frequency (HF), and hlqher f2r'quencies. It is this transitioning that precludes
discussion of the upper LF regime in this report. This report also does not consider
the application of the LF regime to such systems as th.Ž Loran-C navigation system, as
such applications employ propagation characteristics typical of ground wave propagation
in the shortwave regime.

Although there are unique features characteristic to each of the frequency regimes,
there are certain connective features which are comon throughout the bands, at least up
to the mid-LF band. This commonality stems from the confinement of the radio wave
energy essentially within the space between the earth and the ionosphere. This region
is often called the earth-ionosphere waveguide and an understanding of the propagation
mechanisms for the longwave frequencies is aided by reference to the wvll-known micro-
wave waveguide. The frequency-dependent properties of waveguide cutoff, dispersion,
mode conversion due to discontinuities, signal attenuation due to lossy dielectric
loading, etc., are all exhibited within the earth-ionosphere waveguide for the lonquave
rigime.

Longwave propagation is of considerable practical importance for communications,
for navigation systems, and for worldwide frequency and time comparisons. The propaga-
tion of lonqwave radio waves is characterized by high stability in both phase and ampli-
tude. Little attenuation of the waves occurs in the ionospheric reflection process and

as a result they propagate to very great distances. These waves also penetrate further
into seawater than do waves of higher frequencies.

VLF and LF are used for point-to-point comunications at times of severe ionospher-
ic disturbances to HF circuits, since these frequencies are not in general adversely
affected (Helrose and Rose, 1962) except during solar proton events affecting long range
transpolar VIF circuits which traverse the arctic or antarctic ice caps. A limitation,
which is partly economic, is the need for large transmitting antenna installations and
high transmitter powers. Another limiting factor is the increasing level of atmospheric
noise with decreasing frequency. Apart from the small total bandwidth available, a
fairly narrow bandwidth and hence low communication rates are generally used. Concur-
rently, same communicators have specific interest in propagation on frequencies at the
lower end of the LF range for transmission between inflight aircraft. ELF transmission
are useful for communication to submerged vessels (Burrows and Niessen, 1972; Willim,
1974) since these frequencies penetrate further into the sea than other frequency bands.

comprehensive reviews of propagation in the longwave bands are given by Delrose
(1963), Burgess and Jones (1967) and Berstein, at al. (1974). This subject has been
overviewed and now results given at an AGARD symposium on medium, long and very long
wave propagation (Delrose, 1932). A review of the propagation characteristics of radio
waves at theme frequencies is presented by Thrane (1979), who also discussed some of the
most important computational methods that are available for predicting the phase and
amplitude of long waves as well as some navigation and communication applications.

The propagation of VLF/LF radio waves has been of interest since the beginning days
of radio. Marconi's experiments at the beginninq of the century were made using what is
now called the LF band. There are many practical disadvantages to using this frequency
band (Watt: 1967), which include the very high atmospheric noise level, necessitating
high power transmissions, the limited bandwidth available, and the high cost and low
efficiency of transmitting antennas. These di'sadvantaqes did not exist at shorter
wavelengths and the development of shortwave radio in the 1920m led to the near demise
of interest in the longer wavelengths.

For a variety of reasos, interest in VLF•Lr radiowave propagation wva revived and
has greatly increased during the last tVo decades. Near the earth's surface, the struc-
ture of the electromagnetic field depends on the properties not only of the earth hut

also of the lower regions of the ionosphere between SO to 100 ks, the D region and lower
S region. VLFW/L signals are not greatly affected by most ionospheric disturbances,
apart from polar cap events (Al'pert and Fligel, 1970). Sle signals exhibit low attenu-
ation (on the order of a few dB per 1000 ka), and this frequency band is widely used in



low data rate, global communication systems. The phase of VLF transmission is highly
stable and undergoes nearly reproducible diurnal variations. It has been found, for
example (Blrosae, 1968),,that the stability of VL.F transmissions is sufficient to permit
frequency couparis to Vihin f rts in i which is a tev powers of ten better
than is possible at high frequencies. This phase stability leads to applications in
navigational system, frequency comparison, and clock synchronization or timing systems.

For short distances less than 1000 km, the so-called ground wave from a VLF/LF
antenna can usually exceed any energy received froU ionospheric reflections. for great-
er distances, however, this is not true, and the influence of Loth the ground and the
ionosphere on the total field aust be considered.

It is well known that many propagating modes may be supported in metallic wave-
guides of sufficiently large cross section compared to a wavelength. In such a guide
each mode has a different phs velocity, producing interference phenomena as the var-
ious modes go in and out of phase at varying distances along the guide. rurthermore,
changes in the cross section of the guide are known to produce higher order modes which
result in a modified modal interference pattern.

The earth-ionosphere waveguide is four to ten wavelengths in height at typical
VLF/LF wavelengths. Higher order modes can be excited in the wavequide with greater
amplitude than the lowest order mode even though the lowest order mode suffers less
attenuation. Thus, modal interference as a function of distance from a transmitter is
to be expected just as for a metallic guide. Such is indeed the case. For example, VLF
field amplitudes were recorded by Rhoads and Garner (1967) aboard an airplane flying
between Hawaii and the west coast of the United States. Comparison of their daytime
measured amplitudes with results computed using the daytime mode constants of Wait and
Spies (1964) shoved almost ideal agreement. Rhoads and Ganer (1967) showed that under
day conditions the effect of the earth's magnetic field on the VLF modal constants can
be ignored, at least for distances less than 4000 km. They also confirmed that at
distances up to at least 3000 km higher order modes must be considered. The good agree-
ment obtained for daytime data could not be obtained for night data.

A manifestation of multimode propagation is found in the phenomena of sunrise and
sunset fading. This fading is characterized by periodic and repeatable variation in
amplitude and phase as the dawn/dusk terminator moves along a propagation path. This
fading, 'typically most pronounced at sunrise on easterly paths and at higher frequen-
cies, was first studied by Yokoyama and Tanimura (1933) who attempted, without success,
to explain their observations in terms of a ray-optical propagation model. Another at-
tempt, also not successful, to explain the fading using ray-optical concepts was pre-
sented by Risker (1963). It remained for Crombie (1964) to explain the phenomena using
waveguide maode concepts. Of all possible combinations of conditions -- sunrise and
sunset, position of terminator on propagation path, relative positions of transmitter
and receiver, etc. -- only two fundamental situations occur within the confines of
Crombie's explanation. In the first case two modes incident on the terminator are both
"converted" into a single mode beyond the terminator. In the second case, a single mode
incident upon the terminator is "converted" into two different modes beyond. A thorough
experimental examination of the Crombie model was conducted by Walker (1965). who demon-
strated that the model was correct in all essential details.

The observations just discussed, which were made at middle or low latitudes, have
been explained adequately by the use of quite simple waveguide mode theory. However,
some observations of transmissions over long paths across the geomagnetic equator have
apparently indicated an anomalous effect associated with nighttime or dawn/dusk transi-
tions (Chilton at al., 1964; Lynn, 1967, 1969, 1970, 1978; Chilton and Crary, 1971;
Kaiser, 1968; Mears, 1973, Araki, 1973). Snyder (1981) addressed the question of tran-
sition fading on long transequatorial propagation paths. He found that the transition
fading reported in the literature as anomalous is completely explained by correctly
allowing for variations of the geomagnetic field along the path. He further concluded
that careful application of modal techniques appears to be capable of describing all LF
and VLF propagation in the earth-ionosphere waveguide, provided that the effect of the
earth's magnetic field is properly included at night.

Long path VLF/LF propagation can be severely modified by ionospheric disturbances
caused by solar flares, solar proton events, and magnetic storms. Solar flares normally
cause a sudden increase in phase velocity (or decrease in phase lag), and an increase in
signal level for frequencies above about 16 kHz when the path is sunlit. The effects
usually last from some tens of minutes to an hour or so, with the onset being much more
rapid than the recovery. Polar cap disturbances are caused by extra ionization in the D
region resulting from protons emitted by the sun and trapped in the geomagnetic field.
Such events affect the entire polar cap (northern &nd southern) down to a magnetic lati-
tude of 50 degrees, as far as VLF is concerned. The resultant VLF signals display a
phase lag and a signal decrease, with the effects much enhanced for pa~ths crossing the
ice cape (Greenland and Antarctica). magnetic storms, which are due to precipitation of
energetic electrons into the lower ionosphere, produce parturbationr. in the VLF signals
much more localized in space and time than are produced by solar flares or polar cap
events. The storm effects are most evident at night and usually produce perturbations
with quasi-periods in the order of a few tens of minutes.
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Th free space ru~io wavelengths in the ELF band are very large, ranging from 100
kmI to 30,000 km. Thub, the entire altitude region from the surface of the earth to
beyond the F region of the ionosphere would seen to be important. Homwev, within the
upper ionosphere, the magnitude of refractive index at Mr frequencies becomes very
large so that the effective yavellengths are much diminished, being no more than a few
tens of kilometers. Table 3.1.1 show some properties of ELF waves within the earth-
ionosphere vaveguide. As a comparison, characteristics for the sea are included.

Frequency(Bz) Wavelength(ki) Refractive Index Inj•o1• l e ong Air Sja_

10 -- 30,000 0.5 -- 1 85,000
100 10-100 3,000 0.158 30-300 1 27,000
1000 - 300 0.05 -- 1 8,500

Table 3.1.1 Some properties of ELF waves

The electrical mismatch between the atmosphere and the ionosphere is very large at
ELF. The transition altitude within which this occurs is very much less than the local
wavelength, either vithin the atmosphere or the ionosphere, so there is little penetra-
tion of the Ionosphere by the EL waves. The lower ionospheric regions (D and 3 re-
gions) are the more important. The ionosphere acts so such like a perfect reflector
that the anisotroy due to the qeomagnetic field is very slight. This is demonstrated
both theoretically (wait, 1970, Galejs, 1972b) and experimentally (Bannister, 1975;
White and Willis, 1974).

Booker and Lefeuvre (1977) and Greifinger and Greifinqer (1978, 1979) have found
there is an identifiable reflecting stratum for the return of ELF Waves from the iono-
sphere. The stratum is located where the local wavelength has a certain specified
relationship to the local scale-height (with respect to the squared refractive index).
Further, the thickness is about one scale-height. They find that for daytime, reflec-
tions occur from the underside of the gradient of the D region and from the underside of
the Z region. For nighttime, they find that reflection from the gradient of the topside
of the £ region is also important. For the lowest part of the MF band, some reflection
also occurs from the F region at night, although these are often ignored.

The efficiency of launching ELF energy into the earth- ionosphere avavquide depends
on the antenna configuration. The comonly used configuration is a long horizontal wire
grounded at both ends. This antenna may be considered to act as a power transformer
(Booker, 1973). vith the primary loop as the antenna itself and the return current
through the ground. The secondary loop is formed by currents flowing within the iono-
sphere above the antenna with return currents through the air and ground. In the pri-
mary loop, the return current flaws at an effective depth of 5 /,12 where S is the skin
depth. & larger primary loop results from a larger skin deptt, which inaturn results
from a poorer ground conductivity.

Propagation in this frequency regime corresponds to a vavequide well below cutoff
frequency with propagation via a single Mode. The electric and magnetic fields are
nearly wholly transverse to the direction of propagation, with the electric filad verti-
cal and the magnetic field horizontal. Thus, this single mode can be termed quasi-a.
Within the earth-ionosphere waveguide, attenuation at ZLF for this quasi-TUE mode is on
the order of 1 or 2 dB/It (Bannister, 1984). Because the surface impedance of the
ground is typically much smeller than the impedance of the ionosphere, the attenuation
vithin the guide is due mainly to the absorption by the ionosphere. note that the
impedance varies inversely5 as the conductivity and the effective condlactivity of the
ionosphere is typically 10 to 10- Sam while that of the ground is 10- to 5 5/a. The
higher frequencies of this band approach the cutoff lijLit of the earth-ionosphere wave-
guide and propagation is limited to very short ranges due to the high attenuation.

There are oertain effects on E propagation in the earth-ionosphere waveguide due
to earth curvature. One of thes is spherical focusing hbicb results in an increased
paver flux density compared to a planar guide and is caused because the width of a
vavefront in the spherical guide is sealler than if the guide were planar. Another
affect results froe the closure of the guide around the earth. Rather than radiating
away as in a plana wuide, the waves nov return to the source point after going around
the earth.

3.1.1 maclada

Three general methods are available for theoretically calculating the longvave
field stretnth. They are called the *zonal harmonicsO, the 'wave hop and the "wave-
guide msoef method. All methods treat the tamosphere and round as bomndary layer. of a
guiding region. An unde"rgstadng of the properties of thes boundaries is thus very
important to u the models.
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2he lam boundary t the asrth-ionosphere taveguide is, at course, the earth. It
is generally oaracterifed as homucqneous, Isotropic and smooth, having an effective but
variable conductivity and dielectric constant. The conductivity ranges from about 5
S/a, which is characteristic of sea water, to as little as 10- S/r, which is character-
istic of large areas oa the permafrost or ice, such as the Greenland ice cap. for
conductivity this low, the skin depth can be so large that consideration must be given
to the lower substrata (Westerlund, 1974).

The detailed geometrical characteristics of the surface are not very important for
VL waves bemuse the principal electric vector is largely perpendicular to the surface.
However, if the electric vector has an appreciable horizontal component, theme cbarac-
teristics can be quite important (Galesa, 1972b) . Conductivity has an appreciable
effect when the principal electric vector is perpendicular to the surface and little
effect when the vector is horizontal (Westrrltind, 1974).

The upper boundary of the VI.? waveguide is considerable more complicated than the
lover. The reflection of VLF waves from the upper boundary (the 0-region and lower 3-
region) is generally accepted to be from about 70 km for daytime and about 90 km for
nighttime. The reflecting smdiu is a slightly ionized plasma, rendered anisotrapic by
the geomagnetic field. Bacause of variable solar control, variations in electra-chemi-
cal processes and variations in thermal and mechanical influences, the maedium is further
rendered highly inhonoqeneous.

Reflection is quite a complicated process, of which not all aspects have been fully
explained. Both the density gradients and collision frequencies are known to play a
major role (Budden, 1961b). Reflection at VLF does not occur at the altitude where the
operating frequency is suitably related to the plasma frequency, as in HF ionospheric
propagation, but is controlled to a significant extent by the ratio of the plasma to the
collision frequency. It can be said, however, that the upper boundary of the earth-
ionosphere wavequide is controlled by ionization at heights below about 100 to 110 km.

The upper boundary is characterized by electron and ion density distributions and
collision frequency vs. height profiles. There are three procedures commonly used to
determine ionospheric density profiles appropriate for longvave calculations. One
method is to use profiles analytically defined with arbitrary coefficients to calculate
signal strengths corresponding to observed signal strength data and to then use numeri-
cal methods to find the "best fit" coefficients for the profiles. In another method, a
compiled list of observed (i.e. experimentally measured) profiles is searched for a
profile that best corresponds to the requisite geophysical conditions. A third method
uses an analytically specified profile wherein the coefficients defining the profile are
determined, parametric in geophysical conditions through an appropriate regression
analysis from the measured profile data base. Note that both of the latter two methods
are independent of lonqwave propagation characteristics, whereas the first method is
designed to specifically consider the propagation characteristics.

Because the ionospheric boundary region is not easily studied by ground-based
probing due to poor height resolution or to insufficient sensitivity, our present knowl-
edge of the lower ionosphere is based in large part on rocket-borne ion mass spectre-
tar observations coupled with improved measurements of electron concentration carried
out since 1963. The electron density vs. height gradient, which is particularly impor-
tant, is not measured accurately by ground-based radiowave probes. Electron concentra-
tions less than about iooo ca are particular important within the longwave regime but
are not very accurately measured. The chemically active minor neutral constituents, and
the relatively high ambient pressures, which permit many-body interactions, provide for
the unique character of the lover ionosphere.

The lower ionosphere consists mainly of ions of the gases nitrogen, oxygen, hydro-
gen, and their compounds (bowhill, 1975). Ions in the D- and B-regions of the iono-
sphere are primarily molecular and it happens that the lifetime for molecular ionization
within these regions is from a few seconds to a few minutes. Therefore, the solar
control of the D- and B-layers is very strong, causing them to disappear almost com-
pletely at night. In fact, much of the residual ionizstion in the E-region consists of
atomic ions of metallic debris from meteors. In the 3-region, the chemistry of the
metallic ions is poorly understood, particular in regard to their disappearance below 90
ki, perhaps by oxidation.

It would be nice to be able to report that the D- and lower 3-regions are well
understood. However, this is not the case. It has been asserted, that many of the most
interesting unsolved problems of the ionosphere are related to the b-region (Douhill,
1975). In a review of the D-region, Thomas (1974) pointed out, that although there have
been advances in theoretical models of the D-rogion in recent years, there has not been
a significant improvement in our understanding of the aeronomical processes operating.

Ionization below 100 km is produced by e! wctromagnetic and corpuscular radiation
that bombards the earth from a variety of sources. The principal ionization soces ftr
the quiet-tinm lor ionosphere are considered to be galactic cosmic rays, solar x-rays,
and solar Lyman-a, both direct and scattered. An additional, source only recently recog-
nized and not yet universally accepted involves precipitatid1 of energetic electron.
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The photoionization of nitric oxide (NO) by solar Lyman-u constitutes the major
source of ionization during the daytime between approximately 65- and so-km altitude.
Soft X-rays (31- 100 A dominate above 90 km and galactic cosmic rays are most important
below 65 km. At nighttime, ionization is usually assumad to be produced primarily by
Lyman-* in the nightglow drizzle of energetic particles continually raining down onto
the aid-latitude atmosphere. According to Potsra, and Zada (1970), these electrons are
the dominant nighttime ionization source above about 80 km. Additional sources of
nighttime ionization have been proposed, including cosmic x-rays and uolar ultraviolet
ionization of metastable oxygen. Thes have, however, been discounted or demonstrated
to be only of secondary importance.

The immediate effect of these ionization sources is the production of free elec-
trons and positive ions of atomic or molecular size. The electrons can combine with
neutral particles, forming negative ions. Positive ions and electrons, am veil as
positive and negative ions, can recombine forming neutrals. Balance equations describ-
ing these processes can be formulated and solved. However, the coefficients involved in
such balance equations are usually quite uncertain. Additional chemical and physical
processes, such as the presence of ions of larger sizes than single molecules, further
complicate the balance, resulting in the frequent use of nominal vortkin models of the
ionosphere. Such models range from a homogeneous conductor sharply bounded at an as-
sumed reflection height, to an electron only (positive ions assumed to be infinitely
massive) exponentially varying ionosphere, to a lumped parameter model involving elec-
trons toqether with positive and negative ions of a single mass.
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Figure 3.1.1 shows typical daytime profiles and Figure 3.1.2 shows nighttime pro-
files relevant to longwave propagation. Such density profiles are typically character-
ized by a series of reqion or laars:

1. A region above approximately 85 km, th&e 3ase of the
E-laywr. which is the simplest part of tie region.

2. A reqion where the electron density increases
rapidly, the so - called "ledgew region around
82-85 kam.

3. A re~ion between the ledge and 70 km, the D-layer.

4. A region between 50-70 km, the so-called C-layer,
where negative ions become appreciable.

5. The region below 50 km where there are no electrons
under normal conditions.

The presence of the C-layer is most often inferred from ground- based radio wave meas-
urements although its existence is well accepted today (Belrose, 1982).

Also illustrated in the figures are some exponential gradient profiles obtained via
the first method discussed in the previous section, that is, by "best fit" determination
"of profile coefficients using radio propagation data (broken curves). These profiles
are discussed, along with the somewhat limited VLF/LF propagation data bases used to
obtain the, by Ferguson (1980) and Morfitt (1977).

In general, there are no marked differences between profiles measured at equatorial
and at middle latitudes. High latitude profiles, however, exhibit distinct characteris-
tics which are attributable to the polar geomagnstic field effects on solar particles.

In addition to the normal ionosphere, there are also a number of lowwr ionospheric
disturbances that can affect longwave propagation. There is no doubt that changes in
"lover ionosphere ionization follow geomagnetic storms (Selrose, 1982). There are also
storm "after effects" which have a seasonal variation with the winter season more
strongly affected. The most important ionospheric disturbances are listed below:

1. Auroral events.
These events are caused by precipitation of energetic
electrons and cover regions of several hundred kilo-
meters in extent and occur most frequently in the
auroral zone durinq nighttime. Rapid variations in
propagation result.

2. Polar Cap Absorption (PCA) events.
These events er'a caused by increased precipitation of
solar protons and occur over both polar regions
simultaneously and may extend over the polar caps
down to 50-60 degrees latitude. The frequency of
occurrence varies from a few evento ve year during
sa spot minimum conditions to severs- -r monrth near
sunspot maximum. A single event may £ from one to
ten days, with the greatest effects c,, radio waves
during daytime.

3. Relativistic Electron Precipitation (REP) events.
rhe•se event are caused by electrons with energies
above about 100 keV. They occur most frequently at
subauroral latitudes in the early morning hours and
cause excess ionization at very low heights in the
D-reqion, with rapid onset and a slow recovery during
the course of a few hours.

4. Sudden Ionospheric Disturbances (SID).
these result from a sudden burst of solar x-rays and

ultraviolet radiation that cause excess ionization
and occur simultaneously over the entire sunlit heai-
sphere during solar "flares." Normal duration is
from a few minutes to several hours.

3.1.1.8 Theoretical Conaideratioms

one or the major formulations for consideration of VLF propagation to great dis-
tances, the VIr wave-hop theory, has been presented by Berry and Chrismman (1965), erry

et al. (1969), and Wrry and Herman (1971a). In this formulation, the solution for
propagation of MA waves between a spherical earth and a concentric ionosphere is de-
veloped in a rigorous complex intagral representation and t~e integraid is then expanded
in terms of a qeometrical-type series. With the order o3 summation and integration
exchanged, evaluation of the cmplex integrals using saddle point approximationS leads
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to identification of the series as the ray-hop series of geometric optics. The complex
integrals are thus called wave-hops. For distances near or beyond the caustic, numeri-
cal intewgration or appication of residue theory must be employed to evaluate the iteo-
grals. The wave-hop formulation requires both azimuthal and longitudinal invariance of
the earth and ionosphere, a situation which can exist only for short ranges.

Johler (1970) has presented a theory for radiowave propagation from VLF to HF in
terms of spherical wave functions. As with the wave-hop formulation, the spherical wave
formulation is not applicable to consideration of variations of the earth or ionosphere
iin either the longitudinal or azimuthal directions. The spherical wave function formu-
lation has not been widely used bacause of its complexity and difficulty of numerical
implementation.

VLF propagation to great distances can be conveniently represented in terms of
waveguide mode propagation, where the finitely conducting curved earth and the anise-
tropic, imperfectly conducting curved ionosphere with dipping magnetic field form the
boundaries of a waveguide. The basic idea that the earth and lower ionosphere form a
waveguide actually goes back to the work of Watson (1918, 1919), who postulated that the
Kennelly-Meaviside layer could be represented as a conducting shell concentric with the
spherical conducting earth.

The theory of VLF waveguide mode propagation has been presented in the literature
in two different formulations. one formulation, based on the pioneerinq work of Watson
(1919) and more recently in the theory given by Schumann (1952, 1d54) and developed
extensively by Wait (1970), treats the problem in spherical coordinates wherein the
fields are expanded in terms of azimuthal, longitudinal, and radial functions. In a
tnsequence of simplifying approximations, including the assumption of azimuthal and longi-
tudinal independence of both ground and ionospheric properties, Wait (1970) developed a

modal ( igenvalue) equation. The solution of the eigenvalue equation yields the propa-
"gation characteristics of the VLF modes in the -earth-ionosphere weveguide, and consider-
ation of orthogonality properties of the radial functions yields excitation factors of
the modes. The excitation factor is a quantity that gives the amplitude of the wave
excited in a given mode by a given source.

Another simrlifying approximation involves the replacement of the inhomogeneous
ionosphere with an impedance boundary placed at the height where the bulk of the VLF

a energy is assumed to be reflected. A similar impedance boundary replacement is also
made for the earth. The impedance boundary formulation permits specification of the
ratio of an electric field component to a magnetic field component at the boundary
without further consideration of the region beyond the boundary. The replacement of an
inbo•ogeneous, isotropic ionosphere by an *equivalent* impedance boundary is a straight-
forward procedure. Such a replacement for an anisotropic ionosphere is greatly compli-
cated by the coupling of transverse magnetic and transverse electric polarizations.
Boundary conditions must then be formulated in terms of as. i±pedance matrix. Unfortu-
nately, the complication is sufficient to render many of Wait's results inapplicable to
the highly anisotropic nighttime ionosphere and to limit their application to the day-
time ionosphere, for which the effect of anisotropy is slight. The theory has been
significantly modified and extended to anisotropic ionosphere by Galeja (1972b).

Another formulation of the earth-ionosphere wavequide problem has been presented by
Sudden (1961a). In this formulation, a modal equation is developed in terms of reflec-
tion coefficients of the ionosphere and the earth. Formulation in terms of reflection
coefficients permits determination of propagation characteristics of waveguide modes for
essentially any ionospheric or ground conditions, limited only by the ability to compute
reflection coefficients for the environment considered. Sudden's formulation is essen-
tially planar, Kithough he does point out how to include earth curvature in the direc-
tion of propagation in an approximate way by modifying the refractive index in the space
between the earth and the ionosphere (Sudden, 1962). A more rigorous technique was
introduced by Richter (1966) and has been employed in VLF propagation studies by Pappert
(1968) mnd Abbas at al. (1971). This technique assumes cylindrical stratification and

effects a conformal transformation from cylindrical to Cartesian coordinates. Modal
excitation values are determined in Budden's formulatiun by applying the residue theory
rather than by using the modal orthogonality properties of conventional wavequide theory
employed by wait.

In the Sudden formulation, each mode represents a resonant condition, i.e., for a
discrete set of eagles of incidence of the waves on the ionosphere, resonance occurs and
energy will preipagate away from the source. The complex angles (0) for which this
occurs are called the eigenagles (or "modes"). They may be obtained using the "full-
wava" method bj solving the deterainantal equation (i.e., the modal equation):

F(S) - IRd(e)tj(S) - lj - 0 (3.1.1)

where

-Rjmd( ARdie) d (3.1.2)

*•Rid(0) a,_(1)

is the complex Ionospheric reflection coefficient matrix looking "%p into the ionosphere
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-C) zade (3.1.3)

is the complex reflection matrix looking down from height 'd" towards the ground.

The notation v for the reflection coefficients denotes vertical polarization while
* the notation a denotes horizontal polarization. The first subscript on the reflection

coefficients refers to the polarization of the incident wave while the second applies to
b the polarization of the reflected wave.

The individual terms of equations 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 are:

8r, : the ratio of the reflected field in the plane of
incidence to the incident field in the same
plane.

±L R.L: the ratio of the refi cted field perpendicular
to the plane of incidence to the incident field
perpendicular to the plane of incidence.

R4 : the ratio of the reflected field perpendicular
to the plane of incidence to the incident field
in the plane of incidence.

1 R,: the ratio of the reflected field in the plane of
incidence to the incident field perpendicular to
the plane of incidence.

The ionospheric reflection matrix, Rd (equation 3.1.2) at height Rd" is obtained by
numerical integration of differential equations given by Sudden (1955). The differen-
tial equations are integrated by a Runge-Kutta technique, starting at some height above
which negligible reflection is assumed to take place. The initial condition for the
integration, i.e., the starting values of Rd, are taken as the value of the respective
reflection coefficient for a sharply-bounded ionosphere at the top of the given electron
density and collision frequency profiles. The method for obtaining this starting solu-
tion is described by Shoddy (1968). The term % is calculated as described by Pappert
et al. (1967) in terms of solutions to Stokes equation and their derivatives.

The modal equation, equation (3.1.1), is solved for as many modes (eigenangles, On)
as desired. From the set of en'* so obtained the propagation parameters: attenuation
rate, phase velocity and the magnitude and phase of the excitation factor, can be com-
puted (Pappert et al., 1967). These parameters are then used in a modal summation to
compute the total field, amplitude and phase, at some distant point. Because many VLF
transmitters in common use radiate a vertically polarized field, only the radial or
vertical component of the electric field is usually considered. For a time-harmonic
source, the VLF mode sum for the vertical electric field may be written as

p -ikSn
Ev(d) - K(P, f) 1/ nnGn (T) Gn (d). ei~ (3.1.4)

[sin(d/a)" ] 31

where X(P,f) is a complex constant dependent on transmitted power (P) and frequency (f),
d in the distance from the transmitter on a homogeneous, smooth earth of radius a, An is
the excitation factor at the transmitter for mode n, normalized to unity for flat earth,
perfectly conducting boundaries, k is the free space wave number, S - sin(6 ) is the
propagation factor, and Gn(T), Gn(d) represent altitude dependent het•ht-gain lunctions
for mode n, normalized to unity at the ground. One height-gain function is needed for
the transmitter location (T) and one for the path point location (d). Generally, both
A and S. are complex. The real part of S determines the distance dependence of the
phase for a mode while the imaginary part Sn determines the attenuation rate. Thus

an - - kIm(Sn) (3.1.5)

4 n/c - l/Re(Sn)

where cn is the modal attenuation rate, Vn is tie phase velocity, and c is the speed of
light fi free space.

Numerous assumptions and approximations are implicit in equation 3.1.4. It is
assumed that the propagaticra environment is homogeneous in all but the vertical direc-
tion. Thus, the propagation factor S iu independent of pottion. The influence of the
curvature of the earth transverse to Phe propagation direction is approximately account-t
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term for a cylindrical wave is
replaced by the i/(sin(r/a)] -- term. A careful derivation of the mode equation in
spherical coordinates,, such as that presented by Wait (1970) and di3cussed previously,
yields the sin(d/a) term as a consequence of an asymptotic approximation to a 1,egendre
function. The mode sum in equation 3-1.4 further assumtk the "round the world" signals
are absent, an approximation not valid when receiver locations are near the antipnde o',
the transmitter - nultipath focusing then occurs.

If significant variations occur along the propagation path, which is the usual casein the earth-ionosphere wavequide, then homogeneous quids formulations require modifica-
tion. For such cases, there are two techniques for mode summation that are commonly
used. One employs a WEB, or "phase integral- approach, and the other uses mode conver-
sion. In the WKSC approach, an eigenmode is assumed to be uniquely and independently
identifiable anywhere along a propagation path. Furthermore, each mode is assumed to
depend only on the local characteristics of the waveguide and to propagate independently
of the existence of any other modes. Only two modifications to equation 3.1.4 are
required in order to effect a WKB mode sum. One is the replacement of the single exci-
tation factor for the transmitter by the geometrical mean of the respective excitation
factors for the trapppitter and the local point on the propagation path. Thus A (T)
becomes [A (T)An(d)] where (d) denotes the local path point. The other modification
is the replacement of the product of the propagation term, S. and the distance, d, by
the integral of the propagation term from the source to the current path point. Thus

kSnd --- > kJSndX.

This integral is often called a "phase integral" although the result of the integration
accumulates attenuation as well as phase.

In the mode conversion method, eigenmodes are assumed to be uniquely and independ-
ently identified only in a local sense. Even though the eigen characteristics of a mode
depends only on local characteristics of the waveguide, the propagation of each mode
depends not only on the existence of other modes but also on the past and future propa-
gation history of itself and the other modes. Mode conversion is simple in concept,
although complicated for computer implementation. An inhomoqeneous propagation path is
divided into many short homogeneous sections, and both forward and backward propagating
modes are calculated for each section. These Modes are then combined in specific pro-
portion so as to provide the correct electromagnetic boundary "match" at the junction of
each section. One difficulty encountered when using mode conversion, which arises from
the necessity of knowing the future propagation history of each mode, is alleviated by
ignoring the backward propagating modes within each short section. This is tantamount
to ignoring reflections at each junction between sections, a very reasonable approxima-
tion.

3.1.1.3 VLW/LV Atmospheric Noise

Longwave system performance is controlled not just by the radio signals but also
by noise. System noise is often assumed ignorable or at least removable in principle by
proper engineering so that performance is controlled by atmospheric noise.

One of the earliest VLF/LF atmospheric noise prediction models was the CCIR noise
model, initially presented in CCIR Report 322 (1964). This model is a set of global
atmospheric noise maps constructed from Th noise measurements made at 16 stations scat-
tered around the world, and extrapolated into all other areas. The extrapolation was
done using thunderstorm-day contour maps prepared by the World Meteorological organiza-
tion (WHO) as guidelines. However, there was no reliable basis for quantitatively
relating atmospheric noise to thunderstorm activity, and in many parts of the world the
WHO maps themselves were based on few directly measured data.

The worldwide network of 16 noise measurement stations which supplied the data for
the original CCIR model continued to make measurements for 5 years (longer in a few
cases) past the completion of CCIR Report 322. Also, additional data became available
from other locations, primarily many years of noise data from 10 Soviet stations. All
these cdditional data have been analyzed by Spaulding and Washburn (1985) of the Insti-
tute for Telecommunication Sciences of the National Telecommunications and Information
Administration (NTIA). The results of the analysis show substantial "corrections" (on
the order of 20 dB for some locations) to the noise level values given by CCIR Report
322(1986). This later noise map has been released as CCIR Report 322-3, however, for
this report, it will continue to be designated as NTIA.

The original noise models were set up in local time and season benause this mada it
easier to interpolate from graphs of worldwide noise. However, this procedure generated
discontinuities across the equator and across local time blocks when noise was displayed
for fixed seasons and Universal Time (UT). Modern versions of the CCIR/NTIA models
produce maps of atmospheric noise at 1 HHz which are continuous in location and are
parametric in UT. However, the old style frequency interpolation models are still in
use. Thus, noise levels computed at frequencies far removed from 1 MRt, such as at VLV,
show marked discontinuities crossing the equator. The discontinuities which arise in
going from one local time block to another are removed by interpolating between time
blocks. This latter procedure produces soma interesting looking results when polar
regions are displayed in plots centered on the pole.

aIn response to CCIR model shortcomings, the Naval Research Laboratory (MAL) spon-
sored work on an alternative approach to modeling at•mospheric radio noise. The work was
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carried out by the Westinghouse Georesearch Laboratory (Maxwell *t al. 1970). This
model in known under the various namaes of DECO, DECO Westinghouse, WGL, and NRL. A
major portion of the effort was concentrated on producing an improved set of thunder-
storm-day contour maps.- An heuristic approach was then developed for converting thun-
derstorm-day data to flash density (numbers of lightning. discharges per square kilome-
tar) an then estimating the power radiated by all of the various currents in those
discharges.

All of the lightning discharge currents are modeled as vertical dipoles, which
therefore radiate only TM waves. The noise power at a receiver location is then calcu-
lated by using a propagation model for the earth ionosphere waveguide, and by combining
the contributions from all of the noise sources. other parameters, such as standard
deviation and voltage deviation, are heuristically modeled using the thunderstorm-day
data and various empirically derived relationships. With this approach, the DECO model
allows the predicted stardard deviation and voltage deviation to be functions of receiv-
er location, as well as time and frequency.

There have been a number of modifications of the original DECO model by NRL. The
DECO model computes the effective transmitter power for all thunderstorm carters for a
specific month. The original DECO model calculated the average vertical effective
radiated power (VflP) and the standard deviation of the VERP radiated from each 5" x S"
area of the earth's surface for each month of the year. The average VERP was then
multiplied by a diurnal modifier to give the VOP for each hour of the day. NML intro-
duced changes to the diurnal modifiers and added an additional set of modifiers to
adjust the average VTOP.

The original DECO model made use of waveguide excitation factors and attenuation
rates for only the three lowest order quasi-TN wavaguide modes. The revised MRL version
uses the first three dominant modes as determined from the Naval Ocean Systems center
WAVEGUIDE program (discussed in section 3.1.2) calculations. However, even with im-
proved propagation parameters, the use of only three TM modes remains a major source of
concern with regard to the accuracy of the model, particularly at LF frequencies. Yet
the propagation calculations, however approximate, remain the most significant contribu-
tion to the long run times needed for this model.

The modifications made by NRL principally involve the global mapping of the VERP
and its temporal variation. The DECO model also treats the power spectral density
(versus frequency) of the VERJ, which is needed for the calculation of received signal-
to-noise ratio versus communication frequency. It was decided to postulate specific
models for the discharge current moment waveforms from which radiated spectra could be
calculated. The assumed structure of the typical discharges, their component current
moments, and their radiated spectra were apparently chosen to favor the data of Watt and
Maxwell (1957) for lightning return stroke spectra. These data have since been discred-
ited. However, the model also contains many other parameters, and DECO was able, by
varying and adjusting their paremeters, to obtain reasonably good agreement between
model predictions and measurements of atmospheric noise at 13 kilt at a number of global-
ly distributed receiving stations. Because these model data comparisons were made only
at one frequency, an important problem with the discharge waveforms and spectra went
unnoticed.

Recently, NDL has determined that VERP predictions of the DECO model do not agree
as well with measurements at 51 kHz frequency as do its predictions at 13 kHz. The
current MRL version of the DECO noise program has therefore been heuristically modified
to give the user five different options for varying the frequency spectrum of the radi-
ated power.

3. 1. JPCredLotLon Teebaiques

Numerous computer programs have been written that are designed to provide calculat-
ed values of longwave field strengths in one form or another. Because many of these
programs form subsets of others, or because many simply represent one working group's
adaptation of the three basic program types developed elsewhere, an exhaustive list of
these programs would be of little value. Rather, we will present the three basic pro-
gram types, with reference to origination, and discuss their recognized strengths and
limitations.

The first program type is based on the zonal harmonic (or spherical wave function)
formulation. This formulation and the programs supporting the formulation are discussed
by lohler and Barry (1962), Johler and Lewis (1969) and Johler (1970). The computation-
al capability extends throughout the entire longwave regime although it is best suited
for the lowest frequencies, i.e., for ELF. The formulation is as a summation of specif-
ic terms called tonal harmonics or spherical wave functions, which involve Legendre
polynomials and spherical Beasel functions of integer order. Although the terms are
quite simple in form, the number of terms needed in the summation increases rapidly with
increasing frequency, to be on the order of several thousand ternm at VLF and as much as
100,000 at LF. The model is basically limited to azimuthal and longitudinal homogenei-
ty. Although recent discussions have indicated possible extension of this model to
include inhomogeneities in the propagation direction (Jones and Nlowforth, 19S2), these
extensions have not been fully developed, nor have they been compared with propagation
data. They muat still be considered as hypothetical.

Another program type is based on the wave-hop formultgion. In this formulation,
propagation Is modeled as a summation of a ground wave plus ionospherically reflected
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sky waves. This formulation and programs employing this formulation are reported by
Berry and Chrisman (1965), Berry at al. (1969) and by Barry and Herman (1971a,b). The
use of programs based on the wave-hop formulation is attractive because very little
knowledge of propagaVtion theory is required of the user, although the formalism is
strictly applicable only to propagation with horizontal' bomogeneity. Numerous reports
have been made of extensions of the basic theory to include horizontal inhomogonetty.
However, these extensions are based on geometrical interpretations of the homogeneous
formulation, and have not been demonstrated with observational data to be correct.

9 Early attempts to use the hop theory to explain propagation through the dawn/dusk termi-
£ nator, a persistently occurring horizontal inhomogeneity in the real earth-ionosphere

waveguide, met with complete failure (Yokoya•a and Tanimura, 1933; Rieker, 1963). There
* is no reason to believe that implementation of similar formulations on modern, high-

speed computers will be any more successful.

The two preceding program types have fallen into disuse over the last decade and no
further discussion will be made of thee. The third program form is based on the wave-
guide mode formulation. As pointed out previously, there are several sources for this
formulation. There are, however, three basic program that will he discussed.

The first mode program to be discussed, which is also the basic program from which
nearly all currently used waveguide mode programs were derived, is commonly known today
as the WAVCUIDE Program. This program had its early foundation in the work by Pappert
at al. (1967). Some of the early programming efforts are reported by Gossard et al.
(1966), Pappert and Shoddy (1967) and Shoddy et al. (1968). The program allows for
ionospheres with arbitrary electron and ion density distributions and electron and ion
collision frequencies with height although variation with range is not permitted. The
lower boundary has arbitrary conductivity and dielectric constant. Arbitrary values of
the strength and direction of the geomaqgstic field may be used. The program is ap-
plicable for frequencies ranging from the lower ELF regime to at least the mid-LF re-
gime. This frequency regime is the entire range called the longwave regime in this
report. The codes allow for arbitrarily elevated and oriented transmitting antennas and
calculate both the transverse magnetic (TH) and transverse electric (TE) components of
the electromagnetic field at any altitude within the Waveguide. The effects of Janmers
are considered as additional transmitters.

Many advances have been made in the capabilities of this program (Ferguson and
Snyder, 1980). Horizontal inbomogeneities along a propagation path were taken into
account by segmenting the path into sections. The combination of the waveguide program
calculation capability with path segmentation capability was first implemented in a
computing capability known as the Integrated Prediction Program (IPP). A major problem
with use of the IPP has historically been that of obtaining a complete initial set of
eigenvalues. A major advance in circumventing this problem is found in a computer code
called NODISRCH (Norfitt and Shellman, 1976), and its successor NODEFIOR (Shellman,
1987).

A significant limitation in the IPP was the difficulty in determining the appropri-
ate path segmentation required for any given analysis task. This limitation has subse-

quently been eliminated and is implemented in a set of computer codes known as LVPC
[Long Wave Propagation Capability (Ferguson and Snyder, 1989)1.

There are three general classes of programs in the set. The first class contains
WAVBGUID and NODOSRCU. These programs calculate the solutions to the mode equation for
a horizontally homogeneous vaveauide formed by the earth's surface and the ionosphere.
The orientation of the earth's magnetic field with respect to the direction of propaga-
tion, the value of the ground conductivity and dielectric constant, and the ionospheric
particle densities and collision frequencies are specific geophysical inputs to these
programs. The WAVUSUID code is a benchmark. It does all calculations in double preci-
sion and requires initial inputs for the mode solutions. These initial solutions are
refined by the program to be consistent with the geophysical parameters. It is possible
for the user to input a set of initial solutions that will not produce the complete set
of mode which are important to long wave propagation. As a result, considerable expe-
rience is required to run the VAVWSUIL program with confidance.

On the other hand, KODESRON attempts to locate the solutions automatically by
following lines of constant phase of the mode equation. For most problems, KOD3BRC
provides expert and novice users alike with reliably complete sets of modes. However,
it is still possible to specify inputs to uODouCi that will cause it to fail utterly or
to produce an inomplete set of modes. Consequently, it is reommessed that the output
from this program be carefully examined at all times. Bath WAV=UID and a ChfiU are in
continuous development and have undergone many changes since their introduction.

Me second class of program are mode rsuing programs. Such program are neces-sary to compute electric: or mantic field st.rength within the earth-ionospar wave-guide. To e original prioram only treated the horizontally homeoeneous - aiephude. In
many problem, such a waveqtide is an adequat r tation of realistic paths. For

eamle, une daytime ionopee, the effect of the qsonagnetic field an propagation
ie small. T ,he o in tphrogr d am alol spatthllye horizontally ho neu wa ui. o-
Sgonewavegpado model is ganle.

hon
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However, moet problems of practical interest are not horizontally homogeneous. The
Segmemted Waveogide (SW) program allows for tracing the variations of the Vaveguide mode
parmters along pathm phich have varying ground conductivity and ionospheric profiles.
SK use the output f ro* uvaoD or X60038CR to provide initial solutions for the mode
parasetaers. Paths in which the mode parameters vary require more complicated mode
sming models. Te best mods summing models currently available mplo mode conversion
across pata boundariLes C(uLIM or FlS¶C . These mode mminq models allow for arbi-
trary numbers of modes from one segment to the next and do not require mode matching
across the boundaries of the segments. The FASThC is an approximate code that runs
quite quickly and has been extensively compared to the PULLUC code.

'Me output from the mods summing models has been extensively compared to measure-
ments of VLr and LW transmissions. These comparisons are used to infer effective
(engineering level) ionospheric models for predicting long path VL? and LW propagation.

In typical application of the L-PC to the VLF/LF regime, profiles are used which
are defined to have exponential vertical gradientq. The nlope paramotir and some refer-
once height value are determined so as to provide a "bast f it" of calculated field
stregh to measured field strengths. The exponential gradient profiles obtained by
this "boat fit" method are discss by Morfitt (1977) and Ferguon (1980). Morfitt at
al. (1962) copaed thane prof Iles with profiles obtained in other ways.

Application of the LVPC to the ELY bond requires nonexponential profiles due to the
deep penetration through the ionospheric D-region and reflection from the E-region. One
particular ionospheric model used at ELF is known as the International Reference Iono-
sphere (1RI), Raver at al. (1978). Behroozi-Toosi and Booker (1980) have applied a
simplified ELF propagation theory (Booker, 1980) to a simplified version of the IRI
model. The results of the union provide for the attenuation rate and phase velocity of
the single waveguide mode at ELF. They do not, however, provide for a measure of theexcitation factor for the mode.

The IMPC is capable of treating waveguides that are reasonable model representa-
tions of the actual terrestrial waveaguide. Modifications in any of the parameters
describing the guide can be made quite easily and the program is capable of handling
hypothetical conditions, such as might be expected for artificially induced conditions
typical to nuclear stress. The program does not allow for variations of the guide
perpendicular to the propagation path. Uniform conditions must, therefore, prevail for
distances extending a Fresnel zone or more to either side of the propagation path.
Shellsan (1989) has recently developed an eigenangle mesh point formalism for ELF propa-
gation which permits arbitrary variation throughout the lateral extent of the waveguide.

In the LPC, a propagation path is a great circle on the surface of the (spherical)
earth which passes through the transmitter. The path setup program determines the
ground conductivity and dielectric constant, the orientation of the geomagnetic field
and the solar zenith angle at the transmitter and at successive points along the path
separated by small, fixed distance intervals. The ground conductivity model is derived
from that of Morgan (1968). This model has 10 levels of conductivity with 0.5* resolu-
tion in latitude and longitude.

Day Night

90 91.8 93.6 95.4 97.2 99
Solar Zenith Angle

A: The ionospheric day to night transition.

Mid-et _______Polar Cap

70 72 74
Magnetic Dip Angle

B: The ionospheric polar cap transition at night.

Figure 3.1.3 Illustration of ionospheric txnsitions.



The solar setith angle is used to pacify i no ric profile at each path
point. For nighttime paths, the geomagnetic dip angle is alma used to specify the

ionospheric profile. There are two transitions in the ionosphere. One of these is from
day to night. The othlr transition occurs along paths which are in night that pass from
low and middle geomagnetic latitudes into or out of polar latitudes. The daytime iono-
sphere is specified faor solar zenith angles less than 90* and the nighttime ionosphere

for solar zenith angles greater than 99g. The nighttime latitudinal transition from

middle to polar latitudes takes place between geomagnetic dip angles of 70- and 74%,

although the user has control over this range of values.

The ionospheric profile model is defiped by an exponential increase in conductivity
with height specified by a slope, a in km" and a reference height, h', in ks. A value
for p and h- is required from the user for both daytime and nighttime at two frequen-
cies. Linear interpolation is used to obtain two values each of p and h', one for day
and one for night, at the user specified frequency. These two values are used to define
5 horizontally homogeneous segments. Each segment is characterized by a slope and
reference height which is obtained by linear interpolation between the day and night
values. These 5 segments define the basic dawn/dusk transition, as illustrated by
figure 3.1.3B. When the path is fully night, h' also depends on the geomagnetic dip
angle. This dependence is chosen so that h' for the polar nighttime ionosphere is the
midpoint of the intervals between the daytime and nighttime as illustrated in Figure
3.1.3B. These polar values will be denoted by the subscript 'P'. This somewhat sim-
plistic model is used in order to develop a reasonable set of ionospheric profiles to
handle all of the transitions. A more sophisticated model is currently not warranted
due to a lack of data. However, the parameters are easily modified by the user for
special studies.

A useful model of the ionospheric profile can be derived from Morfitt (1977),
Ferguson (1980) and Morfitt, Ferguson and Snyder (1932). This model defines the daytime
ionosphere by a 0 of 0.3 and an h' of 74. The nighttime ionosphere is more complicated
in that p varies linearly with frequency from 0.3 at 10 kHz to 0.8 at 60 kHz. The low-
and mid-geomagnetic latitude nighttime ionosphere is characterized by an h' of 87 while
the polar nighttime ionosphere has an h' of 80 km. Values of these transition parame-
ters at 30 kHz are found in Table 3.1.2. Figure 3.1.4 illustrates the two transitions
as they would be defined along a hypothetical path which traverses the pole from day to
night.

Solar zenith 0 h- Magnetic Dip
Anole(,) An le(D)

X<90.0 0.30 74.0 D<70
90.0<K<91.8 0.33 76.2 70<D<72
91.8<X<93.6 0.37 78.3 72<D<74
9 3 . 6 cx<95. 4  0.40 80.5 74cD<90 (Pole)
95.4<X•97.2 0.43 82.7 72<D<74
97.2<X<99.0 0.47 84.4 70<D<72
99.0<x (Night) 0.50 87.0 D<70

Table 3.1.2 Ionospheric Profile Transition Parameters

Day Polar Cap j Night

h'=74 76.2 78.3 80.5 82.7 84.8 87
- 1 I i - I 1 1-___ 1 __
X-90 91.8 93.6 D=74 72 70

Figure 3.1.4 Hypothetical trans-polar path crossing
the dawn/dusk line.

Once the ground, ionospheric and geomagnetic parameters have been determined,
several tests are made on the parameters to determine if the path point should be saved
for further processing. A path point is always used if the ground conductivity or the
ionompheric profile changes from the values found at the previous point on the path.
Additional points are used depending on the ionosphere and the direction and geosaqnetic
latitude of the point. However, the minimum separation between path points is 100 km.
The decisions to use any point depends in large part on how the waveguide mode solutions
vary under differing ionospheric conditions and from one geomaunetic condition to anoth-
er. For example, propagation anisotropy is considerably ditinished under daytime condi-
tions as compared to nighttima conditions. Therefore, the•4ariation of the qeomagnetic
parameters between points on the path is allowed to be larger in daytime than at night.



Another mode program, which was developed by the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL),
i3s called the Navy Coverage Prediction Program - 1974 (WCPP74, Hauser and Rhoads, 1961).
This modal is a semi-me ical fit to propagation of an equivalent single mode to a set
of measurements made at fixed sites. Only the TN signal strength at the ground is
computed. This model does not predict the characteristic modal interference minima and
is not dependent on specification of ionospheric parameters other than the gross change
between day and night. Based on the empirical data base, this model calculates the mn
and standard deviation of the signal strength at a fixed position. The output is in the
form of contour plots of expected signal strength in a geographic display. Several
outputs are available: specific hour, worst hour and 24 hour average. Contour maps of
signal to jammer ratio are also available. The program uses the Westinghouse Gears-
search Laboritory s atmospheric noise model. This model is based on using thunderstorms
as the center of noise transmissions. The signals (noise) from these centers are propa-
gated to the receiver point and summed up to give the total noise strength.

The third Made type program has been developed by K1AMA-TE(PO and is known as
SISBAL. It was developed specifically for application in a nuclear stressed environ-
ment. This code provides a fast-running computational tool for predicting the effects
of nuclear weapon induced disturbances on VLF, LF, and HF links. This code is designed
to operate efficiently when there are hundreds of links, tens of high-altitude bursts,
and thousands of near-surface bursts. The VLF and L? models include both horizontally
(TE) and vertically (TN) polarized signals.

At VL, SIEAL employs a waveguide mode model. This Model attains computing effi-
ciency by using an extensive data base of precomputed mode parameters for parametric
levels of nuclear disturbance. At LF a wave-hop model is employed. This model attains
computing efficiency by making extensive use of pro-computed reflection coefficients for
parametric levels of nuclear disturbance. For both VIA and LF the signal strength is
computed using the rms sun of the modes or hops, whichever is appropriate. This at-
tempts to account for uncertainties in position of bath transmitter and receiver by
eliminating modal interference in the signal strength results.

Noise is treated by propagating signals from up to 19 atmospheric noise sources.
This model allows for inclusion of the effects of nuclear weapons on the atmospheric
noise.

SOURCE NRL NOSC KA•AN-TEKPO
PtROEAK VLFACO LWPC SISMAL
PROP. MODEL WAVEGUIDE WAVEGUIDE WAVEGWIDE - VLF

WAVE HOP - LF

MULTI-MODE NO YES (vector) YES (1)

FREQUENCY BANDS
ELF NO YES NO
VLF YES YES YES
LF NO YES YES

PATH VARIATIONS
CONDUCTIVITY(2) 1 dog 1/2 deg 3 deg
GEOM•AG FIELD Rudimentary Arbitrary Fixed (3)
TERMINATOR Abrupt Extended Abrupt

TE MODES NO YES YES

ELEVATED TX NO YES YES

RI NO YES YES

NOISE MODEL (4) WGL WGL/CCIR WGL/CCIR

TIME AVERAGE YES NO NC

NUCLEAR ENVIR. NO YES (5) YES (6)

NOTES:
(1) fiS summation is normal, vector sun is optional.
(2) Ground conductivity map resolution in degrees of

longitude and latitude.
(3) Approximates actual values with a limited set of

preset ones.
(4) Noise models are CCIR-322, CCIR-322-3, WGL/DECO.
(5) Manual input in general; special codes exist for

automatic input.
(6) Nuclear weapons

t eZfects on the atmosphere is
in�eated into the code.

Table 3.1.3. Summary of Long Wave Predictifn codes.
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Misttorically, the greatest weakness of this model have been its results under
benign conditions. Steady improvement ham bee made in this regard, however, it should
be noted that the output from SIMBAL is tested against the output from the WAVEGUID
codes and not against V'LF or LI data.

A summary of the capabilities of these three prediction techniques is shown in
Table 3.k.3.

2.1.3 Assessment systems ean operational Use

One of the moat limiting factors for all of the prediction techniques (computer
codes) discussd is the nearly total lack of ongoing assessment system application. The
NCPP74 is based on a limited (in time, space and frequency) set of recorded VL? signals.
Application to other frequencies, geographic areas or times (i.e., different epochs
within the solar cycle) are difficult to justify. Acquisition of additional longwave
data for different solar conditions, geographic areas and frequencies and Srefitting" of
the single mode parameters is required.

The IMIC uses historically predetermined ionospheric profiles as input. There is a
capability to use arbitrary profiles but the operational applications rely on those
already determined. Although there is an ongoing effort to acquire longwave signal data
which will be used to deduce ionospheric profiles, the availability of such profiles for
operational applications is still far in the future.

Because the SIUBAL code depends on precomputed propagation parameters, it has the
same limitation as the LUPC. That is, the precomputation can only be as wgood& as the
ionospheric profiles used, but even further removed from the present.

Typically, operational use of the prediction capabilities is to generate Ocoverage"
displays which represent some parameter of system performance as contours superposed on
geographical maps of some "operatingO area. occasionally, intermediate displays are
also generated.

A sample case of coverage of the Mediterranean Sea at 10.2 kH.i from the OMEGA
transmitter located in North Dakota, USA, is presented to illustrate rhe LMPC coverage
model. The date and time are chosen to give all day-time conditions between the trans-
mitter and the Mediterranean Sea. Figure 3.1.5 shows the Mediterranean Sea and the
transmitter. The operating area is shown in the lower right hand corner of the large
area. The propagation paths which are used to span the operating area are shown in this
figure. The dots which appear along each path indicate the boundaries of individual
segments. These boundaries are chosen by the LIPC program on the basis of ionospheric,
geomagnetic and ground conductivity changes. In particular, for the problem being
considered here, the segmentation is principally controlled by changes in ground conduc-
tivity- It is noted that Greenland has very low conductivity which produces dramatic
effects in the coverage maps to be shown later.

Inv 9 in aK 6K

F.S--Figure 3.1.5 Nap shov'in'g a transmitter area
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Signal strength in dD above 1 pV/m as a function of distance along the moat north-
arly path In shown in the top panel of Figure 3.1.6. The corresponding result for the
most southerly path is phown in the bottom panel. Lines indicating the variation of
ground Conductivity alohg the path (the linse n•aret the bottom) and the Ionospheric
height (the second line from the bottom) are included for "reference. In the top panel,
the effect of the very low conductivity of Greenland is seen in the rapid drop in signal
strength between 3800 and 4300 km.

The affect of the low conductivity of Greenland is even more dramatic in Figure
3.1.7, which shows contours of constant signal strength over the operating area. The
very close spacing of contours in the eastern half of the area is due to the large
signal laoes caused by Greenland. Thes closely spaced contour lines disappear where
the paths from the transmitter to the operating area pass below Greenland. Incorpora-
tion of the noise data gives maps of signal to noise ratio. The map shown in Figure
3.1.8 was generated using the NlTA model. The time availability is determined by assum-
ing Gaussian statistics.

3.*1.4 Muure Seeds and roprovemente

There are two main areas in need of improvement in the longvave prediction procedures.
Because "full waves techniques must be employed in the determination of ionospheric
reflection elements, the general purpose lrMC, and any of the "full wave" wavequide
codes derived from it, are computer intensive. The problem is being solved in a sense
by the advent of faster but still inexpensive computer chips. Work also continues by
the LUPC and other wavaeuide code developers to devise more efficient algorithms and
faster numerical procedures within the various computer programs.

I L-
S: £ 4. ._5. . . . . . 5

n n t N

Figure 3.1.6 Plot of signal strength vs. distance for two paths

Improvement is also needed in the ability to specify the ionospheric profiles as a
function of geophysical and/or solar conditions. For example, it has been pointed outbefore that the prediction capabilities are muc more limited for night time conditions

than for day time conditions. Further, the LUPM is less capable of accurate predictions

for nighttime westerly progation than for nighttime easterly propagation, at least ataid latitude. Presumably, a better undeerstanding of the propagation environment (i.e.,

the ionospheric D-region and lower K-region) will lead to improvements in the predic-

f(iae.,
VLF/PLF signal data suitable for model improvement have been gathered most abundant-

ly in aid latitudes and during low sunspot activity. Projects of limited scope are
currently underway to measure VLW/LF signals in polar regions. Improvements in the
VLF/LF propagation models await analysis of the data.

In addition to improments in the prediction of radio signal strengths, improve-
meats in atmospheric noise prediction are also needed, particularly In transition from
the SM (CCanj noise map technique to the DECO propaated noise technique. One feature
immediately noticeable about the Voise maps for the nIL model in that there is a dis-
Continuity across the equator in January and July except at 1 Its. In spite of the fact
that thoe basic noise parameter, defined at I MRa, is continuous in UT and latitude.
intQrpOlation with respect to frequency is done with ftzcone which are defi•ed in
terms Or local time and season causing the discontinuities. In January, for example,
the frSqMnOcy in'trpolation tunctions are for Winter in the northern heaispbere snd for
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Figure 3.1.7 Plot of signal strength contours over the operating area
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Figure 3.1.8 Plot of signal to noise ratio contours over the operating area

Summer in the southern hemisphere, hence, the discontinuity across the equator. This
discontinuity does not occur with the DECO made' because the frequency interpolation is
included in the initial calculation of the lighnin pooer spectrupt ard in the propaga-
tion parameters. The figures for the DECO aodel show another significAnt difference
between the models. Propagation across the ice caps of Antarctica and Greenland pro-
duces a rapid drop in the noise strength in the DECO nodel but not in the XTIA model.
This drop in the noise levels is, intuitively, a physically satisfying result. The mape
of the differences between the models shams values as large as 15 dB. ?be importance of
these differences with regard to systems' evaluation can no be underestimated.
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The development of a propagated noise model such as DECO requires the determination
of the global distribution of sources of radiated energy. This source distribution
requires both a "metearoogicalm model and an "electrmaqnetic" model. The meteorologi-
cal model is one that fltabliehea the geographical dietribution of lightnirg activity
with respect to frequency of occurrence and percentages of cloud-to-ground and intra-
cloud flashes. The electromagnetic model is one which postulates the numbers and wave-
forms of the various discharge currents of which a flash is comprised, from which the
radiated VLF/LF Spectrum of either type of flash can then be calculated.

In 1970, the principal meteorological data that was available on a worldwide basis
and over a long period of time was so called "thunderstorm daym data. The unit called a
thunderstorm day is defined simply as a local calendar day on which one or more claps of
thunder are heard. Those data are then used to construct monthly "thunderday maps" of
the world. Use must then be made of an empirical relationship to approximately convert
thunderstorm days per month to lightning flash densities. The model is also supplement-
ed with monthly "diurnal modifiers" in an attempt to take into account the variation of
thunderstorm and lightning activity with time of day.

Ideally, a global source distribution model should be constructed from actual
worldwide data on the frequency of occurrence of lightning discharges. If extensive
enough, such data would provide also the monthly and diurnal variations of this quantity
versus location on the earth's surface. The data base required for such an approach did
not exist during development of the DECO model. However, with the advent of earth
orbiting satellites, much useful data has already been collected, and the prospect for
accumulating a more complete lightning discharge data base within the foreseeable future
is promising.

The sources of VLF/LF atmospheric noise from thunderstorms are, of course, the
lightning discharge currents which occur during those storms. if thunderstorm data are
to be used to construct a source-power model, a relationship must be established between
the chosen parameter and the lightning flash density. It must also be determined what
fraction of the discharges is cloud-to-ground and what fraction is intracloud, because
3f the difference in their radiated VLF/LF spectra. Some comparisons have been made
which suggest a tendency in the DECO model to underpredict flash density from thunderday
data. The DECO modelers compensated for the uncertainty in farm and detailed parametri-
zation of flash density and ground versus intracloud discharge algorithms by adjusting
various parameters to achieve agreement with measurements; however, it should be remem-
bered that this model is based on 13 kHz data only.

Improvements to the DECO meteorological source model are both possible and warrant-
ed.- It must be appreciated, however, that the DECO model predictions of TM VLF noise
already agree fairly well with a large body of time-season-location-dependent data at 13
kHz, and that this agreement has been obtained by independently adjusting the various
model parameters. Therefore, it is very likely that there are canceling errors within
the overall DECO model. Improvement to a specific portion of the model may actually
worsen its ability to reproduce measured noise data unless other model parameters and
features are readjusted simultaneously.

The original model results were able to conform fairly well to measured TN noise
data at 13 kHz; and, with certain obvious revisions to the originally assumed noise
source spectra, reasonable agreement with data could also be obtained at other frequen-
cies. Thus, despite its many shortcomings as a physical, rather than purely empirical,
VLF/LF noise model, the basic DECO approach continues to provide a potentially useful
and rather unique framework for implementing detailed upgrades and extensions of model-
ing capability.

The propagation model in the original DECO report is unsophisticated by present
standards. It contains a number of simplifications capable of introducing considerable
error into the calculated noise. Currently, the composite noise field from each noise
transmitter is taken as the rms sum of the three lowest quasi-TN modes of the earth-
ionosphere waveguide at VLF frequencies. The excitation factors at the transmitter and
receiver and the attenuation rates along the various path segments were computed using
the Naval Ocean Systems Center's WAVEGUID computer program. A single exponential iono-
sphere is assumed for the daytime part of any propagation path and another exponential
ionosphere is assumed for the nighttime portion. The great circle propagation path
between a source and receiver is divided into segments 4000 ka in length, with the
properties of the geomagnetic field and the ground conductivity of a segment defined to"be those at its center. Node conversion at the day- night terminator and at discontinu-
ities in ground conductivity are neglected.

The computation of the power radiated by the thunderstorm centers depends to a
great extent on the propagation model. In fact, the original modelers attempted to use
only thunderstorm areas with more than 2 thunderstorms per month. They found that their
calculations were not consistent with measurements. Better agreement was achieved by
including all areas with more than 1 thunderstorm per month. The result of this is the
requirement to use a large number of thunderstorm centers. This perhaps defeats the
original concept of noise centers in that the noise sources are broadly distributed.
This, in turn, requires the aforemmntioned long running times for the propagation calcu-
lations.

The parameters of the noise centers need to be revis , especially their numbers
and effective power. The obvious sources of Improved data are satellites because they



do not depend on the availability of human observers of thunder. The JaOanese have
published a set of lightning flash distributions over the whole world for each season.
These data should be *aluated for use in updating the current data base.

The DEO model was developed by estimating the power radiated by the noise source
centers using detailed models of lightning spectra and current distributions. another
approach is to find periods for which the noise measurement were dominated by nearby
storms. The simple propagation model could be applied to these data to estimate the
effective power radiated by the storm centers. This approach would simplify the noise
source data bae and should reduce the total number of sources.

Once the overall distribution of noise sources and their powers has been deter-
mined, it still remains to determine the number required for a single place and tine.
This should be done by fitting the available data. However, the degree to which a new
propagated noise model fits the data should be tied to the actual variability of the
original measurements. It doeenet make sense to fit the median nmasurement to within a
dB when the variability is many d8s.

It is appropriate to say that propagation of ELF signals over great circle paths in
a homogeneous ionosphere, which has been studied theoretically for years, is well under-
stood. What is not well understood, however, are the effects of propagation over non-
great circle paths and the effects of inhomogeneous ionospheres caused by energetic
particle precipitation, sporadic E, electron density ledges, etc. Davis (1974) and
Davis et al. (1974), pointed out several possible propagation irregularities. If ELF
signals are to be properly interpreted, an understanding of the irregularities must be
available. Table 3.1.4 lists the major irregularities in a convenient format.

1. Geomagnetic Nonreciprocity
2. Day-Night Asysetry
3. Transequatorial Paths

H"LTXAXER RZ02 CEO• FCT

1. Anomalous High Attenuation
2. Dispersion

1. Height Changes at Twilight Zone
2. Interposed Conduction Layers Such as Sporadic-E
3. Solar and Nuclear Perturbations

I1. Solar x-ray Flares
2. Solar Charge Particle Flux
3. PCA Events
4. ?4gnetic Storms

Table 3.1.4. Some possible irregularities in ELF
propagation

Bidirectional propagation is important because the low attenuation rate at ELF can
result in energy from both the direct and antipodal paths (the so-called short and long
paths) to propagate to much of the earth. This can result in a spatial interference
pattern extended over thousands of kilometers with field fluctuations of 3 to 6 dB.
Theoretical calculations (Calejs, 1970, 1972a) using realistic layered ionospheric
structures have indicated propagation characterized by resonant absorption and strong
dispersion. Ionospheric discontinuities which occur over distances comparable to a
Fresnel zone can produce significant effects on ELF signals. The moving davn/dusk
terminator is one such discontinuity, although integration times on the order of an hour
or more can obviate terminator effects (White and Willie, 1974; Bannister, 1974). Field
and Joiner (1979, 1982) have derived expressions for the relative errors introduced by
neglecting both widespread and bounded ionospheric inhomogeneitimes. Lateral diffrac-
tion, focusing, and reflection can cause the quasi-TIN mode to exhibit a transverse
pattern of maxima and minima beyond the disturbance and a standing-wave pattern in front
of it. Both tangential propagation across the polar cap and oblique incidence on the
dawn/dusk terminator are examples.

Interposed conducting layers of large extent (thousands of kilometers), such as
produced by sporadic-K, can be expected to cause signal perturbations when they occur on
propagation paths at night, when the ELF fields penetrate through the D-region. This
factor is particularly important because both equatorial and auroral zones are subject
to frequent sporadic-I. It should be noted, however, that measurements of sporadic-K
conditions have not bee made in conjunction with ELF signal recordings. tmu, explana-
tion of LF signal fades in tern of absorption due to sporadic-K cannot be considered
conclusive.

The nighttime ionospeic b-region Is strongly influenced by energetic eletron
Precipitation, which testis to increase ionization, maing the ionosphere more daylika-
for ELF Propagation by lowering the effective reflecting height and taproving excita-
tion. Thus, thes precipitation events are expected tifproduce signal increases at
night. The observed nighttime field strengths in fact decrease.
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1.2 short Wave nopegetin

Radio waves that are transmitted at frequencies between about 1.6 MHz and 30 MHS
are commonly called short waves. Although radio waves at these frequencies can propa-
gate via the ground wave, this section is limited to the propagation of these waves
within and through the ionosphere.

At these frequencies, all the regions of the ionosphere are important and must be
considered in predicting the operational parameters of comanication systems. The upper
limit of the usable frequency spectrum is normally determined by the maximum electron
density and its height in the controlling layer; whereas, the lower frequency limit is
set jointly by the D-region absorption, by the noise level, and by interference. The

.g basic MUF (maximum usable frequency) is defined by the CCIR (1982b) to be the highest
frequency by which a radio wave can propagate between given terminals, on a specified
occasion, by ionospheric refraction alone. As an operating frequency is decreased below
the basic NUF, the likelihood that a specified signal-to-noise ratio is equaled or
exceeded also decreases. The minimum operating frequency is the lowest usable frequency
(LU?) and is the lowest frequency that permits acceptable performance of a radio circuit
between given terminals at a given time under specified working conditions. Specified
working conditions may include such factors as antenna type, transmitter poaer, class of
emission and required information rate, and noise background. Acceptable performance
may be given in terms of maximum error rate or required signal/noise ratio.

The status of ionospheric modeling and prediction efforts that are geared toward
radio wave propagation system assessment is reviewed. Current ionospheric assessment
systems and their operational use is discussed. Finally, future needs and improvements
are indicated.

3.2.1 Models

The type of models included here are basic parameter models, profile models, trans-
mission loss models, radio noise models, and reliability models.

3.2-.1. Basic Parameter Models

t The basic parameter models that form the basis for ionospheric prediction methods
are mathematical fits to data. The process of fitting the parameters is called numerical
mapping and was developed by the Institute of Telecommunication Sciences and its prede-
cessor organizations over the last 25 to 30 years and describes the parameters and their
temporal and global variations in terms of Fourier harmonics and Legendre functions. The
coefficients determined depend on season and on solar activity and are computed from the
monthly median values for the 24 hours of the day. In this way, global maps of the
individual parameters can be produced shoving contour lines of constant values for a
given universal time or local time as the case may be.

A representation of the monthly median value of foE, the E-layer critical fre-
quency, is available from Nuqqelton (1975). It is based on data observed at 55 loca-
tions throughout the world. A more complete representation of foE can be obtained from
Loftin (1976). More simplified representations for tot can be found in Davies (1965)
and Lucas and Haydon (1966). The latter model predicts foE during the twilight hours
(zenith angle of the sun > 90o) when the former model fails to predict foE. The latter
model also has a value of 0.7 MHz during nighttime hours. For many prediction applica-
tions this model is more than adequate. An expression describing the diurnal, seasonal
and solar activity variation of foB is given by Rawer and Suchy (1967).

A representation of the critical frequency of the sporadic-K layer, fog., is avail-
able (Loftin c t la., 1968q that is cast in the form oe numerical maps. prora rical maps
of s(poradi-E blanketfl frequency (i e s wirn derived as a nmri of a proraNm to develop
an improved method of estimating sporaic-B (Es) effects on radio propagation (Leftin
and Ostrow, 1969). Maps showing the percentage of time for which fog. exceeds 7 VMz
are given by Smith (1976; 1978).

Numerical maps of the critical frequency of the Fl region, foFl, have been de-
veloped (Romsich and Jones, 1973). Expressions have bee derived for predicting foFl as
a function of eomaqn•etic latitude and sunspot number, based on data recorded from 1954
to 1966 at thirty-nine stations located in both hemispheres (DuCharme et al., 1973).
Pl-layer N factors were derived from ray-tracing calculations by Petrie and Stevens
(1965). The prediction method presented in CCIR Report 340-5 calculates the monthly
median Fl-layer basic NUF as the product of these parameters, i.e. foFl at path mid-
point and the fl-layer K factor for the appropriate great circle distance (CCIR, 196B).

Models of the critical frequency of the P2-region, foil, are also available in the
form of numerical coefficients (CCIX, 1966; Jones at al., 1969; Jones and Obitts, 1970;
CCIU, 1970a; CCII, 1988). The first two references refer to a set of coefficients known
-s the Oslo coefficients; the third and fourth references refetr to a set of coefficients
known a- the Mev Delhi coefficients. Both sets of coefficients are available from the
Director Of the CCIR (CCIR, 1903). A new set of coefficients was developed that was
deduced using observed values of foF2 and theoretically generated values of foFi in
order to improve the representation of foF2 over ocean areas and other inaccessible
areas (Rush at al., 19$4). More recently observations reocated at ionosonde locations
frt around the world over the last 50 years along with theoretical val&ue used to fill
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in the ocean areas were used by the Australian Ionospheric Prediction Service to develop
a new set of coefficients (Fox and McNamara, 1986). The sunspot cycle variation of fof2

at each ionosonde locition was determined by employing the T-index which is commonly
use" in Australij for "predicting HP propagation conditions (IPS, 1968). The maps were
produced in local time and geomagnetic latitude and lon4itude. This model was used by
URSI Working Group G.5 to generate a new set of coefficients which were a function of
sunspot number (Rush at al., 1989).

Coefficients representing the monthly median M(3000)F2 factor are available (Jones
at al., 1969; CCIR, 1988). Numerical maps of the minimum virtual height of the F2-

6 region, h'F,F2 have been produced (CCIR, 1988). Lockwood (1983) has presented a nonit-
erative procedure for evaluating the distance factor 3(D)F2 which allows for the varia-
tion in both the peak height and changes in the underlying plasma. Use is made of the
Bradley-Dudeney (1973) model of the electron density profile.

The height of the maximum ionization in the F2-region, hmF2 can be shown to be
related to the 3(3000)F2 factor (Shimazaki, 1955). The expression given by Shimazaki
can be used along with a correction term for E-region retardation (Kelso, 1964) to get
an estimate of hmF2. Bradley and Dudeney (1973) give an alternate expression for hmF2
which also accounts for the underlying E region. Having obtained hbF2, the semi-thick-
ness of the layer YmP2 can be obtained, either from haF2 in units of YmF2 mapped as a
function of geomagnetic latitude and solar activity (Lucas and Haydon, 1966), or from
numerical maps of monthly median h'1F,F2 for solar cycle minimum and maximum (Leftin et
al., 1967; CCIR, 1988). Lockwood (1984) has developed an algorithm for the prediction
of the mirror reflection height hp. Sailors et al. (1986) provide a correction for this
expression for 0.75 S f/MUF !5 0.9 for short paths.

3.2.1.2 Profile models

In order to obtain a complete electron density profile, the results from the basic
parameter models must be combined with an assumed vertical distribution for the ioniza-
tion. Several approaches to achieving this are reviewed in the following.

Chiu Model

Here the height variation of the electron density is given by three Chapman func-
tions for the I-, Fl- and F2-layers (Chiu, 1975). The height of the maximum of the E-
layer and its scale height do not change with time or location, while the maximum densi-
ty is controlled by the solar zenith angle, the solar activity, and the geographic
latitude. Similar relations also control the Fl-region. For the F2-layer the height of
maximum density is variable with time and location, and the scale-height depends on the
height for the lower portion of the F2-layer and is constant for the upper part. The
maximum density and its height are complicated functions of location, orientation of the
earth's magnetic field, solar zenith angle, solar activity and season.

Bent model

This model uses an approach similar to that of the Chiu model by first formulating
the height dependence of the electron density by several functions, each one valid for a
given height interval (Bent et al., 1976). It pays little attention to the details of
the bottom side (assumed parabolic) and is more flexible for the topside of the iono-
sphere (segments of exponential functions), since it was designed mainly for transiono-
spheric propagation. The two peak parameters, maximum density and its height are taken
or derived from the ITS saps for foF2 and 33000. The half thickness of the bottomside
ym is a function involving solar activity, time of day and solar zenith distance. The
topside thickness parameter varies with foF2 and yi.

International Reference ionosphere (IRI)

This project was started in the mid-seventies as a joint URSI and COSPAR project.
Four ionospheric plasma parameters are defined in this model (Rawer, 1981): electron
temperature, ion temperature, ion composition and plasma density. Only the last one
affects the propagation of radio waves.

The electron density model gives a detailed description of the bottom side of the
ionosphere including the D-layer, E-layer, E-F valley, Fi- and F2-layer. The different

* sections of the height profile are given by special functions called LAY-functions. The
topside model is a modification of the Bent model.

. The global variation of this madal depends on a variety of variables. The topside
formulation depends on dipole latitude, 10 cm flux and foF2. For the critical frequency
foF2 and the height of the F2-layer maximum either the ITS maps (foF2 and M3000), Bilit-
zeaet al., (1979) or the Australian maps (Fox and McNamara, 1986) can be used. The
parameters of the lower layers, Fl, E and D, depend in some complicated fashion ongeographical and magnetic coordinates, the solar zenith angle and solar activity.

Bradley-Dudeney

The original program (Bradley and Dudeney, 1973) computed the electron density (or
plasma frequency) as a continuous function of the height with a set of standard parame-
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tars as input. This model wa later improve (Oumadeey 197S) to provide also continuity
of the elope of the profile, a property ossetial for ray tracing studies. The input
paramet•ws are the critical frequencies of the K- and F2-layers, the heights of their
muimmu densities and tdeir half-thickness. The inclusion of an Fl-layer is optIonal.
The layer is then determined by its aritical frequancy,, since its height of maxima
density and half-thicknesses is then comted from the other parameters with the conti-
nuity restrictions mentioned above. The model is very flexible and adjusts easily to a
given local situation (input parameters), but it implicitly assumes that none of its
parameters changes over the distance of a ray path, if used for propagation studies.

Elkins-Rush Model

The model was designed mainly to describe the very complex polar ionosphere (Elkins
and Rush, 1973). The D-region profile consists of two exponential segments, while the
E- and Fl-regions are given by a superposition of two Chapman layers. The electron
density profile in the height range between haFl and haF2 is based on a cosine function.
The F-region height parameters can be adjusted to an observed total electron content
(fEC). The electron density is a monotonic function up to the FP-layer maxims; the
topside profile is given by an exponential function. The coefficients for the temporal
and spatial variation of the individual segments depend on latitude, day of the year,
local solar time, solar zenith angle, solar activity and the magnetic activity index a•
and are based on observations of 50 high latitude stations during 1964 (low solar activl
ity) and 1958 (high solar activity).

Miller-Gibbs Model

This model started with the Klkins-Rash model and extended it for global coverage
using the ITS fo02 mape in its F-layer model with the option of same adjustments for the
high latitudes (Miller and Gibbs, 1978). The height variation of the electron density
is continuous and is given by analytical expression within each of three different
sections. At high latitude& the height of the E-layer maximum and its maxim density
are a combination of solar and auroral effects, and foF2 becomes dependent on the mag-

netic index Kp. The sub-auroral trough and the auroral zone enhancement also modify the
foF2 model.

RADARC

The Naval Research Laboratory (Thomason et al., 1979) developed this model mainly
for the performance evaluation of HF radar systems. The model is based on the glkins-
Rush concept and covers the D-, B-, 11-, and F2-regions. The 3- and F2- layers are
parabolic, and a linear or parabolic F1 layer can be included above a valley with a
minima plasma frequency proportional to foE. The topside is defined by an exponential
function. The global variation of fox is given by the correspondinq ITS map (Leftin,
1976); the height and half- thickness are kept constant. If the Fl-layer is included.
the maximum plasma frequency is given by the ITS map (Rosich and Jones, 1973); the
height of saximm and the half-thickness are given by empirical expressions. The maxi-
mum density of the F2-layer is given by an earlier version of the ITS foF2 map (Jones
and Obitts, 1970); the height of Uaimna in derived from ff3000 (Shimasaki, 1955); and
the hai-thickness is taken from Lucas and Haydon (1966).

ICED

The Air Weather Service's (AWS) "Ionospheric Conductivity and Electron Density"
aodel ICED (Tascione et al., 1987) is a combination of several earlier models. It is
designed to permit short term updating based on observations by the AWS ionosonde net-
work and total electron content measurements. Through the use of the Miller-Gibbs
modification of the high latitude ionosphere, the changes of the earths@ magnetic field
can also be accommodated. Similarly, as in the Killer-Gibbs model, the ITS maps are
used for the global variations of the E- and F-region parameters except in the equatori-
al zone. In the equatorial zone, observed data were supplemented by some results of
theoretical work (Anderson ot al., 1985).

Penn State Mark III Model

This model is largely based on the physics of the upper atmosphere with boundary
values from observations (Nisbet, 1971; Lee, 1985). It starts out with the ClR& model
for the neitrel atmosphere with the density and temperature profiles of the most impor-
tant species. The models for the relative spectral intensity of the solar radiation.
absorption and ionization cross section and reaction rates are based on empirical data.
Photo equilibrium is assumed and dynamic processes are neglected. The resulting rela-
tive electron density distribution is then adjusted to observed data for the height and
maximu density of the FR-layer. The seasonal variation is assumed to be sinusoidal,
and the solar activity dependensc is linear with the 10-ca flux. The maxima density of
the FR-layer can be taken from one of the foF2 maps; the model for the height of maximum
is based on profile calculations for several widlatitude ionosonde stations. The model
includes probability estimate for sporadic-K occurrence.

3.2.1.3 TsammiLsle toees Medels

For HF propagation, the field strength of a radio signas is a fudabmental parameter
that is calculated. The field strength is dependent on the tr-amitted power, the gain
of the tranmittiing antaona, the transmitting frequency, the basic free space loss, the
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lose due to ground reflection, and the loss due to ionospheric attenuation effects. The
primary ionospheric attenuation effects are D-ragion absorption, auroral absorption,
sporadic-B layer obsuvation loss, and over-the-NUF loss. These losses are dependent
upon the wave frequency and the angle at which the radio wave enters the ionosphere.
The angle is dependent upon the form of the ionospheric profile model. The distance to
which a given frequency is found to propagate for a given incidence angle also depends
on the ionospheric profile model used as well as the types of nodes calculated.

In skyways communication, several propagation paths are often possible (e.g., a
single reflection from the F-region, a single reflection from the B-region, or multiple
reflections from the E- and F-regions). The field strength of each of these nodes needs
stimating. In addition there nay be complete blanketing due to sporadic-E or at least

some obscuration for the higher layer modes due to sporadic-E. The received signal
strength is also dependent on the particular antennas used. However, the treatment of
the subject of antenna gain is beyond the scope of this document.

D-region Absorption

Absorption in the 0- and E-regions of the ionosphere is usually the major loss
(after free space) in radio wave propagation via the ionosphere. The classic model for
D-region absorption is that due to Laitnen and Haydon (1962). The D-region absorption
in this model is a function of the sun's zenith angle, the wave frequency, the gyro-
frequency at a 100 kilometer height, the number of ionospheric reflections, the angle at
100 ka height between the earth's normal and the ray path, and the 12-month running
average sunspot number. The loss equation was derived from F2 low-angle sodes with
operating frequencies not greater than the FOT. Lucas and Haydon (1966) added a modifi-
cation for frequencies below about 5 N•t. Schultz and Gallet (1970) used vertical
incidence data to obtain a D-region absorption expression which was also dependent on
(1) seasonal variation with latitude effects, (2) latitudinal variation, and (3) winter
anomaly effects. These models assume that the- deviative losses in the top layer and the
penetration losses in the lower layers together are small and negligible in comparison
with the D-layer loss.

Shepelavey (1969) has shown that although these assumptions result in a loss formu-
la that is very convenient for the user, the cost of this convenience is very high in
terms of the loss-prediction accuracy. Two different approaches have been developed to
improve the loss-prediction accuracy. The first approach is given in a series of papers
(George, 1971; George and Bradley, 1973; George and Bradley 1974; Samuel and Bradley
1975). In this approach, the absorption in the D- and E-regions is given in terms of
the integral of the product of the electron density and collision frequency - over the
vertical height; the result is a function of latitude and season. Deviative absorption
in these regions is included as are solar and diurnal effects. It is assumed that y <<
2w(f+fL) where f is the frequency and fL is the longitudinal component of the electron
gyro-rrequency. Deviative absorption for F-layer reflections is not included. It
includes a function which is discontinuous when the equivalent vertical frequency at h -
100 km is equal to the critical frequency of the E-layer. The second approach is that
given by Teters at al. (1983) who use the method of Lucas and Haydon (1966) with some
important modifications. 7he absorption equation of Lucas and Haydon contains an aver-
aged value for F2-layer modes (i.e., the effects of E-region electron density on non-
deviative absorption, collision frequency, and magnetic field wave averaged in the curve
fitting process). Corrections are provided for E-layer modes and deviative absorp-
tion. Since in this method an arbitrary electron density profile may be used, the true
height of reflection may occur below 90 km, resulting in lower absorption. This has
been accounted for by modifying the collision frequency factor in the denominator of the
absorption equation.

After sunset the absorption falls to a small non-zero value. Nighttime absorption
has been studied extensively in Japan (Wakai, 1961, 1971; wakal at al., 1971) using
expeximental measurements of the field strengths of standard transmitters over a contin-
uous range of distances up to 14,000 km. These data indicate (WVkai, 1975) that the
residual nighttime absorption of the ordinary wave is a function of the smoothed sunspot
number, transmission range, and frequency.

Sporadic-Z Obscuration an4 Reflection Losses

The determination of sporadic-I obscuration and reflection loass is made difficult
because there are limitations on both theoretical and practical approaches. Theoretical
assessments are restricted by the applicability of assumed models of the structure of E-
region irregularities; experimental data require several assumptions for their interpre-
tation because sporadic-U losses c4nnot be directly measured independently of the trans-
mission losses. in addition, since the term sporadic-B refers to a number of different
typs of ooe"wheric irregularities with separate physical causes, these are likely to
have different characteristice and therefore, to yield different ord*rs of losses.

The term 1,obscuration lose" is used to denote the loss suffered by scattering
or reflection from Ea irregularities as the wave penetrates this region. Even though
the wave penetrates the layer, some of its energy is lost. This loss is the major
contributor to the excess system loss used in predictions. Obscuration losses can be
taken into account using an empirical procedure developed by Phillips (Phillips, 1943;
wheeler, 1964). This procedure requires the deterainationef the probability of reflec-
tion P using fo0 1 and the zenith angle of the oblique ray (i.e chi) at a height of 110
km. This 00etho•C- modified by Lloyd (Teatrs at al., 1983) to use the available maps
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of foes. The probability of reflection P is determined from a normal distribution; the
normal standard deviate is a function of foEs, chi at a height of 110 Km, and the
standard deviation of ttp spatial variations of me-ia plasm• frequency in the sgpoad-
ic-E layer. Sinno et al.. (1976) determine the obscuration los by determining the trans-
mission coefficient of the sporadic-K layer. An empirical formula gives the loss as a
function of foes and chi at a height of 110 km. An extension to this formula also in-
cludes the bn ing frequency fbzs.

Three methods are available for determining B reflection loss. The first method
due to Lloyd (Taters et al., 1983) follows the me&od for determining the obscuration
losses; the reflection loss is determined from the probability of reflection. This loss

lo is added to the basic free space losa and D-region absorption to get the total loss.
The reflection losses can also be found from foe from the procedures given by sinno et
al. (1976) for determining the obscuration losses. Measured signal-strength data col-
lected mainly at VHF for a whole range of middle-latitude paths were analyzed for the
development of a procedure for satimating sporadic-E reflection losses (Miya and Sasaki,
1966; Miya et al., 1978). Assuming that antenna beawmidths are sufficiently wide that
there is no appreciable restriction of the area of sporadic-E cloud illuminated, the
attenuation can be found as a function of distance and f/toU . The attenuation includes
the attenuation due to the shielding effect of the earth on te lover portion of sporad-
ic-E in long-distance propagation. When this method is used for HF, the effect of
absorption in the D- and E-regions must be taken into account, according to propagation
conditions.

over-the-MUF Loss

Strong signals are often received at frequencies above the instantaneous basic MUF.
Significant signal contributions can arise via paths other than direct line which in-
volve sidescatter from ground irregularities. Dasboldt (1975) indicates that the effi-
ciency of the mechanisms responsible for strong signals above the MUF increase with the
length of the radio link and the width of the radiation patterns of the transmitting and
receiving antennas. As his method for determining the over-the-RU? loss is an integral
part of FTZ (?ernmeldetechnisches Zentralast) prediction technique it is treated in
section 3.2.2.

Wheeler (1966) has suggested that the F-layer is composed of a number of separate
patches of ionization with different maximum electron concentrations, so that each patch
has its own MU?. The number of patches supporting reflection falls with increasing
frequency and there is no single frequency giving signal cut-off. aheeler (1966) has
shown that for a wave frequency f greater than the bazic MUF, the median power can be
taken as proportional to the number of patches of F-region ionization which support
trahnsmission and the spatial distribution of the NUF of the patches can be taken as
normal. The standard normal deviate is given by the departure of the transmission
frequency from the median basic MUF divided by the standard deviation of the assumed
normal distribution of the basic MUF. The transmission loss curve generated as a func-
tion of fIMUF for o-0.9 MHz is commonly used. Lloyd (Teters et al., 1983) determines
the transmission loss using the probability times secant of the incidence angle. The
standard deviation of the MUFs is determined from the upper and lower deciles of the MU?
distribution.

It is of great importance to note that only for frequencies below the basic MU?
"single-mode" propagation occurs which is needed for modern high-speed data communica-
tions. At frequencies above the basic MUF the propagation mechanisms involved cause a
multitude of time delays which spoil data transmissions completely, although the field
strength may be sufficiently high. The predicted field strength at frequencies above
the basic MUP, however, is of importance for the estimation of the strength of interfer-
ing signals, which may be at frequencies above the basic MUF.

Auroral Absorption Loss

Sky-wave signals which traverse the auroral zones can be subject to large addition-
al absorption. Auroral absorption is associated with increases in electron concentra-
tion produced by energetic electrons incident during magnetic substorms. The available
models assume the existence of an ensemble of absorption enancements associated with a
corresponding ensemble of substorms. The number and intensities of substorms are as-
saoid to be such that, although the day-to-day absorption variability is greater than at
other latitudes, the monthly median absorption shows statistically stable temporal and
spatial features that can meaningfully be represented numerically. The simplest of the
auroral absorption models is that due to Lucas and Haydon (1966). In this document
there are tables of values of excess system loss Yp which are given as a function of
samm, midpsth looal time, Lidpath geomagnetic latitude, and for path lengths less than
or equal to 2500 km and greater than 2500 km. This is an additional transmission-loss
allowance to account collectively for several effects not specifically incorporated.
Assuming that the contribution to the Yp from all sources except auroral absorption are
independent of time, geographic position, and path length; auroral absorption is deter-
mined by subtracting 9 0D, which is the mean value for low latitudes, from all Yp
values. These values apply to each propagation mode and are independent of the number
of hope involved.

Most other models of aureral absorption make use of rieeter data. Rioneters are
instruments with upward directed antennas, which detect chailes in the incident cosmic-
noise flux (Little and Leinbach, 1959). These models give the diurnal and latitudinal
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variations of Q, which is the percenta•e probability that the absorption mesued at 30
a o exceeds , W, for a rionater with an antenna pointin at the celestial pole. Zach

model asses a relattpnship between Q1 and median riomater absorption in a0, Amn. y
(1970, 1972) has fitted a model of Q1 to data du*e to Hartz et l. (1963). The model
applies for sunspot number 100, but provides for adjustment to other sunspot numbers.
The predicted A., can be adjusted to other months than the equinox by use of a multiply-
ing factor. Methods for adjustment to other frequencies and oblique paths are provided.

The remaining two models are based on a net of riomater stations in the Northern
hemisphere. Napping is in terms of a coordinate system of corrected geomagnetic lati-
tude #, corrected geomagnetic longitude 0, and corrected geomagnetic local time T. The
parameter Q1 is the sum of two separate ems Qd and Q_ . These two tero result from
absorption contributions from two different sorts of -incident auroral particles, re-
ferred to as Odrizzlen and 'splash.* Each of thes tera is a product of five factors;
each factor relates to terms which have a principal dependence on latitude, time of day.
solar activity, longitude, and season, respectively. The first of these models is one
due to Foppiano (CCIR, 1980; Foppiano and Bradley, 1983; 1984; 1985). This is a long-
term prediction scheme whose only dependence on geophysical or solar indices is that on
the 12-month running mean sunspot number RI- In addition, a short-tern scheme for
prediction of system performance during dis;Azrbed or subetorm conditions is provided
which relies on the 3-hour geomaqnestic index K1. An equivalent sunspot number based on
the current K value replaces R1,. In this method the conversion from Q to An has
changed from Ehe original (CCIR, 1180) to one due to Foppiano and Bradley (1984). The
second model is one due to Vondrak et al. (1978). The difference between this model and
the former is that this model has removed the dependence of R1 2 in favor of a dependence
on K•. In addition, the conversion from Q to A, differs in this model from the for-
mer. A comparison between these two models by 6-av6 (1986) indicates a preference for
the Foppiano modal.

3.2.2.4 Ratio Noise models

The determination of the minimum signal level required for satisfactory radio
reception in the absence of other unwanted radio signals necessitates a knowledge of the
radio noise with which the wanted signal must compete. The types of noise that may
influence reception can be divided into two main categories depending on whether the
noise originates in the receiving system or externally in the antenna. Usually at HF it
is assumed that the noise originates externally in the antenna. The most usual types of
external noise are of atmospheric, cosmic, and man-made origin. Below about 30 N:z,
atmospheric noise usually predominates. It may change over wide limits as a function of
location, frequwncy, bandwidth, time of day, season and azimuthal direction. Although
in the presence of local stores, atmospheric noise may be an important factor at almost
any frequency, it is the ability of noise from distant thunderstorms to propagate over
long distances that makes it so important at HF and below. Because ionospheric absorp-
tion is high during the daytime, the contribution from distant sources is reduced, and
local sources become important. Because of the strength of propagated noise from dis-
tant storms at night, the diurnal maximum occurs at night, even for locations in the
earth's major source regions.

Until recently the internationally accepted method of predicting atmospheric noise
was outlined by the CCIR in Report 322 (1964). Report 322 presents the worldwide pre-
dictions of F , the external noise factor in dB, and its statistical variations for
each season-t&e block and is based on all the available measurements to that date. In
1983, CCIR Report 322 was reprinted as CCIR Report 322-2 with a revised text and title,
but with the same atmospheric noise estimates. Report 322 gives worldwide maps of the
time block median value of Fat F , at 1 XHz. The F for other frequencies, 10 kHz to
30 MHz, is given by families oP-Trequency dependencurves for each season and time
block. The statistical variations of Fa are given as a function of frequency by Ou, Dl,
&DU' 0ol, and oFA.. Other atmospheric noise parameters are also given.

The first numerical representation of CCIR Report 322 appeared in 1965 (Lucas and
Harper). The representation of Lucas and Harper was obta

4
ned by the numerical mapping

of values obtained from the CCIM Report 322, 1 Us maps, rather than by numerical map-
ping of the original date points (84 longitude by 100 latitude grid points) that were
used to produce the CCIR 322 meps (Spaulding and tstwart, 1987). This procedure gave
differences of over 10 da occasionally being noted between the CCIR 322 maps and the
Lucas and Harper numerical representation. The numerical representation of the frequen-
cy dependence of Fas and Du and D variation given by Lncas and Harper is one used
to produce these parts of Report 3 2A. Zacharisen and Jones (1970a) developed I aMa
noise meps in universal time (rather than local time as in Report 322) using the "origi-
nal% Report 322 data (i.e., the 84 x 100 grid points). Because mapping in universal
time produces quite high gradients, the zacbarisen and Jones ma differ form the CCII
322 maps for some times and locations. Also using the original data used to plot the
contour maps in Report 322, Sailors and Drown (1962, 1935) deve1oped a Simplified stmee-
pheric noise numerical model suitable for use on minicomputers. As this moAl is a
simplified (fever coefficients) version of the lacharisen and Jones maps, it sacrifices
accuracy for increased computr speed.

The atmospheric noise data used to produce CCIR Report 322 were the data from the
worldwide networX of recrdinq stations throug 1961; thatis, the data were from July,
1957 thro•gh October, 1961. Since then, much addition•l•'data have become available.
oata from the worldwide network through November of 1966 and many years of data from 10
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Soviet measuremet sites became available along with data from Thailand rB March, 1966
to February, 196". All these data have been analyzed and an updated set of atmospheric
radio noise estimates at I M5z produced, essentially in the CCIR Report 322 forsat. The
details of this analysis, new I M1f noise maps, are given by spauldinq and Weahburn
(1985). TheSe new and greatly Isprovee atbospheric noise estimates are also contained
in CCIR Report 322-3 (1986a). Note that as in earlier versions of Report 322, the 1 WHz
saps are split at the equator, so that the msps are for a given season, rather than a
given three month period as in Spaulding and Washburn. All the data is identical,
however, all of Report 322-3 is available in numerical form, and unlike the earlier
versions of 322 and its numerical representation, the numerical version of 322-3 is
exact. That is, the numerical version and the graphical version gine precisely identi-
cal values for all the parameters. The numerical form of the 1 M6z maps is in the form
of the Lucas and Harper maps.

As noted above there are three principal types of external environmental noise:
(1) atmospheric from thunderstorms and other types of disturbed weather, (2) cosmic
(galactic noise), and (3) Man-made. Models for cosmic noise and man-made noise are
disc=sed in CCIX Report 258-5 (19gab). There are four environmental categories of man-
made noise given. Most of the measurements that vent into the estimates were from
throughout the continental U.S. (Spaulding and Disney, 1974). The quist rural curve is
from CCIR Report 332 and is based on world-wide measurments. Sailors and Brown (1982)
give a simple method for determining whether the operating frequency is below or above
that for which comic noise could be expected to be received at a receiving site below
the ionosphere. Spaulding and Stewart (1987) provide a means of miming the three noise
contributions and determining the overall noise distribution and its statistical varia-
tions.

3.2.1.5 Reliability Models

The basic parameter given by most Hr propagation prediction methods is the predict-
ed signal paver or field strength. However, signal-strength data are not sufficient to
fully quantify the performance of a radio service. The expected performance of Hr sky-
wave commnication systems in the absence of interference from other transmitters (i.e.,
in the presence of atmospheric, man-made, and cosmic noise) can be estimated by comput-
ing the likelihood that a signal level at the receiving terminals will sufficiently
exceed the summation of the expected noise levels at those terminals so ,! to provide
the type and quality of service desired (Sailors at al., 1977; Liu and Bradley, 1985).
CCIR Report 892 (CCIR, 1990a) defines several reliabilities which are appropriate to
point-to-point, area coverage from a single transmitting source, or applicable to net-
work analysis.

The computation of the various reliabilities requires the following inputs:

(a) estimates of received power for each mode or the total received power that is
predicted to propagate at the specified hour at a given location for a given fre-
quency. This power is expressed as the monthly median of the hourly medians.
Methods to estimate the field strength are described in section 3.2.1.3;

(b) estimates of the received noise power at the given location for a given fre-
quency and bandwidth expressed as monthly median of hourly medians. Estimation
methods are given in section 3.2.1.4;

(c) estimates of the variability of signal and noise poaer. These are expressed as
upper and lover docile deviations from the median values. Methods to estimate
these are contained in CCIR Reports 252 (CCIR 1970b), 258 (CCIR 1990b), 266 (CCIR
1990c), and 322 (CCIR 1986a);

(d) estimates of the variability of the MDV about their monthly median. These are
expressed as the ratios of upper and lover decile WUFs to median MUF for a given
season, a given solar activity, four-hour local time blocks at the path midpoint,
and for each 100 to ao0

, north or south. These can be obtained from table 5.1 in
CCIX Report 252 (CCXR 1970b);

(e) estimates of the signal-to-noise ratio required to provide specified perform-
ance. This required signal-to-noise ratio is the hourly median taken under stable
conditions, CCIR Recommendation 339 (CCIR 1986b) provides a tabulation of such
required signal-to-noise ratios;

(f) estimates of the signal-to-noise interference ratio required to provide speci-
fied performance. This required signal-to-noise interference ratio is taken under
stable conditions. CCIR Report 525 (CCIR 1966c) provides a tabulation of such
required signal to noise interference ratios.

3.2.2 WedflctiOe Teobmqimee

In order to determine the performance of an ionospheric-dependont radio system
more than just an ionospheric model is needed. The ionospheric model must be tied to a
set of equations or a formulation that enables the simulation of the propagation of
radio waves through the ionospheric model. The set of equations or the formulation
chosen, together with the ionospheric model, is often termadan ionospheric propgation
model. When the ionospheric model that is contained in tlC propagation model can be
used to saks predictions of the ion•mperic structure, the propagation model is termed

S• _ . .... - • ,• - •. •q "
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an ionospheric propagation prediction model. The propagation model must provide the
mathod for calculating the geometry pertinent to the radio system as well as methods for
handling information pout transmitter power and signal Modulation, antenna characteris-
tics, receiver locbtfon and noise environment, and required performance levels. The
degree to which each of these is incorporated into the propaqation Model often deter-
mines the c-lexity of the model.

Most of the XF propagation models available assume that signals are reflected from
the ionospheric I- and F-regions according to strict geometrical considerations. The
ionospheric parameters at the reflection points are estimated fro the ionospheric modelt and are used as input into the formulation relating to the reflection process. The
details of the method used to evaluate the reflection of HF signals from the ionospheric
regions (i.e., the evaluation of the modes) vary with the different propagation models.

Performance predictions are made for a variety of purposes: for systa design, for
frequency management, and for operational improvements. Vost of the propagation methods
were originally intended to provide information of a long-ter predictive nature using
monthly median predictions of the ionospheric structure. however, a trend has emerged
in recent years to utilize propagation predictions on much shorter time scales. The
complexity of the long-term and short-term propagation prediction methods is generally
very different as are the approaches that are used.

The best known long-term performance prediction methods involve the use of large-
scale computer programs. The work of Lucas and Haydon (1966) was the first long-term,
cmputr-based program of its sort. The concepts of service probability and reliability
were introduced in this program. This program called HPHUPS was subsequently replaced
by that due to Barghausen et al. (1969). There were four distinct versions of this
program. Each program was given a slightly different name and was also color coded (Red
Deck, Blue Deck, Yellow Deck, etc.) according to the color of the cards on which it was
sent out.

The final version, HFRUFES 4 (Haydon et al., 1976) gained international usage.
Since its introduction, the IONCAP program (Teters at. al., 1983) has also become
widely used. These program provide the means to calc'ulate XF propagation parameters at
any location on the earth. Field strength, mode reliability, and the maximum usable
frequency (NU?) are but a few of the parameters that are obtained from these programs.
They enable the user of the program to specify antenna gains as a function of take-off
angle and to specify required system performance in terms of the signal-to-noise ratio
evaluated at the receiving point of the circuit. Both programs have common features
such as use of the same sets of numerical coefficients to represent the Morphological
behavior of the ionospheric structure and the atmospheric noise expected at the recep-
tion point. There are, however, significant differences among HEHUPS, HFKUf 4, and
IONCAP. The major changes from HfNh in HFKUrfS 4 include

(1) all numerical coefficients representing the ionospheric characteristics were
calculated as functions of universal time;

(2) K-layer propagation characteristics were calculated from numerical coefficients
repreeentinz K-layer critical frequencies (Leftin, 1976);

(3) numerical coefficients representing the minimum virtual height of the E- region
were included for calculating the semi-thickness of the F-layer (Leftin et. al.,
1967) ;

(4) revised values of man-made noise and its frequency dependence were included;

(S) a method for combining two or more noise sources of nearly equal amplitudes was
added;

(6) a new formula for estimating absorption including a winter anomaly effect was

derived (Schultz and Gullet, 1970);

(7) the chi-square distribution was use to evaluate all distributions (Zacharisaen
and Crow, 1970);

(6) revised excess system losses wr*e included;

(9) system performance predictions could be made for sporadic-U propagation;

(10) the numerical maps of fof2 were continuous in month and sunspot number;

(11) numerical coefficients representing atmospheric noise as a function of univer-
sal time were included (Zacharis•en and Joe, 1970);

(12) numerical maps or the continents for use in ground loss calculations were
added (Zacharimen, 1972);

(13) provision was made to use up to three different transmitting and receiving
antennas over the EF band; and

(14) modifications were made to allow antenna pkttteri to be read in.
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The ionospheric lose term in IOWCAP differs significantly from that used in either
HIOWNM or NflKfl 4. IOfECAV uses the same *et of foF2 coefficients as does HFKUFS as
well as the samew s M epresentation of atmospheric noise. The manner in which the
various modes are compettd is these three programs is different. Conseauently, the
signal-to-noise ratio that is calculated by each of the program* for the circuit condi-
tions is different. The ZESCAP program has a distinct advantage over the margbaussn et
al. (1969) program by enabling the user to incorporate into the calculation specific
knowledge about the ionosphere such as an electron density profile obtained from inde-
poedent information.

In utilizing a propagation prediction method, the user must specify the particulars
of the circuit such as transmitter and receiver location, tranmitter paver, transmit-
tinq antenna, and quality of service that is required. In addition, the universal time,
amth, and sunspot ner that are appropriate for the period for which calculation are
to be performed must be specified. There are mnierous output options that are available
including maximum unable frequency (Mr) for the circuit, the lowest useful frequency
(LWF), and the field strength for any frequency that has been indicated by the user.
The mod, signal-to-noise ratio, predicted signal reliability, and take-off angle for
each sods is likewise available. More detailed information about the various output
option& can be found in the user's manuals for each of the programs.

The three prediction programs discussed above are complete HY propagation perform-
ance prediction program. There is a class of programs that exists that can be consid-
ered a subset of these. These programs are concerned primarily with evaluating the
field strength of an ionospberic-dependent radio system. Models of this type are given
in CCIR Report 252 (CCIR, 1970b), the Supplement to CCIR Report 252 (CCIR, 1930), and
CCIR Report 694 (CCIR, 1982e). The field strength calculations given in Report 252 are
consistent with the method of field strength calculation that was included in the Lucas
and Haydon (1966) propagation prediction program. The field strength calculations that
are given in the Supplement to Report 252 are more complex than the method of calcula-
tion of field strength given in Lucas and Haydon (1966) or Barghausen et al. (1969).
The complexity is due in large measure to a significant difference in the manner in
which the ionospheric modes are evaluated. In the CCIR Report 252 approach to iono-
spheric reflection estimations and node evaluation, the pertinent calculations are
performed at specific points, called control points, along the propagation path deter-
mined by the path length. No account is taken of the change or gradient in the electron
density along or transverse to the propagation path. The Supplement to CCIR Report 252
coPUteor program does account for gradients at the control points. It thus provides a
core physically appealing calculation. This is, however, achieved at an increased
co putation time that often exceeds that of Report 252 by factors of 10 to 30.

The field strength prediction method given in CcIR Report 894 had as its roots, the
work performed by CCIR Interim Working Party 6/12 to develop a sky-vave propagation
prediction program for use in planning the BF broadcasting service (1W., 1984). This
field strength model is actually a combination of two field strength programs: a sim-
plified version of Report 252 is used for path lengths less than 7000 ke and the field
strength model developed by the Deutsche Bundespost (FTZ) (Damboldt, 1975) is use for
path lengths greater than 9000 ka. An interpolation scheme in employed for distances
7000 to 9000 km.

For the propagation models given above, the field strength is evaluated for each
node that is determined according to the geometry incorporated into the program. The
selection of the amode that are chosen to determine the overall field strength for a
given frequency is not the same for each of the programs. Generally, however, three or
four of the modes that are associated with the least amount of loss are chosen, and the
antenna gain is then incorporated into the field strength calculation for each mode.

The InS propagation program (Damboldt, 1975; Damboldt and Suessmann, 1939) employs
a field strength calculation that is based upon observations collected over a number of
HF circuits. most of which terminate in Germany. The data that have been gathered for
more than 10 years for certain circuits are related to predicted ionospheric critical
frequencies to obtain an empirical method for determining field strength. In particu-
lar, the field strength recordings revealed a steady increase of signal strength from
the LF (lowest usable frequency) to a maxisu value, following approximately an inverse
frequency dependence. This frequency in called the OJlFm in this method and a formala
for its calculation is provided. After the oaxm value is reached, the field strength
decrease until it reaches the operational MUY. On the declining part of the curve is
the basic MU? (CCIR 129•b). The operational MUN can be substantially higher than the
basic MUP. This is the consequence of several mechanisms which are not taken into
account by prediction techniques based on theoretical considerations of effective propa-
gation modes. The IT! method applies an epirical correction factor K which is applied
to every value of the 24 hourly values of the basic NUF to obtain the 24 hourly values
of the operational my. This empirical correction factor is based an observations col-
lected over a number of HF circuits terminating in Germany. Sprague (1967) has used an
alternate expression for the operational Nma in his implamentation of the PTZ method.
In his implementation it is assumed that P71' for a given hour of a manth are statisti-
Cal in nature an can be represented by Gaussian distribution about the afn value, the
"WKI. The 99.1 pecnie value of the MY? distribution is used as the operational NUN.
Me method permits rapid calculation of the field strength aW is useful when tim is a
winmry Cosideration (Rose, 1961). The weakness in the metood is that the peak of the
field is dependent on the operational NU? and the ULUFU used to determine the field



strength. If these frequencies are well chosen, then the field strength is for the
minimum hop mode and the antenna gain can be determined for it. Otherwise, the field
strength will be higlw or lover than it should be at any given frequency, and the mode
for which the field Wtrenqth is rePresented is unknown. This can severelv limit the
usefulness of the method except for those instances where antenna gain is not important
(such as the computation of the WUF) or where the gain is effectively confined to a
limited range of radiation angles (such as long-distance, i.e., > 9000-ka circuits).

Report 894 provides the basis of yet another propagation model that was developed
in 1984 at the First Session of the MY Broadcasting Conference (ITU, 1984). This model,
referred to as HFlC84, was developed specifically for planning the use of the HF spec-
trum for broadcasting purposes. The primary difference between HFBC84 and the Report
894 model is the manner in which the antenna gain is taken into account in the computa-
tion of field strength. Before the selection of the modes that are to be combined to
determine the field strength of a given frequency on paths of less than 7000 kun, the
antenna gain at the appropriate take-off angle for each mode is added to the field
strength. The resultant field strength is determined using the strongest E-mode and the
two strongest F-modes for paths up to 4000 km. Between 4000 and 7000 km, only the two
strongest F-modes are considered. For paths greater than 9000 kn, the maxim-m antenna
gain that occurs between 0* and 8r elevation angle is used in the field strength compu-
tation. The inclusion of the antenna gain in the field strength calculation prior to the
selection of the modes that are to be combined to form the resultant field strength
leads to the determination of a much improved estimate of the field strength. The HF8C84
program provides an efficient means to determine the area serviced by an HF broadcast
transmitter and to assess the likely interference.

CcIR Report 1013 lists references to a number of simpler methods for HF prediction
which have been implemented on microcomputers (CCIR, 1986d). However, due to rapid
advances in the capacity and speed of microcomputers. most of the techniques described
above can now be adapted to then without simplification.

There is a class of prediction programs which differs considerably from the above.
These programs are ccncerned primarily with tracing the rays through the ionosphere.
The scope of this report only allows the discussion of two of these raytrace programs.

The first raytrace program is AMBCOK (called ANSCOS for ambient ionospheric commu-
nication predictions at HP) (Hatfield. 1980; Hatfield at al., 1987; Smith and Hatfield,
1987). The ionosphere is modeled Aith three parabolic layers. Ionospheric tilts and
initial frequency gradients are taken into account by specifying the parabolic parame-
ters at as many as 41 points along the path. These parameters were derived initially
from the Institute for Telecommunication Science coefficients (Bargqhauaen at al., 1969).
They were then modified to incorporate a high-latitude ionospheric model (Elkins and
Rush, 1973; Vondrak at al., 1978), an auroral absorption model (Vondrak et al., 1978),
and a sporadic-E model (Phillips, 1963; Sinno at al., 1976; Nolawole, 1978). If de-
sired, actual measurements Way be used in place of parameters. The propagation analysis
consists of a rapid, semianelytic, two-dimensional raytracing routine based on the Kift-
Fooks method (Westover and Roben, 1963). Both topside and bottomaide reflections from
the normal ionospheric layers are allowed. ANBCOM computes propagation losses with a
homing feature for evaluation of specific point-to-point communication circuits along
with binary error rates and signal-to-noise ratio. other options include:

(1) evaluating the ares surveillance capability of over-the-horizon (OTH) radar;

(2) evaluating regional performance for a radar or broadcast station including the
effects of jammers;

(3) evaluation of elevated, or ducted, modes of propagation across the auroral
zone;

(4) homing from an elevated moving target; and

(5) plotting of ray paths and wave fronts.

The second raytrace program is a versatile computer program for tracing rays
through an anisotropic medium whose index of refraction varies continuously in three
dimensions (Jones, 1966; Jones and Stephenson, 1975, Jones, 1968a; Jones, 1968b). The
ray paths are computed by numerically integrating six differential equations similar to
those described by Haselqrove (1954). The program integrates these six basic equations
necessary to calculate the ray path and computes several other supplementary informa-
tion, such as group path, phase path, absorption, and Doppler shift. Flexibility is
provided by including several ionospheric models for electron density, perturbations to
the electron density (irregularities), the earth's magnetic field, and electron colli-
sion frequency. The program can plot the projection of the ray path on any vertical
plane or on the ground and produies an output file of the main characteristics of each
ray path called raysete.

3.2.3 aseeat ssteim mAd operatioa" Use

The evolution of real time eleltramaqnetic/elect•rCqptic propagation assessment
systems for the Us navy and applications of such systems to the development of Tactical
Decision Aide (TOts) vat described by Richter (1989) at a recent NATO/AGWRD/EPP Symposi-
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um on Decision Aids f£or Exploiting or Mitigating Electromagnetic Propagation Effects-

The development of, a real-time propagation assessment system for HF and associated
TDAs was prompted by a series of high altitude (118 000 Xm) satellites designed to
measure solar radiation characteristics. In the early 1970a it was decided to develop a
computer terminal which would use both data measured by these satellites (e.g., X-ray
flux, solar wind, magnetic data, etc.) and provide data useful to communications and
electronic warfare. The system developed was called PROPHET (pseudo-acronym for Propa-
gation Forecasting Terminal) and became operational in 1976 (Richter at al., 1977; Argo
and Rothmuller, 1979; Rose, 1981; 1989). When the high altitude solar radiation satel-
lites were no longer available, other data sources for input parameters were substituted
(e.g. X-ray flux measured by GOES (Geostationar; Operational Environmental Satellite)).
PROPHET and a number of TDAs for communications optimization and intercept applications
have been successfully used in an operational environment for over 12 years.

PROPHET was primarily developed using simple, empirical models. It proliferated
into many different versions. It is estimated that some 500 terminals have been and
still are in operation. Figure 3.2.1 shows a sample of a PROPHET display for signal
strength in the frequency band from 2-40 MHz as a function of time. The propagatian
path is between Honolulu and San Diego and the systems and solar parameters are listed
on top of the figure. The dashed lines show the MUF (maximum usable frequency), FOT
(frequency of optimum transmission) and LU? (lowest. usable frequency). This kind of
analysis and display has pro-ven to be a very helpful decision aid for communicators and
has becoms an important part of frequency management systeos. Numerous other decision
aids have been developed and successfully used. An example of a secure communications"analysis is shown in figure 3.2.2. MU? and LUF are displayed for a specific propagation
path (Honolulu to San Diego). The operator can choose from his library a number of
hostile intercept stations. The solidly filled areas indicate frequency-time regions
for which a signal cannot be intercepted by any of the previously specified intercept
stations. The partially filled, lighter shaded areas indicate the possibility of a
hostile intercept but no directional fix. Finally, the white areas between the MU? and
LUF boundaries indicate frequency-time regions for which the signals transmitted can be
intercepted by a sufficient number of specified intercept stations enabling a good
position fix. Based an this decision aid, frequency selections for secure communica-
tions can be determined. Further applications and implementations of HF propagation
assessment systems and associated tactical decision aids are discussed by Rose (1989)
and Goodman (1989).
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Figure 3.2..' 24-hour signal strength contours for a Honolulu to San Diego path

The accuracy of HF propagation predictions can only be checked against observed
data. comparisons with observed m4ove (Maimum Observed Frequencies) were sade by ReySand Sailor (1957). They showedI that the differenc bewe obevd an predictd a
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Figure 3.2.2 24-hoUr secure communications display. Top curve represents the M'i,
bottom curve LI. solid shading indicates both no direction finding and no intercepts;
light shading indicates one or two intercepts; no shading indicates three or more inter-
cepts (permitting direction finding)

3.&A4 Mature Needs e&M ipeovmats

The most primitive model of the ionosphere requires at least three parameters, the
maximum electron density (or plasma frequency), the height of this maximum, and a thick-
ness parameter (scale height) for the layer, together with their temporal and spatial
variations. A reliable worldwide description of the three perameters at any given time
would be a very useful model for HI ommunications. The parameters required for such a
simple empirical model can be derived from the presently existing data base, but they
are unfortunately of limited accuracy.

The best documented ionospheric parameter is the maximum plasma frequency of the F-
layer, fof2, which is equal to the critical frequency or penetration frequency of the
ordinary mode. By its nature it is a well defined quantity and can be easily observed.
The average global variation as expressed in the monthly median is relatively smooth.
This is also true for the average diurnal variation. On a shorter time scale, however,
this quantity can be highly variable especially at polar and equatorial latitudes.

Similar remarks apply to the next important F-layer parameter, the height of the
electron density maxima. h- . This quantity is not directly observable and has to be
computed from the ionogram. Unfortunately, this profile inversion process is not unique
mainly for two reasons, first the lack of information at low frequencies, second, and
even more important, the existence of an electron density minimu, the so called valley,
between E- and F-layer. The third parameter listed above, the half-thickness of the P-
layer, ymFI, usually also results trom the profile inversion and its accuracy is limited
for the same reamsns mentioned above.

Depending on latitude and other factors to be discussed later, the range of ambi-
guity of profile inversion results can be reduced, if ordinary and extraordinary virtual
heights are used in the computation process; this requires high accuracy of the input
data.

ovr the last decade it became more evident that short term changes take place vary
frequently and have significant effects on the accuracy of ionospheric measurements
(Paul, 1985). Most of those changes are caused by traveling acoustic gravity waves with
periods typically in the range from 10 to 40 minutes (Paul, 1989). The corresponding
spatial scales are then of the order of 200 to 700 ka. Connected with the spatial and
temporal variations are local tilts of surfaces of constant electron density. Siace
almieet all iceephel data were oellected in hourly intervals the temparal variations
were underampled and any qaasi-peaiedi phenena derived from existing data are very
likely to be cl1ssed. since distances between ionaosheric statim usually are Urger
than 1O0 ki, the spatial structure is also undsalaled in the existing data base. The
spatial structure of the F-layer may have little effe9ct on los-dietenme ground-to-
gRew p0roy otion as far a- the usable frequncy range is concerned, but it Increases
the probabity for o altipath propagation and poor signal quality. The sam structure
by its tilts nay, however, have very severe effects on4e-diretion finding. This
situation I.s typical showing that the relative importance of a certain characteristic



of a model depends to a very high degree on the anticipated usae" of such a model.* No
data are available giving information about the cause and origin of such acoustic gravi-
W waeves, very- little *, ktnown. about their velocities (magnitude sad direction). For
these reasons real timeDupdating is presently the only way to correct a model to include
short taris and small scale features, if they are required.

Electron density prof lie calculations may be less* accurate when the data were
recorded during periods of high gravity wave activity. in such a situation the ray path
con significantly deviate from vertical propagation and the trawel times of the echoes
overestimate the virtual heights leading to corresponding errors in the profile parame-
term. In addition, ordinary and extraordinary rays are affected in different ways by a4 horizontal gradient of the electron density and are in general not compatible anymore
for the reduction of the valley ambiguity. Also, estimates or the halt taickness pars-
eter are not very accurate due to the deformation of the F-layer by gravity waves.
Similar effects can he very pronounced during sunrise and sunset periods. Modern digi-
tel ionoeondes include the capability of measuring the effective angle of arrival as a
function of frequsncy. This in principle permits corrections of profile parameters by
iterative ray tracing simulation whi~ch can he a very tedious process. More practical is
the use of angle of arrival data for error estimates of the electron density profile
data.

The three parameters mentioned above are also needed for testing of more sopbisti-
zated or mor complex models, empirical and theoretical. For example, the question of
the response time of the F-layer ionization to a change of the solar extrem ultraviolet

* (MV) emission, which is an important component for short term ionospheric prediction,
is still unresolved. The solar KIN flux controls directly the electron density and
indirectly, through the change of temperature, the height of the maximan and the scale
height of the F-layer. Related to this problem is the question whether the BUY flux
(not observable at the ground) is closely coupled with the 10--cm flux observed daily.4 Generally it would he desirable to test against observed data the relevance of second
order effects (besides direct solar control) included in theoretical Models, like roea-
tie, densities of ionized and neutral species, circulation systems, electric f ields,
aet. The variability of the medium mentioned above makes such comparisons rather diff i-
cult, especially if Only hourly data are available, and very often the short-term varia-
tions (tens of minates) -r misinterpreted es day-to-day variability. Higher sampling
rates of ionograma (10 or more per hour) anm low-pass filtering could provide a more
accurate data base for model testing. If at the same time, at least in a fewt areas, a

b denser spatial sampling could be accomlished, the velocities (direction and magnitude)
and wavelength of gravity waves could he determined. This information is required for
dynamic mode ls of the ionosphere with temporal scales of hours and spatial scales, of
hundreds of kilometers. it appears that such dynamic models will he essential for the
improvemnt of HF direction-finding techniques.

wore complete models include not only the F-layer, but also the B-layer. The
maxim= electron density of the 3-layer is strictly solar controlled at least during the
daytime. The height of maxima= and the half thickness are also wall defined and do not
chaage much with time of day snd season. Even the solar activity dependence is rela-
tively weak. TWO of the remaining problem areas are the valley between the K- and F-
layer and sporadic-N. As mentioned above the valley ambiguities can be reduced, if
ordinary and extraordinary components are used. Since the differences of the propaga-
tion properties of the two components are small, high quality date are required for the
determination of the valley parameters. It is also important that awals of arrival data
are available as a function of frequency, at least to make sure thic vertical propaga-btion conditions are met before t..-... cum profile-inversion ma~ttods are applied. It
would be desirable to derive more high quality valley parameteras and with those also
better F-layer parameters fro iccograms at more ionospheric stations in order to sup-
plement the observations at the few incoherent scatter sites.

There are strong indications that sporadic-K (Res) is a patchy phenomenon with
dimensions of tens of Kilometers and very often tilted by 10 degrees or more. These two
properties together with its irregular appearance make it even more difficult to mocor-
porat. sporadic-I in a prediction model (Leftin et al., 1966). In vertical soundings

if this is due to fast motions of small patches or to short lifetimes of the phenomena.
Again, it Appeers that we have A case of undersamlpling in space and tine which reduces
the value Of the existing data base significantly. The existences of strong tilts also
means that the so called virtual heights are actually oblique distances and have to be
corrected for the deviation from vertical propagation which then will lead to a lower
average and narrower range of the height statistics of this layer (Paul, 1990).

Tilts of sporadic-K-layeirs may cause large errors in direction finding. Tilta
also Provide a mechanism for very long distance propagation by launching radio waves
into the Whispering gallery mode (CCIX, 1990d).

2be presence of sporadic-N also has a strong influence on the effective absorption
for radio waves reflected frm the N-region, The patahy structure, if prevailing, will
wmak it very difficult to construct a realistic absorption model for K-layer raef s-
ties.

Again, more date have to be collected, including awgla of arrival and Doppler
inforCmation, vita better twopral and spatial resolution, in order to obtain a correct
(Statistical) description of this special feature of the K-region.
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A problem- a a different naturte is the multidimensional representation of the
models. The temporal variations of the models can be described by three different time
scales, the diurnal, te seasonal and solar activity cycles. The diurnal, and to some
extent the seasonal variations, are coupled with the global changes, but not in a simple
fashion, due to the influence of the earthls magnetic' field on the formation of the
layers. Spatial scales can be quite different. In the vertical direction, the struc-
ture sizes follow closely the scale heights, e.g. a ckange of one order of magnitude
from the 3-region to the F-region. In the horizontal direction the average scale size
depends mainly on latitude and can range from a hundred (not including small-scale
irregularities) to several thousand kilometers.

All models require some minimum input of observational data, which are collected in
a very irregular geographic grid with big gaps over the oceans. On the otber hand, one
of the most imortant goals of modeling is to obtain a description of the ionosphere in
which all parameters are continuous in space and time. The first modeling attempt, the
mapping of a single ionospheric parameter (Jones and Gallet, 1965), showed that it is
not a trivial task to derive a smooth and physically realistic description of such a
quantity based on date collected by an irregularly spaced network.

Ray tracing requires not only the continuity of the electron density in space, but
also continuity of the electron density gradient. A variety of mathematical techniques
have been incorporated in different models, polynomials, special functions, spline
functions etc., none of which appears to be fully satisfying: either the interpolation
procedure is not flexible enough to fit rapid changes or there is some risk of arriving
at physically impossible values. Efforts to find a better interpolation procedure
should continue.

Most models describe the regular features of the ionosphere; some include the
option of superimposing special events or disturbances. A solar X-ray flare increases
the ionization (Sudden Ionospheric Disturbance, SID) mainly in the lowest portion of the
ionosphere (D-reqion), which leads to strong increase of the absorption for frequencies
reflected in the higher portion of the ionosphere. Such events can be as short as a few
minutes and rarely last for more that one hour. The only absorption data during such
events were recorded with ricueters for frequencies far above the penetration frequency
of the F-layer. In absorption models the frequency dependence is then assumed to follow
an inverse square law. Virtually no absorption data exist for the reflection mode,
although such data could easily be recorded now with digital equipment.

The effect of a magnetic storm on the electron density distribution in the iono-
sphere is another feature included as an option in some models. While the basic mecha-
nism sem to be well understood, predictions of the latitude range and the magnitude of
the ionization reduction based on magnetic indices are not very successful yet. Again
better temporal and spatial resolution of the observations are necessary at least for
the impravement of empirical storm models.

Future effort for HF propagation assessment systems will concentrate on the valida-
tion and improvement of models. Nuch of the past work has used empirical models whose
major virtue was simplicity (Sailors et al., 1906). In addition these models were
generally band on monthly median data. With increased computer capability, more com-
plex models can be executed fast enough for near-real time applications. Also, the
increasing use and availability of oblique and vertical incidence sounders make this
data source an attractive additional input for assessment systems. This would make it
possible to update the various ionospheric parameters used in the models which form the
basis of these assessment systm . In addition, the availability of computer network
would allow the development of regional, near-real time models based on a net of sounier
measurements. Finally, MY systems like over-the-horizon radars and new geolocation
techniques (time difference of arrival) require a much more detailed description -*f
ionospheric fine structure and need special attention from the modeling, sensing A
asoessment comuaity.

!&
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3. *3 Tzaionouperio Uxo ation

A radio signal wbich penetrates the ionosphere, a partially ionized gas or plssa
wbich is re4aered anidotropic by the preaeano of tba geomagnetic field, is modified by
the medium. Both large scale changes due to the variation of electron density as well
as smeller scale irregularities affect the signal. The effects include scintillations,
absorption, variation in the direction of arrival, group path delay, dispersion, Doppler
frequency change, polarization rotation, refraction and phase advance. With the excep-
tion of scintillation effects, all the other mentioned effects are proportional, to
first order, to the total electron content (TEC) (or its time derivative) encountered by
the propagating signal. This chapter will be divided into two independent subchapters:
Ionospheric Total Electron Content Effects (3.3.1) and Ionospheric Scintillation
(3.3.2).

3.3.31 Ionospheric Total Kleatron Conteat (230) feats

The following are the ionospheric TEC effects on the propagating radio waves. In
all cases, the working frequency is assumed to be much greater than the critical fre-
quencies of the ionosphere.

Group Path Delay

The excess time delay, :over the free space transit time, in transionospheric propa-
gation is given by:

At -. 40.3 . TEC(S), (3.3.1.1)

where TEC is the total numiber of electrons in a column with a one m2 base along the path
from transmitter to receiver, c is the velocity of light in alsec and f is the operating
frequency in Hz A plo of tile delay versus system frequency for TEC values for values
capable from 106 to 10 el/a is given in Figure 3,3.1.1 (CCIR, 1986).

RF Carrier Phase Advance

The phase 0 of the carrier of radio frequency transmission is changed by the iono-
sphere; it is advanced with respect to its phase in the absence of the ionosphere. The
importance of this effect is manifested when determining space object velocities by
means of range rate measurements. The phase increase may be expressed as:

A# 1.34x0- TEC (cycles)
f (3.3.1.2)

1~ ~ 1-. 1

Sir I I I

"" IIISM

Figur 3.3.1.2. Ionospheric tim delay versus frequ~ency for various values of electron
coenton
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Doppler Shift

With frequency beiln the time derivative of the phase, an additional Doppler shift

(on top of geometric shift) results from the changing TEC, and may be expressed by:

-7

af S d . 1.34x!0_- (52)

dt f dt (3.3.1.3)

Faraday Polarization Rotation

When a linearly polarized radio wave traverses the ionosphere, the wave undergoes
rotation of the plane of polarization. At frequencies above about 100 Nz, the polari-
zation rotation nay be described by:

flK
f7 c(3.3.1.4)

where K - 2.36 X 10-5,.SL is the magnetic field component parallel to the wave direc-
tion, taken at a mean ionospheric height. Typical values of polarization rotation for
northern midlatitude stations viewing a geostationary satellite near their meridian are
given in Figure 3.3.1.2 (Jursa, 1955).

S L

IC

10I0Mhz 200 300 40050 e GHIf 2 3 4 5,

FPEQUENCY

Figure 3.3 *1.*2 Faraday polarization versus frequency for various values of 'FC

The Faraday effect has been widely used by the scientific community to measure TIC
with enmissons from orbiting and qeostationary satellites. The Faraday rotation may
produce no signal on a linearly polarized receiving antenna position to receive linearly
polarized satellite-emitted signals, unles the receiving antenna is properly aligned.

Angular Retraction

The refractive ardex of the earthi a ionosphere is reponsible f or the bendn of
raTio vaves free a straght line geometric path The bending produces an apparent
elevation angle higher than te geometric elevation. The angardr refraction may be

pou - s iigna atnallerly .p r (Ear), (3.3.1.5)

reizd is the apparent elevation anle, R is the epparent rne, as is meputed irod
The (4efrc) t TeC, rO is the earth's raonds, end hi is tes height of the bentroid of

tei TC distribution, generally betmeen 300 and 400 a pm.

Distortion of Pulse Veaveforms

Dlsvateso, or digg erential te gmetriy due to the ion. pThea , g rdresai Elf fiioe

in pus arrival time a•s a bandwidth if of:
AN - 80.6 lXa *0ona TIC (5) 4. (3.3.1.6)

hi2r ocf• rOSG7o _
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when the differnce in group delay time across the bandwidth of the pulse is the

Magnitude as the width of tne pulse, it will be significantly disturbed by the iony-
spere. -

¶ Absorption

In general * at a frequency greater than 30OM9, the absorption on an oblique 2path,
with Angle of incidence at the ionosphere i, varies in proportion to Seec() / f .E -
bamced absorption ocrs due to increased solar activity and due to polar cap and aura-
ral events. Table 3.3.1.1 estimates maxima values for ionospheric effects at a fre-
quency of 1 G•s. It is assaud that the total zenith electron content of the ionosphere

is 1018 electrom /a 2 
colum. A one Way traversal of waves through the ionosphere at 30"

elevation angle is also asmed.

The ionospheric parameter common to all the above described effects is the total
number of free eloctrons, TEC, or its rate of change, along the path froa satellite (or
target) to ground station. A typical daytime aid-latitude, high solar maximma electron
density profile is illustrated in Figure 3.3.1.3 Mat of the contribution to TEC occurs
near the peak of the F2-region, with the peak density Mm corresponding to f*F2, the

Effect Magnitude Frequency

Faraday Rotation lO0 1/r
Propagation delay 0.25 ps 1/f

2

Retraction < 0.17 rad 1//f2

Variation in the direction 0.2 &in of arc
of arrival

Absorption (polar cap 0.04 dS - 1/f
2

absorption)
Absorption (auroral + 0.05 5B - 1/f

2

polar cap absorption)
Absorption (aid-latitude) < 0.01 d5 i/f

2

Dispersion 0.4 ns/jz 1/f3

Scintillation See Chapter 3.3.2

TAMLE 3.3.1.1 - stimated maxim.um ionospheric effects at I CGz for eleva-
tion angles of about 30- one-Way traversal (after CCIR [1986])

frequency of reflection as routinely aesured by a network of ionosondes for the past 50
or so years. Direct TEC measurements, based on orbiting or qeostationary satellite
electromagnetic emissions, have becos available since the launch of the first artifi-
cial earth satellite. However, the numer of stations where data is routinely taken im
too emll to form a sufficient date base for global modeling of the parameter. Models
of foF2 (see chapter 3.2) may thus be combined with topside ionosphere profiles (derived
from limited observation of topside sounders) and with bottosside ionosphere profiles
(derived rm sumbtantial bottomide sounder records) to produce a complete ionospheric

_al BlifOSM MI• l kaw

G*t IQi I

Sao

awlat Icaso

lOT 7M 00

100 400i

*0 Ica of .2 .4 .4 .8 L0 1.2 .4 1-5

04/clas :c.s wits of130

PUjaMa 3.*3.*1.3 Typical profile, of electron density veAuS height (logarithmic scale
tot go on the left sad liner scale an the right)
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Figue 3.3.1.4 Superpose diurnal variations of total electron content H•l aifa,
Israel, for Janar through December 19go. ordinate: I TIC unit - 10". el Z.-%. bscis-

&a: time in Ur

density profile, the integral of which is the TNC.

At any one location, TEC is a quanatity that is observed to vary diurnally, from

day-to-day, seasonally, with the phase of the 11-year solar cycle. and in resqpowle to
ionospheric disturbances. Superposed diurnal variations of TEC grouped in monthly
i als for the calendar year 198o, a solar maximu period, for sa id latitude sttion

(Soicher at &1., 1982) are shown in Figure 3.3.1.4. Mqonthly average values are shown in

Figure 3.3.1.5, and the ratio of the stasndard deviation about the monthly average to the
mlonthly averagia is shown is r Z~e 3.3.1.6. The diurnal, day-to-day and seasonal varia-
bility of SW is exhibited in Figures 3.3.1.4 and 3.3.1.5. Figure 3.3.1.6 shows that

during the day 3.1 ratio of the Standard deiations of tal to conTeC is < 25i, whila

durens the nilet the ratio is generally hioheC.

A cin ph ris b of anc for rupresedttiv d ealonv durins the miCgro/uxpedin mont of

the solar cycle is given in Figure 3.3.1.7. k nearly four fold increase in saximnm

values oa Tv at maxis shwn is as 33mpa.ed to the minial, pdate ia evidet. a resprien-

atiton of TICi. exite inhFigreof T.C i illuad3at3d.1 Figure 3.3.1.8 for 2000 UT
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Figure 3.3.1.S Mon hl average variation of total olatl o content (TRC) in Haifa.
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Figure 3.3.1.6 Diurnal variation of the ratio (in percent) of the monthly standard
deviation of T=c to the average TlC at Haifa, Israel, for January through December 1980

(Jursa, 1985). To first order the TEC contours move westward along the magnetic coordi-
nates at the earth's rotation rate.

The method by which most Tic measurements have bean made (Faraday rotation utiliz-
ing signals from gecqtationary satellit;s) gives iomspheric TEC values up to 2000 km.
Above that altitude, the plasmespheric (or protonospheric) contribution to the total
content could be assumed to approximately equal 15% of the ionospheric TEC during the
day, when the absolute value of TEC is large (So-tehr, 1977; Davies, 1980).

The time rate of change of TLC, in addition to the normal diurnal variations, has
periodic variation due to perturbations of the ionosphere from various sources such as
geomagnetic subatorme, meteorological sources, ahock waves, volcanic explosions, rocket
launches. etc. Comon periods of variations range from 20 to 100 minutes with ampli-
tides of a few percent of the background TIC.

3.3.1.1 Models

Since the total electron content (TIC) is the integrated height distribution of the
ionospheric electron density, modeling of TIC may be based on height profiles of the
electron density or on transionoepheric TXC measurements directly. Further, the slab
thickness parameter, the ratio of Y3 C1ILSV, where Kmx is the mainmum ionospheric elec-
tron density, may be an attractive paramier to modiTlsince the tWo constituent parsme-

Mvenr AVIne,

M MAL fAEI

am.." wo~ -f.

Figure 3.3.1.7 Hourly cvsngs diurnal variation of tha total elactron content (TIC) at
Haifa, Israel, for the equinoctial (Hak/..pril and September/octob.r), summer

4.-.

, (ne/July), and winter (Deame/January) parlodt durin Ali Minim=a (1975, 1ý976) and
maxjým (19g0, 19gEl) phm ofth s olar cyle
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Figulre 3.3.1.8 Contours of vertical TEC units of 1016 el/m2 column for 20000 UT, March
1980

tars (TEC, N) vary, to first order, similarly. Xersely (1980) has modeled the slab
thickness ovelra'~orthern Europe from which TEC can be Obtained from a model of foF2.

The profile models have been mentioned in Chapter 3.2.1.2 with emphasis on bottom-
side ionospheric parameters. The emphasis here will be on TEC implications of those
models. Some of these models were evaluated by comparison to actual TEC data from a
wide range of latitudes and longitudes for a complete range of molar activity (Brown, et
al., 1990). Integrated TEC models based on direct measurements of TEC will also be
discussed.

The Bent Model

The Bent Model (Bent et al., 1972; Llewellyn and Sent, 1973) is a qround-to-satel-
lit. link model. its main purpose is to determine TEC in order to obtain high precision
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valu** *f the t.im- delay and directional changes of a wave due to refraction. Since
operating frequencies are above the ionosphere critical frequency, the bottouside as
well as topside electron density distributions must b% known. The model provides the
vertical TEC above a transmitter, the height distribution of electron density, and the
TEC along the path to the satellite. It also provides the refraction correction to the
elevation angle, the range, and the range rate.

The input parameters to the model - , the date, universal time, location of trans-
mitter/receiver (satellite), orbital c .acteristics of satellite, operating frequency,
10.7 cm flux and sunspot number.

The data base of the model consists of 50,0%3 topside ionospheric soundings (from
1962-1966, geomagnetic latitude range 850 to -75 ); 6,000 satellite (Ariel 3, from May
1967-April 1968) measurements of electron density which are linked with real time foF2
observations; 400,000 bgttomstde *ourly measurements of foF2 (American sector, geomag-
netic latitude range 851 to 0 ). The parameters foF2 and hiF 2 are determined from the
ITS-78 model, or modification of it.

The distribution of electron density with altitude assumed by the model is as
follows: starting from the bottom it divides the profile into five sections; a bottom
bi-parabolic F2-layer, a parabolic F2-layer above the peak and three equal exponential
sections to cover the altitude above the half thickness of the F2-layer (to 1012 km).
The schematic for the electron density distribution with altitude is shown in Figure
3.3.1.9.

The model can predict with an accuracy of 75% to 80%. If the model is updated with
observed recent data within a range of 2000 km radius (from the transmitter), the pre-
dictability is improved to 90%.

The International Reference Ionosphere (IRI)

IRI is an all-purpose mean ionosphere standard based on an international effort of
an URSI-COSPAR working group (Rawer, 1981; Rawer and Bilitza, 1989). Since 1969, IRI
was continuously improved and critically tested with a multitude of ionospheric measure-
ments. IRI is based on all the major ionospheric data sources: ionosonde, incoherent
scatter, topside sounder, Langmuir probe, retarding potential analyzer and rockat meas-
urements. It produces not only electron density mean profiles, but also electron and
ion temperature and ion composition mean profiles. It allows predictions at specified
altitudes, geographic/geomagnetic locations, time, month and solar activity.

Development of the IRI topside model has relied on topside sounders, satellite
radio beacons and ground-based incoherent scatter radars. The IRY model is an analyti-
cal representation of Bent's topside sounder compilation applying LAY (Epstein) formal-
ism (Rawer et aL., 1985). A global cnmparison of measured *lectron content data with
those calculated by the IRI underestisate the measured values by up to 50% (McNamara,
1984, 1985). The disagreement was not caused by the CCIR foF2 model (used in IRI) as
comparison with ionosonde measuremonts showed, but by the thinness of the F-layer in the
model. This was confirmed by comparison with Patellite and incoherent scatter data
(Bilitza, 1985, 1986). The IRI-86, the latest version of tha model, includes the cor-
rected topside model. For the F-layer peak, the CCIR foF2 and M3000 models (see Chapter
3.2.1.2) are used applying an elaborate version of the anti-correlation between the peak
height and M3000 (Bilitza et al., 1979). The plasmaspheric (protonospheric) profile is
included in IRI-86 based on diffusive equilibrium model (Rycroft and Jones, 1985).

Ionospheric i-onductivity and Electron Density (ICED) Model

ICED profile model is a statistical model cf the large scale features of the north-
ern hemisphere ionosphere (Tascione et al., 1987). The model recognizes that different
physical processes exist in different regions of the ionosphere and, as such, contains
distinct algorithms for low latitudes, mid-latitudes, sub-auroral trough,
equatorvard/poleward regions of the auroral zones, and polar cap. The low latitude
equatorial anomaly region algorithm has recently been upgraded with the addition of the
semi-empirical low-latitude ionospheric model (SLIM) (Anderson at al., 1987; Anderson
and Forbes, 1989).

ICED specifies the electron density from 90 kx to 1000 km, every 1* in latitude
from the equator to B0OK and every 50 in longitude as a function of solar activity,
solar zenith angle, geomagnetic activity and magnetic local time.

With geographic (and converted corrected geomagnetic) coordinates, time, solar and
geomagnetic activity as inputs the program identifies important physical boundaries
within the user specified analysis area. The boundaries include the sunrise-sunset
terminators (as a function of height), the polar cap, auroral zone, subauroral trough,
mid-latitude, and low-latitude regions. The solar activity index is usod tp select the
appropriate F-region climatology which initializes foF2 and hmF2 at required locations.
Layer parameters are given in terma of Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP),
ionosonde, 10.7 ca flux and magnetometer data. The program then builds a complete
electron density profile based upon calculated ionospheric parameters. The profiles
specify the electron density every 10 Xm from 90 km to 500 k1, and every 50 km from 500
ka to 1000 km. The integrated profile yields TEC.

ICED is currently being modified to provide a truly global ionospheric specifica-
tion (909S - 90ON) driven by a variety of near real-time tata includin4 diqita, iono-
sonde data, total electron content data, in situ plasma density, temperature, and compo-
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sition measurements, and satellite-based ultraviolet airglow and auroral emission meas-
uretents. ICED is also being changed from a primarily climatological to a more physi-
cally based -ode' (flani kl atlc-, 1190)F.t

SUNDIAL: The modeling and measurement of global-scale ionospheric responses to solar,
thermospheric, and magnetospheric controls.

SUNDIAL is a global-scale modeling and measurement proqram focused on advancing
fundamental understanding and predictive capabilities relevant to ionospheric phenomena
at all points and at all times (Szuszczewicz et al., 1987). While the program focuses
on the ionosphere, it requires solar and interplanetary inputs, and a detailed under-
standing of the interactive roles that the ionosphere plays with the magnetosphere and
the thermosphere. Reduced to its most fundamental statement, the goals require the
prediction of the ionospheric plasma density profile at all latitudes and longitudes,
and at all times. t

Zero-order input requirements trace themselves to the sun, but require only defini-
tion of the interplanetary parameters involving the solar wind density and velocity, and
the interplanetary magnetic field and its vector direction. Coupling these primary
input terms to the required output are empirical and first principle codes, and coordi-
nated measurements programs. The first principle codes treat the magnetospheric and
ionospheric domains, with the thermosphere as an intrinsic element. codes are not
rigorously founded on first principles, for they require empirical model inputs to
include processes that go beyond current capabilities for a full-scale self-consistent
first-principle approach. This, however, is considered a realistic starting point for
establishing the predictive properties of the system.

The baseline magnetospheric model employed in the SUNDIAL program is generally
referred to as the "Rice Convection Model" (Spiro et al., 1988). It covers the lower
latitude part of the auroral zone, beginning roughly at the equatorward edge of region-1
Birkeland currents, and extends out to about 1ORE in the equatorial plane.

The first-principle ionospheric model adopted for test and development in the
SUNDIAL program is that of Schunk and co-workers (Schunk and Walker, 1973; Schunk et
al., 1975: Schunk and Raitt, 1980; Schunk and Sojka, 1982, 1989). It is a time-
dependent, 3-dimensional, multi-ion (NO , 02 , N , He+) model of the global ionosphere
at altitudes between 120 and 800 km. The model takes account of the effects of field-
aligned diffusion, cross-field electrodynamic drifts both in the equatorial region and
at high latitudes, interhemispheric flow, thermospheric winds, polar wind escape, ener-
gy-dependent chemical reactions, neutral composition changes, and ion production by EUV
radiation and auroral precipitation.

Parallel to the efforts of first-principle modeling is a SUNDIAL activity to test
and improve existing global-scale empirical models (e.g., Chiu, 1975, Rawer, 1981). The
models under study are based on statistical and/or numerical descriptions of the iono-
sphere in terms of location, time, solar activity, and season (or month). By defini-
tion, empirical models represent large-scale averages and provide no information on
irregularity structure (see e.g. szuszczewicz, 1986). Accordingly, they are intrinsi-
cally inaccurate in those ionospheric domains where irregularity structures are the
norm. One such domain is the high-latitude ionosphere where empirical models have major
shortcomings and ionosonde data bases are of limited integrity in providing fundamental
height profile information (Schunk and Szuszczewicz, 1988). As indicated, the effort
combines theoretical and empirical modeling with measurements that include a global
network of 70 ionospheric monitoring stations. The ground-based ionospheric measurement
techniques used in the SUNDIAL investigation includes ionosondes, backscatter radars,
VHF polarimeters, scintillation receivers, and all-sky and scanning photometers. Solar,
interplanetary, qagnetospheric, thermospheric, and geomanetic data are also obtained.
Campaigns, with around-the-clock measrrements for a minimum period of 8 days, are sched-
uled every nine months, covering the major ionospheric "seasonse twice in the ascending
phase of solar cycle 22.

3.3.1.2 Prediction Techniques

Predictions of monthly average values of TEC are normally derived from electron
density profiles which are constructed from models of foF2 and M(3000)F2. A discussion
of TEC prediction schemes and requirements is available An the Solar-Terrestrial Predic-
tion Proceedings (Donnelly, 1979).

Co•parisons of median observed TEC with predicted values at mid- and low-latitude
stations (McNamara and Wilkinson, 1983; McNamara, 1984) have shown that an error of 10%
is not unusual at mid-latitudes, with 20% to 30% often occurring at low-latitudes.

An algorithm designed for an approximate 50% correction to world-wide TEC, for use
in a single frequency advanced navigation (CPS) system has been developed by globuchar
(1987) and evaluated by Feces and Stephens (1987). The model representation fits month-
1y average TEC at those times of the day where TEC is the greatest. The algorithm uses
the positive portion of a cosine wave during the daytime with a constant nighttime
offset to model the diurnal behavior. While nighttime and cosine phasing terms are held
constant, third order polynomials are used to depict cosine amplitude and period as
functions of geomaqnetic latitude. Polynomial coefflcientfare chosen daily from sets
of constants that reflect the sensitivity to solar flux and seasonal variation. No
attempt for update of day-to-day variability is made, though the representation can
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easily be adapted for this purpose. Only eight coefficients are used to represent -the
amplitude and period of TEC behavior on a global scale.

Monthly mean timi-delay values of TEC may not be sufficiently accurate for certain
systems or for some classes of users of systems. They may instead require near-real-
time measurements of the local ionosphere, either of foF2 or of TEC, to up-date median
models. Alternatively, the use of two widely-spaced frequencies to actually measure and
correct for the first order ionospheric tine-delay error in real-time should be consid-
ered. Up-dating techniques include producing improved weekly or monthly median values
to serve as a basis for predicting values for the following several hours.

Studies of adaptive techniques that use real-time observations to reduce average
monthly r.m.s. errors in predictions have been conducted using TEC data (Donatalli and
Allen. 1978, 1981; Leitinger et al., 1978). in order to appreciably reduce the residual
error (about 501) when using observations at the same location, the prediction intervals
should be less than the following:

- solar maximum
- day-time: 3 h
- night-time: 1 h

- solar minimum
-day-time: l h
- night-time: 30 min.

The intervals for useful updating during solar minimum should be shorter to effect

the same percentage reduction. The residual error is much less during solar minimum
conditions.

Spatial projection of observations has been discussed in correlation studies using
TEC(Klobuchar and Johanson, 1977; Soicher, 1978, 1979). The work by Klobuchar and
Johanson (1977) indicates a latitudinal correlation distance that is approximately one-
half the longitudinal correlation distance. This correlation distance must be consid-
ered with the time effects for any adaptive techniques in which real-time observations
are used for updating at a location other thars that from which the observation was made.
This has been examined using TEC data from mid-latitude stations (Allen et al., 1977).
The increased error growth rate represents a superposition of spatial and temporal
fluctuations. By reducing the space-time interval to an equivalent time interval, a
usable updating interval may be estimated. A good approximation for mid-latitude sta-
tions has been derived by Klobuchar (1979).

3.3.1.3 Asses•e•mt Systens and Opeational Use

Military systems requiring, for optimized performance, consideration of transiono-
spheric effects include satellite communications, single-frequency satellite navigation
and space and ground radar surveillance systems.

For communications systems' performance the main potential impact is data loss due
to signal fading caused by amplitude scintillations (see Chapter 3.3.2). Polarization
rotation due to the Faraday effect may cause interference due to cross polarization, and
thus make less effective the practice of frequency *reuse* (using the same frequency for
two orthogonal polarizations).

An effect that is important to navigation and ranging systems is the excess time
delay (due to TVC), above that encountered in propagation through a vacuum, that is
encountered in transionospheric propagation. The potential impacts are positioning,
range, orbit, or trajectory errors. The time rate of change of TEC as seen by the
observing system introduces range rate errors. These depend on the diurnal rate of
change of TIC, upon the structure of any large-scale perturbations in traversed TEC, and
upon the motion of the line-of-sight through the ionosphere. Rapid changes in signrl
delay (phase scintillations), are due to rapid changes in TEC. These changes are caused
by temporal changes in TtC, or a combination of geometric changes of moving targets such
that the ray path moves through large gradients in TEC during the observation period.
The impact of range rate changes and phase scintillations is degraded detection, track-
ing or imaging of targets.

Some systems' parameters that may be changed to partially offset osoe of the above
mentioned transionospheric propagation effects include: frequency increase to make the
ionosphere more transparent (less time delay and amplitude scintillation effects),
taking care not to introduce enhanced tropospheric effects (sea Chapter 2); introduction
of circular polarization to mitigate the Faraday Effect; decrease of dwell time to
minimize phase secintillation; increase of dwell time to minimize amplitude fading ef-
fects; and system diversity,

The US Air Force (Bishop et al., 1989) is procuring a modern, robust, fully-auto-
mated transionoepheric sensing system (TISS), which will consist of a global network of
stations making real time measurements of the time delay of the ionosphere, its rate of
change, as well as amplitude and phase scintillations along several viewing directions
from each station. The monitored signals will Le czitted Arom the kAVSTfR/olobal Posi-
tioning System (GPs) (Demaro, 1961). The ICED model (sei above) and the WUsOD Iono-
spheric Scintillation Model (See chapter 3.3.2), the currently used and evolving models,
.dll be provided with needed near-real-time data to allow greatly improved specification
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of the state of transionospheric propagation effects upon specific systems along appro-
priate geometric paths and will allow realistic forecasts to be made of the expected
magnitude of the effects. This future capability to generate near-real-time reports
will allow system opermtors to adjust operating modes to mitigate transionospheric
effects.

While TISS will be global in nature it has the capability of concentrating observa-
tions in a region of the sky of more strategic significance. This is due to the fact
that typically more than 4 GPS satellites (neded for position fixing) are visible fros
any given site, and all visible satellites may be monitored from a site of interest.
Thus, if a wide TISS coverage detects a significant event (e.g., entry of auroral or
equatorial disturbances into a given TISS coverage region), observation may be concen-
trated to determine the extent and motion of the disturbed region.

3*3.1.4 Future NeedS and ImprweMeute

The various TEC models and prediction schemes yield TEC values no better than
monthly means unless one is il AI to make a near real time measurement of TEC within a
relatively small space-time cell (Klobuobar et al., 1980). Monthly values of TEC in the
near term can be predicted within ± 20% for regions where a time history of TEC is
available. A large part of the uncertainty in making monthly mean TEC predictions is
due to the uncertainty of future solar activity. Even if monthly TEC values could be
predicted with 100% accuracy, the short term approximately 25% rus deviation from month-
ly mean values would still limit daily predictions. Much of the difficulty arises ftot
the results of effects of geomagnetic storas (Nendillo and Klobuchar, 1979), traveling
ionospheric disturbances (Argo and Hunsucker, 1988), lunar and tidal effects (Bernhardt
et al., 1976), and other temporal/spatial effects. The best and only major improvement
over monthly TEC climatology predictions can be obtained by real data observations not
more than a few hours old taken where the TEC-time delay correction is required. Theo-
retical capabilities, to date, are not considered adequate to predict these temporal
deviations from quiet ionospheric behavior, although efforts in this direction should be
encouraged.

To improve climatoloqical models used for transionospheric propagation predictions,
the primary need is for more and better data for better spatial resolution. In addi-
tion, there is a need to measure parameters from the neutral atmosphere and the Magneto-
sphere that say provide insight into the reasons for the complexity in the
spatial/temporal variability of TEC. For the proper use of more spatially dense data,
future ground-based observation networks must have standard format, calibration, edit-
ing, processing and interpretation techniques.

As a corollary to the above mentioned need for the updating of models with appro-
priate data, it is recognized that the usefulness of any model or prediction technique
is dependent upon how far into the future (and in distance) the model may be applieC
with accuracy. As such, it should be investigated as to how long data needed to drive
models/predictions can be considered useful.

Finally, some predictions of TEC are derived from electron density profiles, which
are contributed from models of foF2 and N(3000)F2. TEC models, therefore, include the
errors inherent in both these models. Prediction errors may be reduced by a more real-
istic measure of solar activity which drives all models. For example, use of 10.7 cm
flux and sunspot numbers say be an inadequate representation of solar activity, while
EUV may be a better indicator of sclar variation. Simultaneous observation of EUV, TEC
and foF2 should be made to study possible correlation between them for future prediction
improvement.

t I
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Scintillations aso iscussed in this chapter are defined according to CCIR (1990) as
fluctuations of auplittsd, phase, polarization and angle Or arrival produced when a
radio wave pase through electron density irrularitie 'in the ionosphere.

The main interests in scintillation studies are twofold. On the one hand, models
of scintillation are needed to ases" or mitigate the scintillation effects on trangion-
ospheric radio conmunication, ranging and radar systems. On the other hand, scintilla-
tion experiments c4n be used an a diagnostic tool with the aia of getting a better
understanding of the irregularity structure and dynamics of the upper at.osphace.

Experimental evidence of ionospheric scintillation were first given by th% observa-
tion of irraeula fluctuations in the intensity of radio stars (Hey et al-, 1946). Mien
artificial satellites became available scintillatiuns were studied in a more aystamatic
manner using satellite radio beacons. The observation of a significant level of scin-
tillation at gigahertz frequencies in the 70s supported a continuing effort in this
field. Satellite experiments using coherent multifrequency beacons, such as ATS-6
(Davies at al., 1975) and the Wideband Satellite (Fresouw at al., 1978), provided a
large amcunt of scintillation data for modeling purposes.

Given the statistical characteristics of the ionopheric irregularities, theoreti-
cal models of the scintillation pheanonon have been developed to predict the properties
of the fluctuating signals received at a ground station. Historically, ionospheric
scintillation was first studied by using the thin phase screen model (Booker et al.,
1950). In this model, only the phase of the incident wave is assumed to be affected by
an irregularity slab located in the ionosphere. The signal received on the ground
results from the diffraction pattern produced by the distorted phase front of the wave
at ionospheric heights. Basically, this simple picture describes qualitatively the
amplitude scintillation phenomenon when the phase deviations are snall. More exact
scintillation theories are based on the parabolic equation (PE) method which has been
developed to treat problems of wave propagation in random media (Barabenenkov at al.,
1971). A review of ionospheric scintillation theories is given by yeh at al. (1982).

Mean morphological models have been developed with the aim of predicting the occur-
rence and streng/th of scintillations as a function of the frequency, geographical loca-
tion, tine of day, magnetic and solar activities. A review of the global morphology of
ionospheric scintillation is given by Aarons (1982).

3.3So.2.l Moels

3.3.2.1 * o*I omapherla Irregularities

ZXsPerisesta& sViLesce

The scintillation phenomenon is produced by one of two causes (Fang *t al., 1984):
(i) electron density irregularities at scale sizes comparable to the Fresnal zone dimen-
sion of the propagation path, or (ii) sharp gradients of ambient electron density,
especially in tne direction transverse to the direction of propagation. The irregulari-
ties producing scintillations are predominantly in the F-region of the ionosphere with
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Figure 3.3.2.1 High resolution in-situ measurements of ele ton density showing the wail
of an equatorial ionospheric bubble (McClure et al. , 1 977);c

Sm
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occasional contribution from the B-layer, particularly sporadic-E and auroral-E. Sever-
al techniques have been uead to stuay ionospheric irregularities. These include: (i-
i-situ measurements by rocket and satellite probes. (ii) ground, airborne and satellite
basd HP swept frequs&y vertical sounder, (iii) oblique HF sounders, (iv) coherent HF
to microwave backscatter radars, (v) incoherent /H112 and VHF backscatter sounders, and
(vi) ground scintillation observation of satellite beacons (from VHF to microwave).

Direct evidence for the existence of electron density irregularities in the F-
region came from probes carried on board low orbiting satellites (McClure and Hanson,
1973). An example of such in-situ measurements is shown in Fig. 3.3.2.1. In this
example the satellite crossed the wall of an equatorial bubble (i.e., a large scale
depletion of electron density in the equatorial ionosphere). It can be seen that the
density on the edge of the bubble is about six tines that inside the bubble. Superim-
posed on the background trend there are also finger-like fluctuations which can be shown
to cause radio wave scintillations (Wernik at al., 1980). A review of the various
mechanisms producing irregularities is given by Pejer et al. (1980). Results of irregta-
larity studies in the high latitude regions is given in Bossy and Schunk (editor)
(1988).

Historically, the first experimental evidence of the irregular structure of the
ionosphere came soon after the introduction of frequency sweeping ionosondes. F-region
echoes were found to be blurred at times showing a phenomenon later called spread-F (see
Special Issue in J. Atnos. Terr. Phys. f1974] for a historical account). Spread-F
echoes are usually classified into two categories: (i) "range spread-?" when a large
portion of the ionogram exhibits echoes frow many heights and (ii) "frequency spread-F6

when the spread echoes are predominantly located at the high frequency end of the
traces. Correlation studies of scintillation and spread-F occurrence seem to indicate
that at equatorial and middle latitudes, range spread is associated with strong scintil-
lation activity while frequency spread is not (Rastogi, 1950). Thus, available spread-F
maps cannot be used as an indicator of scintillation occurrence.

spat ial spectrum

The characteristics of transionospheric scintillating signals depend strongly on
the properties of the ionospheric irregularities causing scintillations. As will be
seen in farther sections, the propagation problem is generally solved by using a sto-
chastic approach. The space spectrum of the density irregularities can then be conven-
iently used to describe the statistical properties of the mediun. Although a Gaussian
spectrum was assumed at first, a growing number of experimental observations - among
them scintillation measurements - accumulated in the early 1970s in support of a power
law spectrum (Procello at al., 1968; Rufenach, 1972). Experimental evidence indicate
that ionospheric irregularities cover a wide spectral range (Booker, 1979). The sizes
of the irregularities causing scintillation range from sub-meters to tens of kilometers.

Experimental evidence from various sources generally agree to yield a one-dimen-
sional power law spectrum of the fo-- K -m with x close to 2 (Elkins et al., 1969;
Rufenach, 1972; Dyson et al., 197,; ?hips at al., 1976). However, a two-component
spectral index has been reported at equatorial latitudes with a component around I at
low spatial frequencies and 3 for the high frequency part of the spectrum, corresponding
to small structures (Rino at al., 1981; Kelly et al., 1981).

Assuming isotropic irregularities, current theories permit one to deduce a three-
dimensional spectrum from the one-dimensional power law spectrum. For m - 2, the three-
dimensional spectrum should have tae form K-P with p - 4. This conclusion agrees well
with the bulk of scintillation data, although there are indications, from multitechnique I
measurements, that the three-dimen-jin-%l spectral index p may depend on the strength of
the irregularities (Livingston et a]l, 198t). In the case of anisotrapic irregulari-
ties, the calculation of the threedi=nstonal spectrum can be performed by introducing
scaling factors along the three axes iflino at al., 1977).

It should be noted that there exist both zathematical and physical reasons leading

Figure 3.3.2.2 ilagnetic equator cut through the general*orn of the equatorial patch
with typical dimensions shown (Asrons, 1982)
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to the coclusion that th. power law spectrum should be valid only bEtween soue Inner
and outer scales (Yoh at al., 192). *S*arofky (19"8) introduced a geieral irregulari-
ty spectra v-'• •a fr &tL wave numbers and whih reduces to KCP for a range of I such
that «KC<1C<K , whare K and K1 correspod to te cuter and tinTer sales respectively.
AS pointed Qu% Above, 4. inner s&a•. is Usually taken to be a few decinetera And the
outer scale, a few tens of kilometers.

stinatuer and 2lorpflelogy

As a rule, the structure of irregularities in the ionosphere, especially at F-
region heights, is controlled by the Earth's magnetic field. For morphological studies,
it is convenient to divide the ionosphere into different regions depending on their
geomagnetic latitudes (see Aarons (1982) for a review):

The equatorial region (typically in the interval (-20-,+20') geomagnetic latitude)
is where irregularities produce the most intense scintillations. Irregularities in this
region appear essentially at night. The basic atchanism of irregularity formation is
the development of bottomaide instabilities of the Rayleigh-Taylor 'ype soon after
sunset. This results in large scale depletions of the electron density, called bkubles,
which rise above the ?-region peak. It has been shown that these bubbles can cause
scintillation (Yah et al., 1979). A plum*-like irregularity region thus develops,
finally forming a patch of field-aligned irregularities which can be likened to an
orange sector as shown in Fig. 3.3.2.2. The elongation factor of the irregularities
along the lines of force may be as large as 100 (Koster, 1963). The patch expands
westwards until it reaches an east-west dimension of a few hundred kilometers, then
drifts eastwards with velocities ranging from 100 to 200 m/s. The decay of the patch
taxes place in the midnight tins period and is accompanied by a decrease of its veloci-
ty.

In the high latitude regions (geomagnetic latitude > 60*) the ionosphere can be
broken into zones that differ in their morphology as shown in Fig. 3.3.2.3. In the
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Figure 31.3.2.3 Depiction of high latitude irregularities in the local midnight sector.
Sheot-likce irregularities are seen in the auroral oval, rod irregularities at higher and
lower latitudes (Aarons, 1982)

auroral oval, sheet- like irregularities - presumably produced by F-region electron
precipitations - are aligned with the Earth's magnetic field and are extended in the
magnetic east-west direction. Form fac't~ors at the order of 10:10:1 have been reported
(nine et al., 1978). PolawardIs of the auroral oval in the polar cap ionosphere where
two kinds of irregularity structures coexist: (i) a background of small-scale irregular-
ities drifting anti-sunwards, and (ii) kilo-aeter-size irregularities within F-region
polar cap arcs which drift in the dawn-dusk direction.

At aid-latitude, scintillation is in general less intense that in other regions.
On some occasions, however, patches of strong irregularities produced in other regions
can extend to the aid-latitude ionosphere. A *son elongation factor of 24 has been
reported for F-reqion field-aligned irregularities (Kumagai ot al., 1986). It should be
noticed that sporadic-a, although related to different phenomena, can also produce
scintillations that add to the e~lfscts of Y-region irregularitiets.

3.$.2.1.2 M•oimental C2•artateristice of sciatil1ation

asmaral patuxes

Scintillations of transionospheric signal,, have been Ap,•rved on frequencies from ,
about 10 Mill to 12 GHx. intensive measurement campaigns h•ave been carried out in the
past using the iTS-6 geostationary satellite (Davies et al., 1975) or the orbiting

.7-N.
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Widetand satellita (fremouw at al., 197*). Scintillation data in the 4-6 Qft band have
aloo been extensively studied by using talaooaauaattlkiteit (rang, 1930).
Nultifrequency scintillation measrese~nts in the high latitude rglions have been provid-
ad by the ILAT aission (Freaouw at al., 1985). A typical example of scintillation
records for the amplitude and phase of VHF signals is shoWn in Fig. 3.3.2.4.

,11,

- . 4 4. *0J !

4.14 
1

Figure 3.3.2.4 Amplitude and phase scintillation of VHF signals from the Wideband satel-
lite. Data were detrended at 0.1 Hz ('eh and Liu, 1982)

The intensity at which scintillations are observed depends upon the position of the
observer relative to the irregularities that cause the scintillation. Among the rele-
vant gecmetrical factors are: (i) the zenith angle of the propagation path at the iono-
spheric layer, (ii) the propagation angle relative to the Earth's magnetic field, (iii)

the distance from the irregularity region to the source and to the observer.

Small-scale irregularities which produce amplitude scintillation also give rise to
angle of arrival scintillation. Angular deviations are of the order of a few tenths of
ailliradian at VHF (Bramley, 1974). Faraday polarization fluctuations are also associ-
ated to scintillation effects (Lee at al., 1982; Bhattacharyya at al., 1987).

Depth of Faing and Fading Period

For system applications, the depth of fading and fading period of the signal are
often sufficient to asses scintillation effects. Amplitude scintillation can produce
signal fluctuations reaching 20 dS peak-to-pea" in the VHF band and ý,0 dB peak-to-peak
at microwaves (Ogava et al., 1980). The statistical behavior of amplietude scintillation
at 4 G4X is shown in Fig. 3.3.2.5 for the equatorial region. The fading period of
scintillation also varies over a large range (typically from 0.1 sec to several
minutes). The fading period depends both upon the apparent velocity of the irregulari-
ties relative to the ray path and, in the case of strong scintillation, on its severity,
with strong scintillations being associated with shorter periods.

sointillatioa I540 Z4

A useful ir-ex is the scintillation index s4 defined as the standard devistion of
the received power divided by the mean val'ie of the received power, i.e. (S ) -(<I2>-
<r>2)/<I>2 with I, the signal intensity. Weak scintillation corresponds to low values
of the scintillation index (e.g. O<S.<o.3i. Strong scintillativn (a.;. Sg4G.&) is
ganerally associated with the presence of multiple scattering. In the case of saturated
scintillation (S4Žl), multiple scattering becomes predominant.

Experimental evidence shows that under weak scintillation conditions, the scintil-
lation index S4 has approximately a frequency dependence of the form f-. S ftremouw et
al., 1978; Yeh et al., 1980). The frequency dependence of S4 is less steep for more
intense scintillavions, with S4 attaining a maximum value ar unity for strong scintil-
lation conditions. In the equatrrial region, spectral indices of S4 between -1.6 and
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Figure 3.3.2.5 Annual statistics of 4 GHz ionospheric scintillation in the equatorial
region. (P and I refer to different geostationary satellites). (Pang et el., 1981)

-1.9 have been observed at GHZ frequencies (Franke et al., 1984). These valuies arebelieved to be related to a two-component power-law irregularity spectrum (Beasu at al.,
1980). The frequency dependence of S may also vary with local time (Fujita tit al.,
1982) and geomagnetic activity (Ogawa eA al., 1980).

Amp-litude and Phase Opetral

Scintillation indices, like SA only give an overall account of the scintillationintensity. A more precise descriýkion of the signal fluctuations can be achieved by
using temporal or spatial spectra (Rufenach, 1972). The basic phenomenon relatingspatial and temporal signal spectra is the irregularity motion relative to the ray path,
which causes the signal to fluctuate at the receiving site.

An example of temporal power spectra for the phase and amplitude of scintillatingsignals is given in Fig. 3.3.2.6. It can be shown that the amplitude spectrum peaks at

t 'R
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FiguLre 3.3.2.6 Power spectra for amplitude and phase of vHp signals. The scintillationindex s4 is 0.52 and the rmS phase fluctuation in 1.628 radý The cutoff frequency of
the datrarding process is 3 ALz (after Myers at al. , 1979) 4
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a transition frequency proportional to fF-vI/d., where v is the relative velocity of
the irregularities normal to the ray path andý d; is the seze of the first Frc l o-aof the path. Both the phase and log-amplitude spectra decrease approximately as f at
the high frequency end. The phase spectrum shows no marked peak as does the amplitude
spectrum. For strong scintillations, the high frequency asymptote may steepen (to asmuch as f-4 ) and the transition frecuency may increase, a phenomenon known as spectral
broadening, which is due to multiple scattering (Utheki et al., 1977).

Closely related to the scintillation spectra are the correlation functions for the
amplitude and phase. The correlation distance and coherence time, which can be deduced
from the correlation functions, are of practical interest for engineering applications.

5,-Alt .- C~ I Z~'J1 . -IAC
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Figure 3.3.2.7 Experimental intensity probability distributions of scintillating sig-

nals and the corresponding Makagami-m distributions (solid curves). Data sets corre-
spond to approximately I min (after Rino, 1980)

signAal sAtatistics

For periods having a constant scintillation index, the signal statistics may be
described by the probability density function for the signal amplitude and for its
phase. The expeIrimental amplitude distribution of scintillating signals has been exten-
sively studied (Wernik at al., 1969; Whitney et al., 1972;. Rino at al., 1976; Rime,1980; Fremouw et al., 1980). It was eventually found that the phase distribution can bV
approximated by a normal distribution while the Nakagaai-m distribution with a - (S4)-'
yields a good fit to the amplitude distribution (Fig. 3.3.2.7). The Nakagazi-m distri-
bution is a Rayleigh distribution for m-1 (strong scintillation), and is a log-normal
distribution for m>>l (weak scintillation).

Horpholof of scintillation

The occurrence and intensity of scintillation depend in general on the geomagnetic
coordinates, local time, season, and solar and geomagnetic activities. The sane conven-
tions as in section 3.3.2.1.1 can be used to define ionospheric region* depending on
their geomagnatic latitudes. A global pictu~re of scintillation mIorphology in given inFig 3.3.2.8 for L-bard signals. A sumiary of the depisnde ce o f scintillation on solar-
geophysical and temporal parameters is tive b in Table 3.3.2.1.

3.3.ig.l3 Taotistical Scitillation Models

Ftotsa att of the ps a tt ay

The geomedby of the problem ins given in Fig. 3.3t2.9. A slab of random irreaulari-
ties of electron density (or equivalently of dielectric permittivity) is located from
z-0 to z-L. The transmitter in ass ited to be at infinity and the receiver is located on
th1 greound at diatance D frIm the center of the slab. Inside the irregularity slanb,
the electron density N(rm can be written as:

N(r,t) - <N>[l + n(r,t))
where <N> is the avorage background density and n(r,F ) the fluctuation in relative
dinsity due to the irregularities in the ) odium. A Ii lar relation holds for the
dielectric permittivity. The tegporal variations of n artionsed by either the irrenu-
larity actions or by the time evolutio the prbeprocess cauiing irregularities, or both.

tisoLlcrndniy(reuvlnl fdeeti eutiiy slctdfo

z- ozL h rasitri sumdt ea nint n h eeie slctdo
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Table 3.3 2.1 - Solar geophysical and temporal dependence of scintillation
(After CCIR (1990)),

The aim of theoretical scintillation models is to calculate the statistical charac-
teristics of the received signal when the statistical properties of the irregularities
are known. At the present time, analytical methods are not available to give a general
solution to the scintillation problem. Approximate methods have been developed toderive solutions appropriate to particular situations. Even in these situation=, a
complete statistical description of the signal in terms of probability distribution
cannot be achieved and one has to be content with a few of its first moments. Most
scintillation theories are based on the following assumptions:

(i) The temporal variations of n are much slower than the wave period.

c(ii) The characteristic size of the irregularities is much greater than the wavelength.
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Figure 3.3.2.8 Global picture of scintillation morphology for L-band (1.6 GHz) signals
(after Basu et al., 1988)

(iii) n is assumed to be a homogeneous random variable with zero mean, rea•Uting from a
stochastic process (its spatial autocorrelation function Cn(rlr 2 ) = <n(rl)n(r 2J> de-
pends only on r,-r 2 ).

Phase Screen Model

Basie assumptions

In the case of weak scintillation, the general properties of the signal can be
obtained qcualitatively from the "thin phase screen model". In this model, the irregu-
larity slab is assumed to produce only small phase perturbations of the wave, the wave
amplitude remaining unaffected. A plane incident wave therefore emerges from the slab
with a randomly modulated phase front. As a consequence, a diffraction process is set
up and the received signal results from the diffraction pattern produced on the ground
by the distorted wave front at the bottom of the slab. An equivalent interpretation, in
the frame of ray theory, is that parallel incident rays are slightly deviated by the
slab so that they produce focusing and defocusing effects on the ground. It can then
easily be seen that two incident rays separated by a horizont• distance d will inter-
fere destructively on the ground when d - d - (wavelength..D) 1 2 . This means that the
major contribution to the amplitude scintilfation on the ground comes from irregulari-
ties of the size of the first Fresnel zone.

In the development of the thin phase screen theory, the following assumptions have
to be made:

(iv) The phase perturbations introduced by the screen is a Gaussian random field
with zero mean.

(v) Only small phase perturbations are introduced by the screen, i.e. the mean
square of the phase perturbations is negligibly small compared to 1.

'TO TRPSMITTER 7 -Q
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Figure 3.3.2.9 Geometry of the scintillation problem
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By using the Kirchhoff diffraction fo•rula, an expression is found for the wave at
ground level as a function of the phase perturbations introduced by the phase screen.
Various statistical chatecteristics of the received signal can then be deduced from th
wave expression, e.g. mean value, mean-square fluctuations, correlation functions,
spatial spectrum, etc...

Spatial Spectra

The spatial spectrum of the signal can be seen to be the product of the irregulari-
ty spectrum by a spatial filter function. This filter function results from the dif- ¶
fraction of the wave between the irregularity slab and the ground. The filter functior
for the amplitude is different from that for the phase. The filtering process for the
wave amplitude, known as Fresnel filtering, is jescribed by an oscillating filter func-
tion as shown in Fig. 3.3.2.10. In the thin phase screen approximation, the filter
function for the log-amplitude is a sine square function of the spatial wavenumber. The
first maximum of the filter function corjesponds to d.. Since the irregularity spectrux
is a decreasing function of K (e.g. K ), the product of the filter function by the
irregularity spectrum presents a peak for K=K9, corresponding to dF. This is consistent
with the above simple picture that in the weak scintillation regime, irregularities of
the size of the first Fresnel zone contribute most to the amplitude scintillation. By
contrast, the filter function for the phase shows no pronounced oscillation, thus imply-
ing that irregularities with scale sizes much larger than dF can also contribute to the
phase scintillation.

Frozen-field assumption

In general, ionospheric irregularities are in motion with respect to the ray path.
This relative motion may be the consequence of the source motion as in the case of
signals received from an orbiting satellite, or it may result from drifting irrequlari-
ties as observed with geostationary satellites, or both. In the "frozen-field" assump-
tion, the time evolution of the irregularities is neglected with respect to the varia-
tions of electron density due to the irregularity motion. The frozen field assumption
can be expressed as:

n(r,t+tl) - n(r-vot',t)

with v , the relative velocity of the irregularities. The irregularity motion will
cause the diffraction pattern to drift, thus producing a temporal variation of the
signal received at a fixed position on the ground. Assuming v, to be known, the tempo-
ral power spectrum of the signal can therefore be deduced from the spatial power spec-
trus.

Temporal 8peetra

Assuming a power law irregularity spectrum with spectral index p = 4, the temporal
amplitude spectrps can3 be shown to be flat up to the Fresnel frequency f7 - vo/dF. and
to decreas as - at the high frequency end. The phase spectrum, on the conrary,
shows a f- dependence across the whole spectrum. These theoretical predictions are in
agreement with the experimental observations as discussed earlier. They confirm the
fact that for weak scintillations, irregularities larger than the first Fresnel zone do
not contribute such to amplitude scintillation while large-scale irregularities play an
important role in the phase scintillation.

Parabolic 5quation method

For a quantitative description of the wave field, the parabolic equation method
must be used which takes into account the effect of scattering inside the irregularity
slab on the wave amplitude. The basis for the theory is the wave equation for the
electric field E:

Lap(E) + k0
2 <e> (1 + el(r)]E-0

where <e> is the mean dielectric permittivity, el the fluctuating part of the permittiv-
ity in the irregularity slab and Lap, the Laplacian operator. In the camse of normal
incidence, the complex amplitude of the wave u(r) defined by:

K - u(r) exp(-jkz) ,

satisfies the following equations:

-2jktu', + LapT(u) - -k2 e,(r) u for 0 < z < T,;

-2jkzu'z + LapT(u) - 0 for z > L.

where LapT is the transverse Laplacian.

In addition to assumptions (i) to (iii), the followin#'assumptions are made in the
development of the parabolic equation method:
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(iv) The forward scattering approximation is valid, i.e. the wave is scattered mainly in
the directon of propagation.

r

(v) The Fresnel approximation is valid, i.e. the characteristic scale dc of the irregu-
larities is such that: wavelength<<dc<< 0.

(vi) The attenuation and the backscattered power are small, i.e. <e1
2 >krccl.

Letting u = exp(-s), the equation for a is:

-2jkslz + LaPT2
2 (S) + (LaPT(S)] 2 

= -k2el(r) for 0 < z < L

Since no general analytical solution has been found to this equation, approximate
solutions will be given in the following, corresponding to typical cases.

Rytov Solution for VegA Scintillation

Neglecting the term [Lap.,,()]2 in the above equation results in the Rytov solution
for weak scintillation. In this case, the solution s(x,y,z) can be obtained for the
wave. This solution shows both phase and amplitude variations of the wave inside the
irregularity slab. The amplitude variations can be seen to be the result of diffraction
effects inside the slab. This formal solution for the wave field is used to derive the
spatial spectrum of the signal on the ground.

As in the case of the phase screen model, the spatial spectrum is the product of
the irregularity spectrum by a filter function. Examples of filter functions under the
Rytov approximation are given in Fig. 3.3.2.10 for amplitude scintillation. The filter
function for L = 0 corresponds to the solution for the phase screen model.

0 0 12 14 ,8 2t/k

Figure 3.3.2.10 Fresnel filter function for log-amplitude scintillation

For the scintillation index, S42 appears to be also the product of the Fresnel
filter function for the amplitude with the irregularity spectrum. Since the latter is a
decreasing function of K (generally of a power law type), the scintillation index
presents a maximum near the Fresnel frequency. This is consistent with the picture
anticipated in the thin phase screen approximation that irregularities of the size of
the first Fresnel zone contribute most to amulitu e scintillation. The frequency de-
pendence of S4 is found to be of the form f'rs fo 5 % power law irregularity spec-
trum with spectral index p. For p - 4, S4 varies as f -- , a feature in agreement with
experimental observations.

Assuming a power law irregularity spectrum with spectral index p and using the
frozen field approximation, the temporal spectra for the signal amplitude and phase can
be derived. As in the phaqe screen model, the amplitude spectrum is constant for low
frequencies and varies as fl-P at the high frequency end. The roll-off frequency is in
the vicinityx of the Frasnel frequency f7 = vo/dF. By contrast, the phase spectrum
varies as f' P in the whole frequency range.

The above results obtained at rormal incidence can be generalized to the case of
oblique incidence. In this case, the relevant parameters for the irregularity sizes are
the irregularity dimensions transverse to the line of sight.

Basically, the Rytov solution is adequate to describe scintillation quantitatively
when single scattering prevails inside the irregularity slab. The Rytov solution yields
correct quantitative results for the signal moments anckspectra in cases of weak to
moderate scintillation (e.g. a4<0.3). -.
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enoeral solution under M&-rkv arozination

Whan the fluctuatipns in the relativa dielectric peraittivity become large (i.e.
when the density fluctuations are sufficiently large, or when the frequency is suffi-
ciently low) multiple scattering occurs and the Rytov solution is no longer applicable.

The development of a more general theory is based on the Markoe approximation. Let
d4 denote the correlation distance of e in the z direction. The Markoe approximation
states that the wave presents only ama;ll variations on d. as it propagates in the z
direction with respect to its variations on the same distance in the x-y plane. There-
fore, the correlation function for the irregularities can be approximated by:

Ce (X,y,z) - A 0(x,y)delta(z)

where C is the spatial correlation function for the permittivity, Ae a two-dimensional
correlation function and delta(z) the Dirac delta function.

Using the parabolic equation under the Markoe approximation, closed sets of equa-
tions can be derived for the statistical moments of the wave field (Chernov, 1964;
Ishimaru, 1978). The signal characteristics of interest are deduced from these statis-
tical moments evaluated at ground level. Fig. 3.3.2.11 shows the scintillation index S4
vs. rus density fluctuations for various frequencies. For weak scintillation, S4 in-
creases linearly with the ras fluctuations in a manner consistent with the Rytov solu-
tion. As the fluctuations become larger, multiple scattering appears - beginning with
the lower frequencies - reiulling in a saturation of S The frequency dependence of S4
then departs from the f-P t  law given by the Rytov solution. In the saturation
-regime, S4 is unity, independent of the density perturbation level. In this regime,
irregularities with scale sizes far larger than the Fresnel zone dimensions can also
contribute to amplitude scintillation. The underlying propagation mechanism is usually
referenced as "refractive scattering" (as opposed to "diffractive scattering") and has
been reviewed by Booker et al. (1981).
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Figure 3.3.2.11 Scintillation index s4 versus rus density fluctuations (after Yeh and
Liu, 1982)
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Fig. 3.3.2.12 shows an example of the spatial correlation distance for the intensi-
ty as a function of the frequency. For the highest frequencies, single scatte-ring
dominates end irregularities with sizes equal to d. contribute most to the intens 4y
scintillations. The ttrelation distance is thus of the order of d4 - (wavelengtl'D)r--)
which decreases as - " with increasing frequencies. When the frequency is decreased,
multiple scattering becomes important, causing a decorrelation of the signal. The
correlation distance then decreases with decreasing frequencies. Therefore, Fresnel
diffraction and multiple scattering act as two competing factors, causing the correla-
tion distance to have a maximum at some intermediate frequency. In the frozen field
approximation, the correlation distance 1 can be airectly converted into coherence time
ta at a single receiving site by the relation: tc - 1 c/vo-

numerioal simulations

As pointed out previously, there exists no analytical general solution to the
problem of wave propagation in a random medium. numerical simulation constitutes an
alternate approach to this problem. Basically, numerical simulations are methods of the
Monte Carlo type: A sufficiently large number of realizations of the medium are first
generated numerically with the desired statistics. For each realization, the resulting
signal is computed at the receiving site. The set of signals corresponding to the
various medium realizations then permits one to derive the signal statistics. The main
advantages of numerical simulations over analytical solutions are that (i) they can give
results for scintillation regimes for which analytical solutions are intractable, and
(ii) the data processing can be made similar for the computed and for the experimental
data, making them comparable in spite of such problems as finite record lengths, window-
ing, detrending, etc...
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Figure 3.3.2.13 Nulti'requoeny amplitude scintillation spectra (a) from experimental
data, (b) from numerical simulation (after Frank. at al., 7883)
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Numerical simulation techniques have been widely used to check the phase screen
model under the Frasnel approximation (Whale, 1974; Rins, 1982; Rim et al., 1984). An
interesting extension of this model is the multiple phase screen model (Knapp, 1983) in
which a number of thin itase screens are used to simulate a thick irregularity slab. In
this model, the wave propagates through successive screend with diffraction taking place
betwee each screen. It can be shown that multiple scattering, as described by the wave
equation, can be simulated by this process. This makes the multiple phase screen model
appropriate for simulating signal propagation in the strong scintillation regime.

A review of numerical simulation results in the case of multiple scattering is
given by Yeh et al. (1985). It is shown that remarkably accurate predictions can be
obtained with these techniques as exemplified in Fig. 3.3.2.13. As can be seen from
this figure, multifrequency data corresponding to a wide range of scintillation condi-
tions (from weak to saturated scintillations) can be successfully simulated.

3.3.2.2 Prediction Techniques

A global model of scintillation behavior has been developed to assess scintillation
in practical situations (Fremouw et al., 1978). The program, named WUNO, permits the
user to specify his operating scenario. The input parameters include frequency, loca-
tion, local time, sunspot number and planetary qeomagnetic index 4, The user must also
specify the longest time the system needs phase stability. The dbde returns the spec-
tral index p for the power law phase scintillation, a spectral strength parameter T (at
a fluctuation level of I Hz), the standard deviation of the phase, and the scintillation
index S4.

The program makes use of a descriptive irregularity model which is based on obser-
vations, mainly from the DMA Wideband Satellite. The irregularities are assumed to be
three-dimensionally anisotropic with a power law spatial spectrum. A model of irregular-
ity drift velocity is included in the program. The theory employed for deducing the
signal characteristics is based on the phase screen model. Although the basic theory
does not include effects like finite irregularity outer-scale and multiple scattering,
means are provided in the program to deal empirically with these effects. Analysis of
phase and intensity scintillation data obtained from the DNA Wideband satellite from
sites at Poker Flat, AK, Ancon, Peru, Kwajalein Island and Stanford, CA and froe the DOA
HiLat satellite from Bellevue, WA were used to calibrate the WBMOD model (Secan et al.,
1987).

Various aets of formulas have been developed for other regions. Formulas for the
high latitude regions along the 70 W meridian are given by Aaron& et al. (1980). The
morphology and characteristics of 0Hz scintillation in the Asian region have been de-
scribed by Fang et al. (1983, 1984). Formulas for predicting the scintillation index in
the 250 MHz range in the uquatorial region are given by Aarons (1985).

3.3.2.3 Assessment fatess and Operational Use

Techniques for mitigating scintillation effects belong in general to the class of
diversity schemes. In diversity schemes, fading effects are mitigated by combining
signals presenting independent fadings. For example, in the case of Rayleigh fading,
the combination of two signals with a correlation coefficient less than 0.6 yields a
diversity gain better than 8 dB. Diversity schemes can be classified into frequency
di-ersity, polarization diversity, space diversity and time diversity.

For transionospheric radio systems, diversity schemes are generally required to
mitigate only intense scintillation, Weak scintillation can normally be overcome by
allowing a sufficient fade margin. It is widely recognized that polarization diversity
is ineffective since the signals are highly correlated. Frequency diversity is in
general impractical unless large frequency separation can be achieved (Crane, 1977).
However, if the ionosphere is highly disturbed, either naturally or by artificial modi-
fications (e.g. nuclear explosions, chemical releases), frequency selective scintilla-
tions are likely to occur causing wide-band signals to decorrelate at different frequen-
cies within the transmission bandwidth. In such cases, adaptive equalization of the
transmission channel can be effective as demonstrated by Bogusch et al. (1983).

Only space diversity and time diversity are viable techniques for mitigating iono-
spheric scintillation in general conditions. As an example, assuming an irregularity
drift velocity of 50 m/s in the equatorial ionosphere, a correlation coefficient of 0.6
(respectively 0.3) can be achieved in space diversity for an antenna separation of 300 a
(respectively 1000 a ) (CCIR, 1990). It should be noted that in multiple satellite
systems, the space diversity resulting from the use of two satellites can provide sig-
nificant improvement at the cost, however, of system complication. Time diversity
appears to be the most effective scheme for mitigating ionospheric scintillation in all
circua*sLtace. In digital transmissions, large bursts of errors are periodically en-
countered as a result of relatively long fade durations. Bit interleaving can be used
to randomize these errors making forward error correction coding effective (Johnson,
1980). For space based radars, the influence of strong scintillations on the inteqra-
tion time is discussed by Dana et al. (1983, 1966).
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3.3.2.4 SUture Meets "An Improvements

Rwan electron c4nsity irregularities are frequently produced in the ionosphere as
a consequence of varibus plasma instabilities. Waves propagating on transionospheric
paths are altered by these irregularities of the medium, setting up diffraction patterns
at the receiving site. As a result of the irregularity notions, the diffraction pat-
terns evolve and the received signalZ fl-,ltuate, producing a phenomenon known as "iono-
spheric scintillation". Approximate stochastic solutions to the propagation problem can
be found that describe quantitatively the scintillation phenomenon when the statistical
properties of the irregularities are known. Morphological models of scintillation have
been built to predict the scintillation occurrence and strength as a function of geo-
graphical, geophysical and solar parameters. Since ionospheric scintillation can be a
limitation to various space-bas" systems, empirical models have been made available for
system design. However, the solar and geomagnetic dependence of scintillation is still
not fully understood and would deserve more attention in the future. Multi-technique
measurements have proven very productive and should Undoubtedly be the experimental
ground for future modeling efforts.

F• , II I I.
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4. Qat% IM•V* PROPAGUr109Q

At frequencies bwtaen about 10 kilt and 30 Mft, propagation Is Possible by the so
called "ground wave", The ground wave is in principle vertically polarized and is the
total field observed at a point in space due to a radiating &ource a finite distance
away, excluding any component reflected from the ionosphere or other discontinuities in
the upper atmosphere (Barrick, 1970). These latter components are termed sky waves and
are treated in section 3.

Historically, the Sommerfeld (1909) flat earth theory and the Watson transformation
fWatzon, 1918) leading to the residue series (Brox•mer, 1949; Wait, 1962) were the impor-
taint theoretical advances upon which much of the modern ground-wave theory is still
based. However, it was not until the 1930a that these theories were reduced to forms
suitable for practical calculations by Morton, Van der Pol and Dremuer, and Eckerslay
and Millington. Descriptions of these theories are given in texts Dy Bremmer (1949) and
Wait (1962).

4.1 Models

Available models for ground-wave field strength calculation depend on whether the
path is an homogeneous, smooth-earth; a non-homoeneous, smooth-earth or a non-homoqene-
ous, irregular-earth path.

4.1. Smooth-BErth, Homogeneous Path

Ground-wave field strength can be calculated using the curves in CCIR Recommenda-
tion 368-5 (CCIR, 1986a) for constant ground constants. CCIR Report 717-2 (CCIR, 1986b)
is a world atlas of ground constants. in addition, it also contains ground-wave field
strength curves. Recommendation 368-5 and Report 717-2 give results when both the
transmitting and the receiving antennas are on the ground. Of the two ground constants,
conductivity and permittivity (dielectric constant), the ground conductivity is normally
the dominating factor when calculating the ground wave field strength; more information
about it can be found in CCIR Recommendation 527-1 (CCIR, 1986c) and CCIR Reports 229-5
(CCOR, 1986d) and 879-1 (CCIR, 1986a). Supplementary information about ground conduc-
tivity measurements can be found in works by Stokke (1978; 1984, 1985).

The phase of the ground wave is important for some navigational systems such as
DECCA and Loran-C. Some information about the phase of the ground wave is given in CCIR
report 716-2 (CCOR, 1986f) and in articles by Wait (1956), Levy and Keller (1958),
Johler (1965), Wait (1965), Saether and Vestxo (1987) 4ind Stokke (1988).

4. 1.2 Smooth-larth, MiSS-Path

The smooth-earth, mixed-path method by Millington (1949) is a specific sequence of
smooth-earth model runs over each of the segments of a path that are then combined in a
particular order. A height-gain function is then applied to the transmitter and receiv-
er antennas using the ground constants under each antenna and user-supplied heights.
The result is the propagation loss over a mixed path with compensation for antenna
heights.

Annex II to CCIR Recommendation 368-5 (CCIR, 1956a) describes how the field
strength curves presented in Annex I can be used in Millinqton's method. Also in Annex
II a graphical procedure based on the work of Stokke (1975) provides a rough and quick
estimation of the distance at which the field strength has a certain value. The accura-
cy of the graphical method is dependent on the difference in slope of the field strength
curves and is to an extent dependent on the frequency.

Furutsu has developed a theory of wave propagation over multi-section terrain
(Purutsu, 1957a; 1957b; 1959; 1982; Furutsu and Wilkerson, 1970; 1971). Each Section
can have different electrical properties. The earth's curvature is taken into account
and one can model average atmospheric refraction by using an effective eathls radius.
Each section can have a different height, and the tra,.smitter and receiver can be ele-
vated. By allowing the length of a section to ttnd to zero, the effect of a simple
obstruction or knife-edge on the path can be modeled. The theory can be used to model
mixed paths, ridges, bluffs, coastlines with cliffs, and islarus. Furu*zuls theory uses
a mixture of residue series and the Sommerfeld flat-earth theory. For short distances
the residue series for a given section is replaced by a form of flat-eorth approxima-
tion. Because the theory is restricted to boundaries with vertical sections, it can not
model a eloping beach. A practical limitation is the Lumber of sections that can be
modeled before the method becomes too complex.

4 •i.13 zrequla•r-arth ratms

Irregular-earth paths means here to inclvde such effects as surface roughness of
the ocean and the problvms of ground-wave propaqation in built-up areas.

Nearly all treatments on the subject of ground-wavn field strength calculations
take the earth surface as a perfectly smooth (planar or spierical) interface between the
air and ground or air and water. sarrick (1970, 1971a, and 1971b) developed a method of
analyzing radiation and propagation above a surface employing an effective surface
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impedance to describe the eafect of the boundary. The resulting effective surfac*
impedance consists of two terms, the impedance of the lower medium when the surface is
perfectly smooth and a J.erm accounting for roughness. The latter term can be complex in
general and depends o.1 the strengths of the roughness spectral components present.
Using values of surface impedance zalculated for the Phillips (1966) height spectrum of
the ocean wind-wave spatial spectrum, Barrick (1970, 1971a, and 1971b) determined the
difference between the basic transmission loss above rough sea and the value above a
snooth sea for standard atmospheric conditions. An input to the Barrick effective
surface impedance model is the wind spend in knots.

The rough ocean surface also affects the delay dispersion of the ground wave
(Malaga, 1984). The rms delay spreads calculated for a Phillips isotropic spectrum
indicate that surface roughness does not increase the delay smearing of the transmitted
impulse at distances greater than 150 km. A measure of delay spread which reduces the
effects of the tail of the impulse response is the 90% delay spread, which is defined as
the time interval between the times at which 5% and 95% of the total received energy
arrives. The 90% delay spread increases with surface roughness for distances up to 200
Lm. At distances of 250 km or greater, a small amount of surface roughness actually
reduces the 90% delay spread. When wind directionality is considered, maximum disper-
sion occurs for downwind propagation. Since the calculated delay spread of a narrow
pulse propagated over a rough ocean surface was found to be less than 200 nanoseconds
for distances up to 300 km and wind speeds up to 30 knots, the coherence bandwidth of
the ground wave signal would be in excess of 5 MHz allowing the transmission of a 500
kHz signal with little distortion.

An investigation has taken place into the problems of medium frequency ground-wave
propagation in built up areas (Causebrook, 1978). Measurements were made on paths
passing through London which showed that the field-strength/distance relationship is
often different from that expected on the basis of conventional theories. An integral
equation is used to calculate loss over an inhomogeneous earth which replaces the sur-
face impedance that would exist in the absence of buildings with one that also depends
on the fraction of the area of concern which is covered with buildings. Close agreement
is shown between the model and measured effects. More measurements are needed in other
towns and at other frequencies to check the applicability of the model.

4.2 Prediction Techniques

Computer programs can be used to calculate the ground-wave field strength. There
are three such programs for the smooth-earth, homogeneous path use. The first is a
program developed by Berry (1978). The basis of this program is described in Berry and
Herman (1971) and Stewart et al. (1983). The computational technique was modified in
1984 to reduce the computational time (DeMinco, 1986). The second computer model was one
due to Rotheram (1981) called GRWAVE. This computer program is available from the
Director of the CCIR and was used to generate the curves in CCIR recommendation 368.
This program utilizes an exponential atmosphere. Eckert (1986) has documented the FCC's
program in the United States. He also conducted extensive comparisons among the FCC's
program, Berry's program, and GRWAVE. Eckert determined that the three programs give
ground wave field strength predictions sufficiently close in value that they could be
considered identical for propagation purposes (Haakinson et al., 1988). However, Roth-
cram et al. (1985) have shown that the use of the linear atmosphere in GRWAVE leads to
errors below 30 MHz at heights above 1 km. In the far field ebove 10 MHz, the important
height range for ground-wave propagation is below 1 km. At lower frequencies he shows
that the important height range extends up to tens or hundreds of kilometers.

Millington's smooth-earth, mixed-path model has been implemented in a computer
program due to DcMinco (1986) using Berry's smooth-earth computer program. This
smooth-earth, mixed path method will calculate the propagation loss over a mixed path
with as many as 50 segments. At the Marconi Research Center in the U.K., a computer
program called N-WBRE4 has been developed for ground-wave propagation over a mixed path
consisting of piece-wise continuus sections differing only in their electrical proper-
ties (Rotheram et al., 1985). Bremmer's theory (Bremmer, 1949) is used for the homoge-
neous earth calculations required for Millington's mothod.

A computer program called FURUTSU has been developed at the Marconi Research Center
which uses Furutsu theory referred to in Section 4.1.2. It can handle three sections of
geometry each with different electrical properties and different heights. comparisons
were made with NEWBkEM; considering the simplicity of Millington's method, NEWBREM
performs very well compared with the elaborate theory used in FURUTSU.

If, along a particular path, the terrain irregularity is of the order of a wave-
length or less, then smooth-Earth calculations a,.'e adequate (Knight. 1983). In moun-
tainous conditions, the terrain irregularity can be several wavelengths. In this case,
a user would use a irregular-torrain, mixed-path method to compute signal coverage. In
GWVOA, DeMinco (1986) uses an integra. equation (Hill, 1982; Ott, 1971) to compute the
propagation loss of a vertically polarized electromagnetic wave over irregular terrain
that is covered with forests, buildings, or snow. WAGSLAD (Hill, 1982) is an extension
of program WAGHER (Ott, 1971) to model a slab representing the terrain cover. The
irregular-Earth, mixed-path method in GWVOA is a modified version of program WAGSLAB.
The terrain cover is modeled as a slab of user-specified tj ickness, length, conductivi-
ty, and dielectric constant. Antenna heights of the traznitter and receiver antennas
without a slab are taken into account within the program using the height-gain functions
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Figure 4.1 PROPHET Surface/:,round wave coverage

discussed previously for the smooth-earth, mix4-path method. When a slab is included,
a special height-gain function (Hill, 1982) is used for antennas within or above the
slab. The program can handle up to 50 different segments over a mixed path. The choice
of the integration points is left to the user; some care must be exercised because the
computation time increases as the square of the number of points but if too few points
are used the solution may oscillate or diverge.

4.3 Assessment Systems and Operational Use

The assessment systems in use today were developed at a time when micro-computers
had memory sizes of 64,000 bytes to 256,000 bytes. The result is that these assessment
systems use approximations to the models of section 4.2. The use of these approxima-
tions resulted not only from the smaller &emory sizes of those computers available then
but also from their slower computational speeds and from their compiler limitations.

The PROPHET system (Richter, 1989) is an example of an assessment system for which
approximation to the prediction techniques of section 4.2 are used. Because many of the
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Figure 4.2 PROPHET Surface/ground wave required power verqs range at a fixed frequency
of 10.0 MHz
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Figure 4. 3 PROPHET Surface/ground wave frequency versus propagation range for a given
effective radiated power of 5000.0 Watts

approximation models in PROPHET are valid only for a limited set of conditions, four
different transmission loss models are actually employed (Roy et al., 1987). For propa-
gation over a smooth sea for vertically polarized signals and antenna heights less than
10 m, the Booker and Lugannani model (1978) is used for frequencies 3 to 30 MHz; the
Levine model (Roy et al., 1987) is used for frequencies 30 to 40 MHz; the EPH 73 model
(Lustgarten and Madison, 1977) is used for frequencies 40 MHz to 100 MHz; and a more
complex model from the Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Center (ECAC) (1975) is
used for frequencies less than 3 MHz. For propagation over other ground types, for
horizontally polarized signals, or for antenna heights greater than 10 m, the ECAC model
is used for frequencies less than 30 MHz, and the EPE 73 model is used for frequencies
greater or equal to 30 MHz. All these models assume a standard atmosphere.

Figures 4.1-4.3 are examples of PROPHET ground-wave displays. Figure 4.1 shows the
standard type of tabular output. The most important items in this display are the
required power for the desired range in the transmitter-to-receiver direction and thi
maximum range for the transmitter power. It is possible with this display to print
required power versus distance out to the required distance. The samples in figures 4.2
and 4.3 give respectively, the required power versus range for a given frequency and the
maximum communication range versus frequency for a given transmitter power. The re-
quired power includes a protection factor for communication 90 percent of the time.

4.4 •UtUrE Needs s IItEproveanmts

In ground-wave assessment systems, there is a need to replace the propagation
approximation models now utilized by the more complex and comprehensive prediction
models of section 4.2. The personal computers available today now have sufficient speed
to allow this upgrade and the available compilers now have the capability to allow the
software to be written. This would improve the accuracy of the assessment system dis-
plays and would avoid the discontinuity at frequencies where a change in approximation
models is now made. New software should allow for a non-standard atmosphere and should
also allow at least for sections with different ground electrical properties.

4-
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S. -ONSULTATfVB COU&fTTl•n £ME-hZb ONmS RADIO (CCIR)

In the foregoing otext many references have been made to CCIR Reports and Recommen-
dations. It is the pdrpose of this section to examine in more detail the CCIR'a contri-
bution to propagation modeling, prediction, and assessment. As such, the only treatment
about the International Telecommunication Union 4ITt), the parent organization of the
CCIR, is a brief discussion of its history, its organization and the role of the CCIR in
the ITU. Additional details can be found in several excellent treatises (Coding and
Rutkowski, 1982; Lewin, 1984; Matos, 1985; Rotkiewicz, 1982; Smith and Kirby, 1974;
Kirby, 1981; Bellchambers at al., 1984).

5.1± INTfERTIONIL TLECOU(WIICATION UNION BACXGROUUD

S.1.1 History

The International Telegraph Union was the first genuine international, intergovern-
mental organization. As a result, it was forced to achieve its own structure and method
of functioning that would permit it to meet the problems posed by new communication
technologies as well as the demands of its heterogeneous clientele. The Radio Telegraph
Union, formed soon after the turn of the century to regulate radio, drew heavily on the
structure and methods of the International Telegraph Union. Both Unions coexisted until
1932 when the ITU was formed. At a radio conference in Cairo in 1938, the upper limit
of frequency allocation was 200 MHz. Great strides were made in the use of the radio
during World war II, particularly in radar and microwave communications. During the war
frequency usage was quite active to 10 GHz and occasionally to 30 GHZ. The general
disruption in communications during the war was very great and many countries were faced
with the need for rather complete overhavl of their communications systems. In view of
both of widespread devastations and technology advances, it was felt that a complete
review of the rationale for the future of the ITU in the post World War 1I world was in
order. This review took place in the discussions preceding and at the Atlantic City
conference in 1947.

The period of the modern ITU begins with the 1947 Atlantic City Conference. Thisconference was both an international Telecommunication Conference and a Radio Confer-
ence. The changes are a landmark in the history of the ITU, since major changes were
made in the ITU's structure and method of functioning which remain to the present.
Although the character of the ITU was permanently altered, it took more than a decade of

conferences to settle the changes set in motion in 1947. The changes in ITU membership
requirements and the single vote per member rule, combined with the influx of scores of
new developing nations, allowed a substantial shift in power and emphasis within the
ITU. The on-going revolution in communications and information technology has had the
most profound effect on the Union's work. The 1970s ended much as the 1940s had ended.
A major conference, the 1979 World Administrative Radio Conference pointed the ITU in
new directions. The stage was set for a series of important conferences focusing on a
wide range of telecommunication issues, and the future nature of many of the ITU'S
institutional arrangements were unclear.

5.1.2 OGZ4nisation

The structure of the ITU has five major components: (1) confarences made up of
delegates from mamber states; (2) the Administrative Council, which is in effect a
conference of delegates but one of restricted membership; (3) the two international
consultative committees, which are similar to conferences except they do not draft
treaties but only make recommendations to member states; (4) the International Frequency
Registration Board (IMRa); and (5) a secretariat.

There are two types of ITU conferences: Plenipotentiary, ai.d Administrative Con-
ferences. The supreme body of the Union, the Plenipotentiary conference, has the exclu-
sive power to amend the basic treaty, the telecommunication convention. These confer-
ences take place on the average every 5 years, and the next is set for Japan in 1994.
Plenipotentiary Conferences are made up of delegations from all member states wishing to
be represented. Specific powers include electing the members of the Administrative
Council, the Secretary General, the Deputy Secretary General, the members of the Inter-
national Frequency Registration Board, the Directors of the CCIR and CCITT and estab-
lishing the budget of the Union and approving its accounts.

Administrative Conferences, which are convened to consider specific teleconmunica-
rion matters, are of two types, world and regional. The World Administrativ6 Radio
Conference (WARC) can take up any telecommunication questions of worldwide concern
including the partial or complete revicion of the radio, telegraph, and telephone requ-
lations. The specific agenda is drawn up by the administrative council with concurrence
of a tajority of the members of tie union and must include any question that a plenipo-
tentiary conference wants placed on its agenda. WARCes also review the activities of the
IFRS and give instruction concerning its work. A WARC can be convened by a decision of
a Plenipctentiary Conference, at the request of at least one quarter of the members of
the union, or on a proposal by the administrative council. Regional Administrative
Conferences consider only specific questions for a given region. These conferences may
be convened by a decision of a Plenipotentiary Conference& on the recommendation of a
previous world or regional administrative conference, at the request of one quacter of
the members belonging to the region concerned or on a proposal of the administrative
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The adsinistrative council is wade up of 36 representatives of the members of the
union chosen by the Plenipotentiary Conference in a Wanear providing equitable represen-
tation of all regions of the world. The main task of the'council is effective coordina-
tion of the work of the union between the Plenipotentiary Conferences. The Council does
not deal with technical matters which are .ithin the competence of the IFRB and the
Advisory Conmittees. The work of the Council can be summarized in three major catego-
ries: external relations, coordination of the work of the permanent organs of the
Union, and administration.

From the point of view of direct organization of the work connected with management
and protection of the spectrum, the most important permanent body of the Union is the
IFRE, which has been in existence since 1947. It consists of 5 members individually
elected by the Plenipotentiary conference so as to provide equitable representation of
the regions of the world. The board acts as a corporate body whose members do not
represent their countries or regions, but act as "custodians of international public
trust". The IFRE elects its own chairman and vice-chairman, who serve for one year, and
has its own specialized secretariat. one of the main tasks of the IMRB is to decide
whether the radio frequencies which countries assign to their radio stations are inaccordance with radio regulations and whether the proposed use of the frequencies con-
cerned may cause harmful interferences to other radio stations already in operation.
The latter is determined purely on a technical basis. Hence, the Board's duties are
both legal and technical and require absolute impartiality.

In the structure of the union there are two international consultative committees:
(1) the International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR) whose duties are to study
technical and operating questions related to radio communications and to make recomen-
dations about them; (2) the International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee
(CCITT) whose duties are to study technical, operating, and tariff questions relating to
telegraphy and telephony and to make recommendations about them. Not only do members of
the union participate but also recognized private cperating agencies as well as scien-
tific or industrial organizations concerned with the study of telecommunication ques-
tions or the design or manufacture of telecommunication equipment. The supreme organ in
each consultative committee is its Plenary Assembly which normally meets every three to
four years and which is made up of delegates from all interested administrations and any
recognized private operating agency approved by a member of the union. The Plenary
Assembly chooses questions that it wishes to study and creates study groups to deal with
them. Questions can also be referred to a consultative comittee by an ITU Conference,
by the IFRB, by the Plenary Assembly or another consultative committee, or by at least
twenty of its members. The study groups organize interim and final meetings at which
reports and recommendations relating to the questions are presented. These are present-
ed to the Plenary Assembly who adopt them or return then for further study. Both CCIs
have their own specialized secretariat, and the CCITT has its own telephone laboratory.

The foundation on which the ITU rests is the Secretariat which gives the ITU its
permanence and provides the support activities that make its existence possible. The
telecommunications convention provides for a general secretariat to be directed by a
secretary general, who is assisted by a deputy secretary general. The secretary general
is the agent for the administrative council. The secretary general is responsible for
the day-to-day operation of the union. Among other duties, the secretary general pub-
lishes numerous documents, reports and studies, the responsibility for which he has
accumulated over the years. A coordination committee, composed of the secretary general
as chairman, the deputy secretary general, the director of CCIR, the director of the
CCITT, and chairman and vice chairman of the IFR1 advises the secretary general on
administrative, financial and technical cooperation matters affectihg more than one
permanent organ and on external relations and public information.

3.1.2 Role of the CCll in the ITO

The work of the CCIXR is carried out in thirteen study groups (see table 5.1). Some
of the work of a study group is accomplished by working parties between meetings of the
study group.

CCIR recommendations and reports provide the main technical bases for ITU adminis-
trative radio conferences. CCIR propagation data suggest appropriate frequency bands
for various service requirements as lorn-range navigation, sound and television broad-
casting, earth-space links, etc. certain detailed propagation prediction methods become
an integral pert of the coordination of frequency assignments laid down in the Radio
Regulations (ITU, 1f88).

The WARC-79 set the stage for a number of further world and regional administrative
radio conferences to deal with problems of specific services. In view of the relatively
infrequent occurrence of WARCs for general revision of the Radio Regulations, and the
continuing rapid development of radio communications, WARC-7g referred to the CCIR a
number of technical matters bearing directly on radio regulation. Frequently the phrase
"in accordance with the relevant CCIR Recommendations" is used or some equivalent.
There are perhaps a hundred such references (Kirby, 1981).

A



study Group I Spectrum Utilization and Monitoring

Study frroup 2 Space Research and Radioastronomy

Study Group 3 Fixed Service at Frequencies below about 30 Xffz

Study Group 4 Fixed Services Using communicnttiCn Satellites

Study Group 5 Propagation in Non-ionized Media

study Group 6 Propagation in Ionized Media

Study Group 7 Standard Frequencies and Time Signals

Study Group S Mobile services

Study Group 9 Fixed Service Using Radio-Relay Systems
- Frequency Sharing and Coordination between
Systems in the Fixed Satellite Service and
Radio-Relay Systems

Study Group 10 Broadcasting Service (sound)

Study Group 11 Broadcasting (television)

CKTT Transmission of Sound and Television
Broadcasting Signals Over Long Distances

CKV vocabulary

TABLE 5.1 CCIR STUDY GROUPS

S.1.4 1989 PlenipotentiLsry Conference

The 13th Plenipotentiary Conference of the ITU closed with the signature of the new
constitution and the new convention of the Union (ITU, 1989). This conference decided
to set up a new permanent organ - the Telecommunications Development Bureau (BDT) within
the ITU's federal structure, with the mame status and level as the other permanent
organs (General Secretariat, CCIR, CCITT and IlDJ). The functions of the BOT will be to
discharga the Union's dual rolu as the United Nations specialized agency for telecommu-
nications and as the executing agency for the implementation of projects of the United
Nations Development Program (UND?). Recognizing the need to adopt the Union's struc-
ture, ma-nagement practices, and working methods to the changes in the world of telecom-
munications and to the increasing demands placed upon it by the rapid progress in tele-
communications; the Conference entrusted a high level committee with the task of review-
ing the structure and functioning of the Union in order to recommend measures to ensure
greater cost-effectiveness of all ITS organs and activities. Some of the reforms in
working methods can be implemented by the CCIR Plenary Assemblies and the Administrative
Council within the limits of their competence, but fundamental changes going beyond
competence will be submitted to the next Plenipotentiary Conference.

5.2 COZT 2tam

Nckinq technical information available to its membership is one of the important
functions of the ITU. The ITU is especially well known for the quality and quantity of
its publications. The secretariat of the ITU receives its authorization to publish from
the convcuntion, the various service regulations, the Administrative Council, Plenipoten-
tiary Conferences, and Administrative Conferences. For instance, the prestigious Tele-
communications Journal, which appears monthly in three languages, is published by the
Secretariat to provide general information about the activities of the ITU and documen-
tation concerning telecommunication. The Secretariat also publishes the voluminous
reports of the CCIR. The CCIR publications are of two types - those prepared as adviso-
ry texts to conferences and meetings and other advisory texts.

s.2.1 Advisory Tests to Conferenses and Meetings

Through the years, one of the most important activities of the CCIR has been to
support radio conferences by providing technical bases for decision making. There is a
long list of such conferences, both past and future. The CCIR has prepared extensive
technical reports for each of these conferences. Two more recent examples of such
reports are the information provided to the WARC-79 by the CCIR 1978 Special Preparato-
cy Meeting (S•H) (ITO, 1978) and the report to the second session of the HM Broadcasting
Conference (ITU, 1984).

4I
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2 * *a ter X2visory Texts

The normal work of he CciR is carried out in a four-year 'study cycle', in which
each Study Group has regularly scheduled Interim and Final Meetings, and ending with the
Plenary Assembly. New and revised texts prepared by ad hob working groups are approved
by each Study Group Plenary at its Final Meeting for presentation to the CCIR Plenary
Assembly. The texts approved by the Plenary Assembly are published as *Recommendations
and Reports of the CCIR, (year)," which are commonly known in English as the Green
Books. The French and Spanish editions are respectively blue and beige- Numbers and
letters are used in the text number to indicate various levels of revision of a question
and the branch of a study program and/or report or recommendation; and suffixes are
added to indicate the study group responsible for a text (details are set out in the
introductory pages for each volume). Some reports are published separately from the
Green Books.

There are several typos of CCIR texts. Each type of text differs as to its purpose
and structure as follows:

Recommendation - An answer to a question or study program which the CCIR
considers to be sufficiently complete to serve as a basis for international
cooperation;

o - A provisional answer to a question or a study program, or a state-
ment, for information, on studies carried out by a study group on a given
subject; a report may also be issued to provide information in support of a
recommendation;

_9Qentta - A statement of a technical or operational problem, to which an
answer is required;

tdProqra - Text describing the work to be carried out on a technical or
operational problem constituting the subject of a question;

Opinin - A text containing a proposal or a request destined for another
organization (such as organs of the ITU, international organizations, etc.)
and not necessarily relating to a technical subject;
Banlutia - A text giving instructions on the organization, methods or pro-
grams of CCIR work;

De hia - A text giving instructions on the organization of the work of a
study group within the framework of its terms of reference; in particular, a
text specifying the terms of reference of an interim working party set. up by
one or more study groups.

There are two CCIR Study Groups whose texts relate to the subject of this report.
These are Study Group 5, propagation in non-ionized media, and Study Group 6, propaga-
tion in ionized media. Table 5.2 lists most the relevant recommendations and reports of
Study Group 5; Table 5.3 lists the most relevant recommendations and reports of Study
Group 6. The latest version of these texts should be consulted.

The CCIR also publishes a liutber of handbooks separate from the Green Books of
which the most relevant to the current document is on satellite communications (CCIR,
1988).
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mIBM CIXJMTRXCSBTO
Atmosphere for refraction Rep 369
Earth's alectricoa4 characteristics Rec 527, Reps 229, 717
Noise emissions from natural sources Rec 677, Rep 720
Radio meteorological parameters 563

Mncio
Of free space ReC 525
Of the ground

Earth reflection Rep 1008

Diffraction Rec 526, Rep 715
Irregular terrain and vegetation Rep 1145

Of the troposphere
Attenuation by atmospheric gases ReC 676, Rep 719
Attenuation by hydrometeors Rap 721
Cross-polarization Rep 722
Natural variability Rec 678
Refraction Rec 369, Rep 718
Scattering by hydroseteors Rep 882

In buildings, tunnels, etc. Repaso

PnOnaGATro PRNDICflO
10 kRs-30 KRZ (ground wave) ReC 368, Rep 714
30 Nil-I GRS (for terrestrial broadcasting services) Rec 370, Rep 239
Above 30 M8z (terrestrial maritime mobile services) Rec 616
30 MHz-30 GBz (aeronautical mobile and radionav
services) Rec 528
30 MHz-3 GHz (terrestrial land mobile services) Rec 529, Rep 567
Above 10 GHz (terrestrial broadcasting and
point-to-sultipoint services) Rep 562
Above 900 101z (terrestrial fixed line-of-sight service)Rec 530, Rep 338
200 MHz-4 Gz: (terrestrial fixed trans-horizon
services) Rec 617, Rep 238
Earth-space services Rec 618, Rep 564
Broadcasting-satellite service Rec 679, Rep 565
Maritime mobile-sat service (above 100 MHz) Rec 680, Rep 884
Land mobile-sat service (above 100 MHz) Rec 681, Rep 1009
Earth-space aeronautical mobile service Rec 682, Rep 1148
Visible and infrared attenuation Rep 883
Worst month and annual Rep 723

ITWZRtfICK PUUDZCTIOW VD DATA "a3 CORDMI•TZON PROONDU
Interference between stations on earth's surface Rec 452, Rep 569
Influence of terrain scatter Rep 1146
Interference between space stations and those on
earth's surface Rec 619, Rep 885
Coordination distance Rae 620, Rep 724
Bidirectional coordination Rep 1010

Table 5.2 Relevant Texts of CCIR Study Group 5: Propagation in Non-ionized Media

In Study Groups 5 and 6 there are several resolutions that provide instructions to
the director of the CCIR or the relevant CCUI study group that relate to the subject of
propagation modeling, prediction, and assessment. In Resolution 73-1, study Group 5
(CCIR, 1990) decided that the Director of the CCIR should be requested to continue
further development of the world Atlas of effective ground conductivity values for use
in the VLF, LF, and NP bands and that the Atlas should continue to be published sepa-
rately. For frequencies above about 10 MHz, Study Group 5 decided in Resolution 72-2
(CCIR, 1990b) that the Director of the CCIR should be requested to calculate and publish
qround-wave propagation curves using a ground-wave computer program GRWAVE for condi-
tions specified by the study group and to make available on request the GRWAVE computer
program to member administrations. In Resolution 63-3 (CCIR, 1990), Study Group 6
decided that the Director of the CCIR should be requested to prepare computer programs
in standardized language (if they do not already exist), together with numerical data
and appropriate documentation on their use, for the prediction methods described in
Study Group 6 reports and recommendations, to maxe these available for distribution/sale
to member administrations and other, and to prepace and publish lists of available
computer programs and reference numerical data in the Telecommunications Journal and in
appropriate CCIR documents.
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Buie INTComnnou
Indices for prediction Rec 371
Definitions Rec 373
Co•ptater prograus Res 63, Rep 1013

EEVIVhOE9flL emCUI&CY ics?1es75 8
Ionospheric properties R 725, 886
Ionospheric models Rec 434, Reps 340, 895
Magnetic field models Rep 340, Suppl. to Rep 252
Noise models Rec 372, Reps 258, 322, 342 V

flPflG"flO MODELS
ELV/VLF Rec 684, Rep 895
VLF/LF/ ReC 684
LF/XF ReC 435, Rep 265, Rep 575
XF (500 kHz) Rec 683
HF Rec 533, Reps 252, 894,

Suppl. to Rep 252
HF/VHF

Sporadic E Rae 534
Meteor-burst Rep 251

VHF
Ionospheric scatter Rep 260

CI=CDT Pf*•lwO xsCu
Reliability (HF) Rep 892
Fading (HF) Rep 266
Ionospheric scintillation, absorption (HF -SHF) Rep 263

Table 5.3 Relevant Texts of CCIR Study Group 6:Propagation in Ionized Media
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Bellchambers, W.N., J. Francis, E. Hummel, and R.L. Nickelson, "The International Tele-
communication Union Ind development of world wide telecommunications", IEEZ Coungo.
Magazine, Vol. 22, pp 72-82, May 1984

CCIR, Handbook of Satellite Communications; fixed satellite service, International
Telecommun. Union, Geneva, 1988

CCII? XVIIth Plenary Assembly, Dlsseldorf, "World atlas of ground conductivities; Resolu-
tion 73-1", Recomaendations and Reports of the CCIR,Vol. 5, Propagation in Non-ionized
Media, 1990, Geneva, International Telecomami. Union, 1990a

CCIR Xl'IIth Plenary Assembly,, UMsseldorf, "Handbook of ground-wave propagation curves;
Resolution 72-2", Recommendations and Reports of the CCIR, Vol. 5, teneva, International
Telecommun. Union, 1990b

CCIR XVIth Plenary Assembly, DUsseldorf, "Development Cf cooputer programs for the
prediction of ionospheric characteristics, sky-wave transmission loss and noise; Resolu-
tion 63-3", Recommendations and Reports of tho CCXR, 1990, Vol. 6, Geneva, InterZation-
al Telecomsun. Union, 1990c

Coding, Jr., G.A. and A.M. Rutkowski, The International Telecommunication Union in a
Changing World, Artech House, Inc., Dedham, MA, 1982

ITU, ITU Radio Regulations, Edition of 1982, Revised in 1985, 1986 and 1988, Interna-
tional Telecommun. Union, Geneva, 1988

ITU, "World Administrative Radio Conference for the planning of the HF bands allocated
to the broadcasting service", Rep. to the Second Session of the Conf., General Secre-
tariat of the ITU, Geneva, 1984

ITU, "Union activities: the plenipotentiary conference", Telecommun. J., Vol. 56, pp
546-550, 1989

Kirby, R.C., "Impact of WARC-79 on the studies of the International Radio Consultative
Committee (CClR)", IEEE Trans. Electromagn. Coppat., Vol. EMC-23, pp 174-178, Aug 1981

Lewin, L., Telecoamunications: an Interdisciplinary Text, Artect House, Inc., Dedham, MA
1984

HAtos, F., Spectrum Management Compatibility in Radio Engineering, Elsevier Scientific
Publishing Co., New York, 1982

Rotkiewicz, W., Electromagnetic Compatibility in Radio Engineering, Elsevier Scientific
Publishing Co., New York, 1982

Smith, E.K. and R.C. Kirby, "The International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR): part
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in the area of troospheric radio propagation modeling, there is a clear nee toprovide an imroed modeing capability for horizontally inbcogneu codtions. The

parabolic equation (PE) approximation has emerged as the modeling technique of choice.
User-friendly propagation codes which include radar clutter and surface roughness
(including terrain) effects need to be further developed.

The major problem of operational assessment of propaqation in inhomogenacus refrac-
tivity conditions is not the propagAtion modeling part but the timely availability of
the temporal and spatial structure of the refractivity field. There are presently no
sensing capabilities available which could be used operationally and the outlook is not
very good. There is some hope of success in two areas: use of satellite sensing
techniques to describe the three dimensional refractivity field and improvement of
numerical neosacala models that are adequate for this purpose. Since entirely rigorous
solutions are unlikely to be available soon, empirical data have to be used as well as
expert systems and artificial intelligence techniques. in addition, improved
direct and remote ground-based refractivity sensing techniques need to be de-
veloped. Radiosondes and microwave refractometers will remain the major
sources for refractivity profiles. Profiling lidars may supplement techniques
under clear sky conditions and their practicability for shipboard use will be
further investigated. There is, presently, little hope that radiometric methods
can provide profiles with sufficient vertical resolution to be useful for propagation
assessment. There is, however, some hope that radars themselves can eventually be
used to provide refractivity profiles.

Propagation of long waves over great circle paths in a homogeneous ionosphere is
well understood. Less understood, however, are the effects of propagation over non-
great-circle paths, the effects of inhonmoeneoui ionospheric conditions caused by ener-
getic particle precipitation, sporadic E, electron density ledges and nonreciprocal
propagation phenomena. Another area in need of attention is the improvement of atmos-
pheric noise prediction codes. Finally, the often extensive computer time required by
longwave propagation codes should be shortened through more efficient algorithms and
faster numerical techniques.

Empirical data bases are used in short wave propagation modeling and assessment
work. These data bases need improvement in both accuracy and spatial/tev4poral coverage.
Profile inversion techniques which are used to derive electron density Profile narame-
ters give non-unique answers and need to be refined. Short-term ionospheric fluctua-
tions and tilts are becoming increasingly important for modern geo*ocation and surveil-
lance systems. An intensive measurement and modeling effort is re4uired to understand
and predict such phenomena. Some of the physics of solar-ionospheric interactions and
the time scales involved are still poorly understood and require further research.
Existing short wave propagation assessment systems are based on simple models. Future
systems will need more complex models and extensive validation procedures. With
increased computer capability, more complex models can be executed fast enouqh for near-
real-time applications. Also, the increasing use and availability of oblique and verti-
cal incidence sounders make this data source an attractive additional input for assess-
ment systems. This would make it possible to update the various ionospheric parameters
used in the models which form the basis of these assessment systems. In addition, the
availability of computer networks should allow the development of regional, near-real-
time models based on a net of sounder measurements.

Transionospheric propagation predictions are limited by the accuracy of total
elecrron content values. Much of the difficulty arises from geomagnetic storm effects,
traveling ionospheric disturbances, lunar/tidal effects, and other temporal/spatial
phenomena. The best and only major improvement over monthly TEC climatology predictions
can be obtained by real data observations not more than a few hours old taken where the
TEC-time-delay correction is required. Present theories are inadequate to predict
these temporal deviations from quiet ionospheric behavior, and efforts to improve those
deficiencies are recommended.

climatological a.4els for transionospheric propagation predictions need more and
better data for better spatial resolution. In addition, parameters from the neutral
atrosphere and the iagnetosphere may provide insight into the reasons for the complexity
in the spatial/teaporal variability of TEC. For the proper use of more spatially dense
data, future ground-basod observation networks must have standard format, calibration,
editing, processing and interpretation techniques.

Ionospheric scintillations are caused by various plasma instabilities. Approxi-
mate stochastic solutions to the procaqation problem describe quantitatively the scin-
tillation phenomenon when the statistical properties of the irregularities are known.
Morphological models of scintillation nave been built to predict the scintillation
occurrence and strength as a function of geographical, geophysical and solar parameters.
Since ionospheric scintillation can be a limitation to varinus space-based systems,
empirical models have boen made available for system design. However, the solar and
geooagnetic dependence of scintillation is still not fully understood and requires more
attention in the future. Muiti-technique measurements have proved very productive and
ShOUld be the experimental approaca for future modeling efforts.
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For qround-vave pzroaation assaeesan, the aPproximate sode"l now utilized should£to be replaced by more complex and .copraehnive prediction models. This shold improvethe accuracy of assemeozat and would avoid the discontinuity at frequencies where achange in approximation models is now meds. New software should allow for a non-stand-ard atmosphere and for sections with different ground electrical properties.
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_- _4 March 1992

TO: Recipients of AGARDograph AG-326

FROM: Scientific Publications Executive 2 /5 C)

SUBJECT: ERRATA

The Editor of AGARDograph AG-326, 'Radio Wave Propagation
Modeling, Prediction and Assessment' has prepared the attached
errata sheet, which contains mostly new information that has
come to light since the publication was prepared.

Please incorporate these changes in your copy of this
publication.

.G.W. Hart



ERJUTA FOR AGARDagrapls No. 32,6

In the errata to follow. underlined characters..or words indicate a change to be made to text Of NATO AGARL~ographNo. 326. The portioris not underlined remain as they are nojw inte et
1. p.2, at the end of the lIt paragraph add; .. international agreement. Most of the mateflal in thix c 2Vter iS a modifiedand upd=te yersion of Hitney et al. (12&5)-

2. p26, 2nd paragraph, 2nd line add: .... refractivity has to be MCQ~re at multiple location&..
3. p. 32Z the first reference should read: Ament, W.5., *TowardL...

4. p. 32Z the eleventh reference should read: Blakej..1,, Radar Range
5. p. 33, add the reference: Hlsney. l{.V.. J.H. Richter, R.A. Pappwrt. K.D. Anderson and G.B. Baunigartner, 'TroposphericRadio Propagation Assessment." Proc. MEEE, Vol. 73, No. 2. pp. 265-2&1, 1985
6. p. 36, modify thp 2nd paragraph, line 7 to read: .. via the ionosphere. The prediction of ib inajQi~af the ionosphere,..
7. p. 38, add the reference: Matsushita, S. and LG. Smith (Ed&s), Radio Sci., Special Issue on Recent Advances in Geo-physics and Chemnistry of the E region. VOL 10, 3. 1975
& p. 47, equation 3.1.4, x should be a large sigma with limits n -0 to.
9. p. 48, modify the 2nd paragraph, line 11: _.on the propagation path. Thus P. becomes C An (T) 4n (d)) "where ..,
10 ,63 1insert the following nth2nparagraph, line 7: _..on a sisecified occasion, by ionospheric refraction aloneLý&1.A =.Z& Th1isdefinitio iLldstemr rcs omrC I, efinitionst of 'Clusscl ad f'tad

a jm l acetbepefrac f a radio jcircaim gal RYPYi 13ana .rp~tn va th ao~ btw-e gvn termjgdiealatazs! tnfiime ndrs ecfd wotn codin I apeciie
thrp , modqeinify the lasspararapht gline 6to read: .Dietor of theCCe(CIRtin

ahoderems.The fourth ily opereadin Wreqenceris19he).owestating freqec lmssTb )adi h oestsofM Philiiny th W0 ate

U2thatL lawe F-laer is composed of a Mmaher of Ueaz paicbes ot wm~aaa with ddrentt
re__io Mal w so that eac pau ha cv usow MUF Too umher Ofpaces~sm t the meian falls of the* . freried cy ande there isi nona cut-f.~ Wheelei (1966)

pcoisal r Us heen udaNv fuonb ofi thattere al~rei reflsydn areI it valu e metldiia AJ ~uat r

and oarvdlose AdU values if 09 Msz was od M to Whllroviega oa ftj efin thid flw u~ nm er

(Ttn tno 98) detr.e The rndsnisormalois te sngie h e mfofn standrd blvarwioIr ta fronamaw o theupe ast tnd loeri divided bf the MUFS foisthebunon

fian ada nas svrtuemUFa lossg nmoadel l E 'i

above.f the -at~ MU, weerso

14.p. 68, Inn paragrahenderae aseio a..1 lasctione o hul read: D. Otratope icl..

da a f t uiet sit ) e termnea s thlde COtrasiiont oa.V n 'Me fel FnU"n MCririod e t pg A 55) richow ofaso fiom the up per and lower decile s ofison rr the quetnha ci~urveof9 Ban d 4d .rse.v vTecsinaSe ure srM CCIR- R'aepot32 ndi Wg a se n o wr f reho s t_ ~ Saior and14 B row M1982 g9=.



18, p. 71, modify the third paragraph, line 6 to read:... CCIR Report 894 (CCIR, 1982; £CiR&J990). The field

19. p. 71. modify the fourth paragraph,- line I to read: ... in CCIR Report 894 fCCIRJL090. had as its roots, the ,...a

simplified 'version. of CCI Report 2.2 is used for..

20. p,7 1, modify the List paragraph, line 11 to read: ... Tbc basic MUF (CCIR 192a). The operational MUF can

21. p. 73. modify the seconti full paragraph, line 3 to read: ...in operation. Saitoraf 1990) has traced the history of the

fjl s~r;=th odcls in PROPHET, Ulsing the latest field stlength model. Figure 3.2.1 shows a sample _

22. p. ,77, mrodify the CCIR (1982a) reference to read: CCIRth XVth Plenrys Assembly, Geneva, *Propagation prediction
methds for high frequency broadcasting; Report 894,' Pro ain in Ionized Media. Recommnd~ations anid Reports of
the CCIR, 1982, Vol. V1 Geneva, Int. Telecomenun. Union, 1 1

2-3. p. 77. delete the CCIR (198"2b) reference.

24. p. 77, add the references: Bennington. T.W., *How Many MU.F~s?" Wireless World. Vol. 65, pp 537-538. Dec. 1959

Bradley, P.A., *Propagation at medium and high frequencies,2: Long and short term models.' AGARD Lectre Series
No. 99 on Aerospace Pro ation Media Modelling and Prediction Schemes for Modem Communications. Navigation, and
Surveillance Systems. 19 9

25. p p 77-78, in references CCIR 1990a through CCIR 19190d change: 'Recommiendations and Reports of the CCII?. 1990,
VoLV'L,..to Reporrs of the CCIA? 1990, Annex to Vol. VI-.

26. p. 78, add the references: CCIR XVIlth Plenary Assembly, DWsseldorf, 'CCIR HF propagation prediction method;
-Repoirt 894-1,' Propagation in Ionized Media, Reports of thie (ý7ClR, 1990, Annex to Vol . VI, Geneva, lat. Telecomrrnun.

Uulucn, 1990e

CCER XVllth Plenary Assembly, Diisseldorf, 'Definitions of mnaximurn and minimum transmission frequencies; Recoin-
mendation 373-6.' Propagation in Ionized Mledia, Recommend~ationts of thee CCII?, 1990, Vol. VI, Geneva, mat.Telecomn-
rMin Union, 1990
Criclilow. W.Q. D.F. Smith, R.N. Morton, and W.R. Corliss, 'Worldwide radio noise levels expected in the frequency band
10 4iocycle-s to 100 megacvcles,r, National Bureau of Standards Circular 557, 1955

77. p. 78, .he nineteenth reference should read: Goodman. LM. 'Decision aid design factors in connaectiort...

2& p. 7& the twenty-third reference should read: Hatfield, V.E., B.T. Boxnbama YKR Bailey and G. Stnith, 'AMBCQNL..

29.9 K0 add thk --ference: Phillips N-LL "F-layer radio transmi~ssion on frequencies above the conventionally calculated
MUF, Project EARMU-FF (Engineering and Research Maximum Usable Frequencies). RCA Servie Company Final
Report Data Analysis Contracti DA-3o-029..SC-72SM2 Appendix B, pp 137-161, Sept. 195

30,p, 79, sdd the reference: Joint Technical Advisory Commneme, TRadio tuuins$isai by iomospberic and tropospheric
sciarter, PL 1, Ionospheric scatter transmisson,' IRE Pro,. Vol 4&, pp 4-29, Jan 1960

31. p.80 add the reference: SailorsD.B.. 'A review of the history of field strength models in PROPHIET,' The Effect oi
the L-.tphere on Radiowave Signals and System Performance Symposium. Springfield, VA, 1990

37-p 6' ' i the following reference: Systems Exploration Inc., 'Sounder update arnd field strength software modifi-
cations tev the Special Operations Radio Frequency Managemnent Systems (SORFMS),' Naval Ocean Systems,
Tech. Doe. 1848. June 1990

33. p. 81, modify the following reference to read: Vondrak. R.R.. G. Smith, V.E. Hatfield, R.T. Tsungda. V.P.. Frank and

34. p. 81, modify the first Zacharisen and Jones reference to read: Zacharisen. D.H. and W.B. Jones, 'World maps of
atmospheric radio noise tn universal time," Institute for Telecommun. Sc-iences Res. Rep. -1 1970

35. p. 81, delete the second Zachariser and Jones reference, a duplicate of the first.

36. p. 117. add the reference: Watson, G.N.. `Tbe diffraction of electric waves by the earth. Proc. Ro). Soc. London, A,
Vol. 95, No. A 66o, pp 83-89, October 1918

.17. p. 118. Section 5.1.2. modify the second paragraph, line 3 to read: ... to amend the basic treaty, the lnteratioj~
IeLecoinmunication Constitutio~n and Convention....

3A p. 118, Section 5.1.2. modify the second paragraph. line 8 to read: Registration Board Qd the Directors of the
consultative comnutttees and establishing the bWdget...

39. p. 119. modify the second paragraph. line to to read: ... 4ith the Radio Regulations (rrUl~.1288) and whether ...

40- p. 120, Section 5.1.4, modify fine 2: ... constiutuion and thc new convenuon of the Union (ITU, 1989a~and 989). This..

41. p. 121. Section 51.2,2 modify the third paragraph, line 3 to read: Table 5.2 lists Iba most relevant..

42.p.12. modirv the unint reierci:cc to ietu.L iTL. %,uvil acivti- :th lniocni cionfcrrenct.' Tclccomntun.J.
Vo.5.pp 546-550, 1989a

43. p. 124. add the reference: lTli. Intrenational Telecommnrtication Conntirution anid Conventwio, Final Act of the
13th Plenipotentiar Conference, International Telecommun. Uroon, Nice. 1989b

44 [). 124 the Lewrin reference should read: Text. Artech House. Inc,. Dedhanm...


